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Summary in English
Reordering has been an important topic in statistical machine translation
(SMT) as long as SMT has been around. State-of-the-art SMT systems such
as Pharaoh (Koehn, 2004a) still employ a simplistic model of the reordering
process to do non-local reordering. This model penalizes any reordering no
matter the words. The reordering is only selected if it leads to a translation
that looks like a much better sentence than the alternative.
Recent developments have, however, seen improvements in translation
quality following from syntax-based reordering. One such development
is the pre-translation approach that adjusts the source sentence to resem-
ble target language word order prior to translation. This is done based on
rules that are either manually created or automatically learned from word
aligned parallel corpora.
We introduce a novel approach to syntactic reordering. This approach
provides better exploitation of the information in the reordering rules and
eliminates problematic biases of previous approaches. Although the ap-
proach is examined within a pre-translation reordering framework, it eas-
ily extends to other frameworks. Our approach significantly outperforms a
state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system and previous approaches to pre-
translation reordering, including (Li et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b; Crego
& Marin˜o, 2007). This is consistent both for a very close language pair,
English-Danish, and a very distant language pair, English-Arabic.
We also propose automatic reordering rule learning based on a rich set
of linguistic information. As opposed to most previous approaches that
extract a large set of rules, our approach produces a small set of predomi-
nantly general rules. These provide a good reflection of the main reorder-
ing issues of a given language pair. We examine the influence of several
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parameters that may have influence on the quality of the rules learned.
Finally, we provide a new approach for improving automatic word align-
ment. This word alignment is used in the above task of automatically learn-
ing reordering rules. Our approach learns from hand aligned data how to
combine several automatic word alignments to one superior word align-
ment. The automatic word alignments are created from the same data that
has been preprocessed with different tokenization schemes. Thus utilizing
the different strengths that different tokenization schemes exhibit in word
alignment. We achieve a 38% error reduction for the automatic word align-
ment.
Resume´ pa˚ dansk
Omrokering af en sætnings ordrækkefølge har været et vigtigt omra˚de in-
den for statistisk maskinoversættelse (SMT) lige sa˚ længe som SMT har ek-
sisteret. Dagens standard i SMT-systemer som fx Pharaoh (Koehn, 2004a)
bruger stadig en forenklet model af processen bag omrokering i ikke-lokale
omrokeringer. Dennemetode devaluerer enhver omrokering, uanset hvilke
ord den omhandler. Den eneste ma˚de en omrokeringen kan blive gen-
nemført, er hvis den fører til en oversættelse, der ligner en meget bedre
sætning end alternativet. Uden hensyn til kildesætningen.
Nyere forskning har dog pa˚vist forbedringer i kvaliteten af oversættelse
ved brug af syntaksbaseret omrokering. En af disse metoder er omrokering
før oversættelse, der inden den egentlige oversættelse justerer kildesætnin-
gen sa˚ dens ordstilling kommer til at ligne ma˚lsprogets ordstilling. Denne
justering er baseret pa˚ regler, som enten er manuelt udformede, eller som
er lært automatisk ud fra ordaligneringer mellem parallelle korpora.
I afhandlingen introduceres en ny fremgangsma˚de til syntaktisk omro-
kering. Denne fremgangsma˚de tillader en bedre anvendelse af informatio-
nen i omrokeringsreglerne og eliminerer problematiske uligevægtigheder
i tidligere metoder. Selvom metoden undersøges inden for rammerne af
omrokering før oversættelse, kan den nemt overføres pa˚ andre tilgange.
Vores tilgang overga˚r et moderne frasebaseret SMT-system samt tidligere
tilgange til omrokering før oversættelse, deriblandt (Li et al., 2007; Zhang
et al., 2007b; Crego&Marin˜o, 2007). Dette gælder ba˚de for et nært beslægtet
sprogpar, engelsk-dansk, og et meget forskelligt sprogpar, engelsk-arabisk.
Vi foresla˚r desuden en tilgang til automatisk læring af omrokeringsre-
gler baseret pa˚ en omfattende samling lingvistiske træk. I modsætning
til de fleste tidligere tilgange, der udtrækker et stort antal regler, produc-
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erer vores tilgang kun et mindre antal overvejende generelle regler. Disse
leverer et godt billede af de primære forskelle i ordrækkefølge inden for et
givet sprogpar. Vi undersøger desuden betydningen af flere parametre, der
kan have indflydelse pa˚ kvaliteten af de lærte regler.
Til sidst introducerer vi en ny metode til forbedring af automatisk ord-
alignering. Denne ordalignering bruges i det føromtalte arbejde med au-
tomatisk læring af omrokeringsregler. Metoden lærer ud fra manuelt align-
eret data at kombinere flere automatiske ordaligneringer til e´n overlegen
ordalignering. De automatiske ordaligneringer udledes af det samme data-
sæt, der er blevet præprocesseret med forskellige grader af ordsegmenter-
ing. Pa˚ den ma˚de udnyttes de forskellige styrker som forskellige ordseg-
menteringer besidder i forbindelse med ordalignering. Dette fører til en
fejlreduktion pa˚ 38% for den automatiske ordalignering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The problem of MT is only one of quantity and capacity.
(Bar-Hillel, 1965 [1955], p.183)
These somewhat surprising words from Bar-Hillel are part of a thought
experiment. His idea is that since language has a fixed vocabulary and
maximal sentence length, only a finite set of sentences can be produced,
and these can be pre-translated into a sentence dictionary, if the financial
and technological means are at hand.
In theory, his idea seems flawed. First of all, vocabularies contain open
word classes that are constantly changing. Through the news, we are for ex-
ample constantly bombarded with new proper nouns. Secondly, sentence
length has no limit. Any sentence can be prolonged, for example with ’He
said X’.
In practice, it may be true that with a fixed vocabulary and sentence
length, almost all sentences can be covered, but even then, the idea of trans-
lating every sentence is inconceivable. Against a background of all English
sentences ever produced, we would still expect this thesis to contain com-
pletely novel ones. Perhaps some of the sentences discussing Danish and
therefore containing Danish words. This is why we need machine transla-
tion (MT). It possesses the ability to translate previously unseen sentences
based on generalization as opposed to Bar-Hillel’s idea, which fits better
under the predicate translation memory.
If we disregard the problems of his idea, the words of Bar-Hillel in fact
capture a divergence in statistical MT (SMT) today. Where some believe that
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abstract linguistic knowledge, i.e. knowledge beyondword forms and their
order, is needed for SMT to advance, others believe it is mainly a question
of the quantity of data available to learn from. At the NIST MT Workshop
2006 in Washington, Daniel Marcu of the University of Southern Califor-
nia’s Information Sciences Institute expressed his belief in integrating syn-
tactic knowledge into SMT, while Franz Joseph Och of Google argued that
simplifying the system and scaling up the amount of learning data was the
way to go.
It is our belief that for certain aspects of translation, abstract linguistic
knowledge is not only desirable, it is also necessary. Linguistic knowledge
can reduce the need for massive amounts of data by raising the level of
generalization, and thereby providing a basis for more efficient data ex-
ploitation. This is especially desirable for language pairs where massive
amounts of data is not available. Moreover, there are systematic aspects of
translation requiring information that is simply not available at the surface.
One such aspect of translation is reordering, which most often operates
at a syntactic level. Syntactic information is therefore of the utmost im-
portance. This is illustrated by the verb second nature of Danish, where
the subject appears after the verb, if another constituent has taken its sen-
tence initial position. Under the circumstances the subject of an English
sentence stays in front of the verb. When these conditions are met, an
English-Danish MT system must therefore reorder the subject. Example
(1) illustrates this point (examples are annotated with English gloss and
translation).
(1)
[
idag
today
er
are
vi
we
vidner
witnesses
til
to
...
... ]
’today we are witnessing ...’
If the MT system has no abstract linguistic knowledge, it can neither iden-
tify the subject, verb or conditions. In this example, the condition is rep-
resented by ’idag’, the subject by ’we’, and the verb by ’are’. Most state-of-
the-art SMT systems will handle this by word sequence information. For
example, information that ’today we are’ should be translated as ’idag er vi’,
or that the sequence ’idag er vi’ is more likely than ’idag vi er’.
The condition can however vary from a word to an entire sentence, and
3the subject can be any noun phrase from a word to a complex phrase
containing a relative clause. Example (2) is comparable to example (1),
where the subject moves after the verb, but here the condition is a sentence,
and the subject is a complex noun phrase with a modifying prepositional
phrase.
(2)
[
som
as
de
you
ved,
know,
ra˚dede
advised
retsudvalget
the committee on legal affairs
mig
me
...
... ]
’as you know, the committee on legal affairs advised me ...’
This example is very unlikely to be handled well based on word sequence
information alone, since the sequence of words needed to cover both the
condition and the reordering elements— the subject and the verb— is very
long and unlikely to have been learned by the SMT system. A simple rule
stating that the subject should reorder with the verb, if it is preceded by an-
other constituent, would on the other hand be able to handle the reordering
in both example (1) and (2).
State-of-the-art in SMT is at the moment phrase-based SMT (PSMT). Here
the basic unit of translation is not a word but a word sequence. In connec-
tion with example (1), we illustrated that the unit ’today we are → idag er
vi’might be used to translate the example. As this example reveals, the se-
quences in PSMT need not be syntactically defined units. In our view, it is
a strength of PSMT that it does not limit itself to syntactically defined units.
We believe it is important to retain these syntax-independent strengths of
PSMT when integrating syntax-based reordering.
One approach that retains these strengths while doing syntax-based re-
ordering, is pre-translation reordering. Here the source sentence is reordered
by syntactic rules prior to translation in order to obtain the word order of
the target language. The core PSMT system is therefore not modified as
such. For these reasons, we choose to test our approach within this frame-
work.
A major deciding point in connection with pre-translation reordering is
whether the reordering is imposed (deterministic) or merely suggested (non-
deterministic). The deterministic approach reorders the source sentence and
presents the PSMT system with this, while the non-deterministic approach
presents the PSMT system with both the reordered and original sentence.
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vores forhandling i dag også har de samme klang . 
our debate today also has the same ring to it .
our debate today has also the same ring to it .
Figure 1.1: Example illustrating the problems with pre-translation reordering.
These suggestions are possibly weighted with different probabilities based
on the rules.
We believe that the irrevocable decisions made by the deterministic ap-
proach are undesirable in a PSMT framework. Integrating the reordering
decisions in the PSMT system instead yields a unified approach, where
probabilistic reordering suggestions are evaluated together with all of the
system’s other parameters.
A major problem with pre-translation reordering approaches is that the
information from the reordering rule is not carried over to the target lan-
guage side. As a consequence, it has no influence on the decisions made
by the system in the actual translation. Figure 1.1 illustrates this problem.
The translation was produced by an actual pre-translation reordering sys-
tem. The first sentence is the original English sentence, the second sentence
is the pre-translation reordered source sentence, and the third sentence is
the system output. Here a rule has moved the adverb ’also’ after the finite
verb ’has’, which yields the correct word order for Danish. Having accom-
plished the reordering, the rule rewards the translation. Following this, the
system however reverts the reordering, but the translation retains the re-
ward it was assigned for following the rule, even though this no longer is
the case.
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We address the problems of previous approaches to pre-translation re-
ordering in PSMT by introducing a bisect approach. First, reordering rules
generate multiple, unweighted source reorderings. Secondly, the rules are
used to score the word orders of the translation hypotheses relative to the
source sentence word order. Thereby, the word order of the translation is
evaluated directly, and not through the word order of the reordered source
sentence.
For the experiments, we use reordering rules that are automatically
learned fromword alignments based onmultiple levels of linguistic knowl-
edge. The experiments are carried out on a close language pair, English-
Danish, and a distant language pair, English-Arabic. Here, our approach
significantly outperforms a state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system and
previous approaches to pre-translation reordering measured by both hu-
man and automatic evaluation.
1.1 Contributions
We introduce a novel approach to syntactic reordering. This approach
provides better exploitation of the information in the reordering rules and
eliminates problematic biases of previous approaches. Although the ap-
proach is examined within a pre-translation reordering framework, it eas-
ily extends to other frameworks. Our approach significantly outperforms a
state-of-the-art phrase-based SMT system and previous approaches to pre-
translation reordering, including (Li et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b; Crego
& Marin˜o, 2007). This is consistent both for a very close language pair,
English-Danish, and a very distant language pair, English-Arabic.
We also propose automatic reordering rule learning based on a rich set
of linguistic information. As opposed to most previous approaches that
extract a large set of rules, our approach produces a small set of predomi-
nantly general rules. These provide a good reflection of the main reorder-
ing issues of a given language pair. We examine the influence of several
parameters in connection with rule learning
Finally, we provide a new approach for improving automatic word
alignment. This word alignment is used in the above task of automati-
cally learning reordering rules. Our approach learns from hand aligned
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data how to combine several automatic word alignments to one superior
word alignment. The automatic word alignments are created from the same
data that has been preprocessed with different tokenization schemes. Thus
utilizing the different strengths that these different tokenization schemes
exhibit in word alignment. We achieve a 38% error reduction for the auto-
matic word alignment.
1.2 Thesis outline
The thesis has the following structure:
• Chapter 2 provides the background for the work we present. It starts
with a wide scope by looking at the field of MT, and then narrows
in on SMT, ending up with PSMT. We also touch upon the role of
linguistics in PSMT and the evaluation of MT.
• Chapter 3 deals with reordering in translation. We provide analysis
of the language pairs involved in our experimentation, and discuss
problems with reordering in PSMT and pre-translation reordering.
• Chapter 4 introduces a novel approach for improving the quality
of automatic word alignment by exploiting multiple tokenization
schemes. Word alignment plays an important role in learning re-
ordering rules. The alignments produced here are used to learn re-
ordering rules in chapter 5.
• Chapter 5 describes a novel approach for learning reordering rules
based on a high level of linguistic knowledge. We experiment with
learning from different data and word alignments.
• Chapter 6 presents a novel approach for doing syntactically moti-
vated reordering in PSMT. The approach avoids the problems of pre-
vious approaches described in chapter 3.
• Chapter 7 concludes on the work done in the thesis and discusses
perspectives for future work.
1.3 Publications 7
1.3 Publications
The work presented in chapter 4 is also described in “Combination of statis-
tical word alignments based on multiple preprocessing schemes” presented at the
North American Chapter of the Association for Computational Linguistics
(Elming & Habash, 2007), which is joint work with Nizar Habash. This
work is also extended in a chapter of the volume “Learning Machine Trans-
lation” (Elming et al., to appear) in participation with Josep M. Crego.
Chapter 5 and 6 expands on “Syntactic reordering integrated with phrase-
based SMT” accepted for presentation at the Association for Computational
Linguistics workshop on Syntax and Structure in Statistical Translation
2008 (Elming, 2008), and an elaborated version under the same title ac-
cepted for presentation at the International Conference on Computational
Linguistics 2008 (Elming, accepted for publication).

Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides the basic background for the work done in the thesis.
The structure of the chapter is top-down. We start out by looking at what
MT is, and how it is approached. Then we focus on SMT, giving a more
detailed account of word-based SMT and PSMT. Following this, we look at
how abstract linguistic knowledge can be integrated in PSMT. Finally, we
will touch upon the difficult question of how to evaluate the performance
of an MT system, both manually and automatically.
2.1 Machine translation
Machine translation deals with the automation of translation from one lan-
guage to another. Given that language has both form and content, trans-
lation can be viewed as the representation of the same content in the form
of different languages. Machine translation rests on a basic assumption,
namely that different languages are able to express the same content. If we
add a basic assumption of linguistics; that the languages have a system-
atic way of expressing the content, then we can also assume a systematic
relationship between the formal expression of different languages.
These assumptions are not controversial. If people are able to learn lan-
guage and translate, then there must be some form of systematicity within
these processes. Given the presence of the appropriate knowledge about
the languages and the relationship between them, a computer should there-
fore be able to perform the translation. However, the information needed
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for translation quite possibly involves all levels of linguistics from word
to world knowledge. This makes translation an AI-complete problem to
solve. A computer needs to be as intelligent as a human to translate at the
level of a human.
Despite these overwhelming challenges, the idea of using a computer for
the task of translation has been around almost as long as the computer it-
self. It was probably the first natural language task proposed to be handled
by a computer, and this at a timewhere few saw the potential of a computer
outside number handling.
The ideas emerged in the wake of the immense success of code breaking
in the Second World War. In a 1949 memorandum, an American mathe-
matician, Warren Weaver, poses the idea of viewing translation as a cryp-
tography problem.
[I]t is very tempting to say that a book written in Chinese is
simply a book written in English which was coded into the
“Chinese code.” If we have useful methods for solving almost
any cryptographic problem, may it not be that with proper
interpretation we already have useful methods for translation?
(Weaver, 2003 [1949], p.16)
One problem with this proposed approach is that the task of cryptog-
raphy does not compare directly to translation. Cryptography operates
within a much more controlled space where strict operations directly link-
ing the two expression sides are the actual basis for the encrypted language.
That is, one side is not a natural language. The encrypted language is de-
fined by and does not exist without these operations. Natural languages,
on the other hand, undergo constant change, most often independent of
each other, and they do not possess this direct link between the expression
sides. The analogy is nevertheless appealing, and, as we shall see below,
it has played an important role in the development of the SMT approaches
employed today.
Approaches to machine translation can be divided into the following
categories: rule-based, example-based, and statistical. In the following, we
have chosen to group the description of these using an essential distinc-
tion within computational linguistics; whether the approach is based on
2.1 Machine translation 11
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Figure 2.1: The Vauquois pyramid (based on Vauquois, 2003, Fig. 28.1).
the theoretical knowledge of linguistics or the information inherent in large
corpora of text. In reality, the distinctions have become blurry, and are be-
coming even more so. Nevertheless, we feel this division is important to
machine translation and provides the best basis for a description of the
field.
2.1.1 Theory-based machine translation
For many years, the approach to machine translation was not based on the
statistics of cryptography as proposed by Weaver, but on the introspection
of linguists.
Also known as rule-based machine translation, this class of approaches is
characterized by using rules based on several levels of linguistic abstrac-
tion. The process can be illustrated by the Vauquois pyramid in figure 2.1.
First, the source text is subject to a linguistic analysis. This analysis yields
an intermediate representation of the text. Then, based on this representa-
tion, a translation is generated using linguistic rules. These rule are manu-
ally crafted by experts with insight in both source and target language.
The intermediate representations can be of varying levels of linguistic
abstraction. In the most abstract form, the intermediate level is an inter-
lingua. That is, a pure representation of the text content that is common
to all languages and thereby fully independent of the form of any single
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language. This can be illustrated in figure 2.1 by going to the highest point
of abstraction in the pyramid before generating the translation. This ap-
proach agrees with many people’s intuitive notion of translation. When
translating a sentence, you need to get the underlying idea, before you can
proceed to produce the translation. The generality of the approach is also
appealing. In theory, it should be possible to translate to every language
from the same interlingua representation with the right rules.
In reality, it has so far not been possible to create this completely
language-neutral representation (Hutchins & Somers, 1992, pp.123). This
has lead most rule-based system to rely on linguistically less abstract inter-
mediate representations. The lower abstraction level means that the rep-
resentation is no longer language-independent. This is resolved by adding
an additional step in translation that transfers the source representation to a
target representation. These systems are called transfer-based. In figure 2.1,
this is illustrated by cutting across to the generation side before reaching
the top of the pyramid. The shape of the pyramid is supposed to reflect
that the higher the level of linguistic abstraction, the simpler the transfer
(shorter distance to the generation side).
Rule-based MT relies on the ability of experts to give an adequate for-
mal description of the translation process. To a large extent, this not only
entails a full internal description of the two languages, but also a descrip-
tion of how they correlate. The complexity of this task makes it seem an
unreachable goal to achieve for any team of experts.
An advantage of the approach is that the developer has more control
over the translations than is the case with corpus-based approaches. This
level of control makes it possible for the developer to perform very focused
modifications of the system’s performance, and it provides the systemwith
a high degree of consistency in its translations. As a consequence, the sys-
tem has the advantage of high term consistency and predictable error cor-
rection (Elming, 2006). On the other hand, the high level of consistency
restricts the system when doing less rigid task like ambiguity resolution.
In addition, the creation of such a system is very time consuming, and as
the system grows, the implications of a small modification may become
unpredictable. Improving the translation of one phenomenon may hurt
the translation of another.
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2.1.2 Corpus-based machine translation
In the late 1980s, corpus-based approaches tomachine translation started to
emerge. Instead of solely relying on the knowledge of a small group of ex-
perts, researchers turned to the enormous amounts of information present
in parallel corpora of texts that had already been translated.
In fact, the aforementioned theory-based approaches often used corpora
to e.g. determine vocabulary or merely investigate language. What was
new about the corpus-based approaches emerging in the late 1980s, was
that they made use of the corpora in a much more direct way in translation.
By piecing together instances of translation as encountered in the parallel
corpus, the translation systems became a reflection of the language and
translations they were based on.
Although the framework was introduced in 1984 under the name “trans-
lation by analogy” (Nagao, 1984), example-based MT (EBMT) was not at-
tempted until 1990 (Sumita et al., 1990). This approach demonstrated the
advantage of basing the translation of highly lexicalized, local phenomena
on a parallel corpus.
Distinguishing EBMT from other approaches to MT is not a simple task.
Somers (2003, p. 45) states that it is characterized by using example trans-
lations as its main knowledge source at runtime. This description is, how-
ever, disputed by Turcato & Popovich (2003, p. 64) stating that the origin
of knowledge is unimportant, what is interesting is the knowledge that is
used. At the end of the day, they only regard the original proposal (Nagao,
1984) as true EBMT, where the original, unprocessed examples are used at
run-time. That is, the system has a direct link to the corpus at runtime.
The distinction is very subtle, and we will take the less strict approach by
leaning on Somers description.
In the extreme case, where the exact input sentence has been encountered
previously, the EBMT system functions like a translation memory. A transla-
tion memory is a computer aided translation tool that is able to reuse pre-
vious translations. If the sentence or a similar sentence has been translated
previously, the previous translation is returned. As opposed to a transla-
tion memory, the EBMT system is MT proper, in that it can translate novel
sentences, and not just reproduce previous sentence translations.
In analogy to RBMT, EBMT translates in three steps; matching, alignment,
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and recombination (Somers, 2003, pp. 7). 1) In matching, the system looks in
its database of previous examples and finds the pieces of text that together
give the best coverage of the input sentence. This matching is done us-
ing various heuristics from exact character match to matches using higher
linguistic knowledge to calculate the similarity of words or identify gener-
alized templates. 2) The alignment step is then used to identify which tar-
get words these matching strings correspond to. This identification can be
done both using existing bilingual dictionaries or automatically deduced
from the parallel data. 3) Finally, these correspondences are recombined
and the rejoined sentences are judged using either heuristic or statistical
information.
In example (3), Sato &Nagao (1990) illustrate the intuition behind EBMT
by showing how it is possible to translate a previously unseen sentence
based on translation examples. Sentence (3a) is translated by matching
its parts in the translation examples (3b) and (3c). Via an alignment, the
Japanese correspondences are located, and these are recombined into the
translation (3d).
(3) a. He buys a book on international politics.
b. [He buys]b a notebook.
[Kare ha]b nouto [wo kau]b.
c. I read [a book on international politics]c.
Watashi ha [kokusaiseiji nitsuite kakareta hon]c wo yomu.
d. [Kare ha]b [kokusaiseiji nitsuite kakareta hon]c [wo kau]b.
As can be seem from this description, EBMT is not a fully corpus-based
approach. Especially, we quite possibly find theory-based components
within matching and recombination. In this sense, EBMT can be positioned
in between RBMT and SMT, which also causes the definition problems.
At about the same time that the first EBMT system was developed, the
first SMT system was developed by a research team at IBM. This approach
was based on the ideas proposed by Warren Weaver some 40 years earlier.
SMT has much in common with EBMT, but information is extracted by
statistical means and annotated with probabilities. For a long time, SMT
systems have been completely without linguistic knowledge (with the ex-
ception of the basic idea of a word token and a sentence), and in this pure
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form, SMT stands as the prototype of a corpus-based MT approach. Within
recent times, more statistical approaches are, however, beginning to inte-
grate additional knowledge sources of higher linguistic abstraction.
The basic architecture of an SMT system also differs from that of an
EBMT system. Generally, it will consist of at least a statistical translation
model and a statistical target language model, and translation is done by
letting a search algorithm, the decoder, examine a high number of possi-
ble translation, and the one yielding the highest probability based on all
knowledge sources is considered the best translation. In the next section,
we will proceed with a more detailed description of SMT.
2.2 Statistical machine translation
Some 40 years after Warren Weaver suggested using cryptographic and
information theoretic methods for translation, the spirit of his ideas were
taken up by a team of scientists at IBM. Stating that the main obstacles had
been the power of computers and availability of electronic texts, they felt
the time was ripe to pursue statistical machine translation (Brown et al.,
1990).
2.2.1 Word-based SMT: The IBMmodels
Statistical machine translation is based on the idea that every target sen-
tence is a possible translation of every source sentence. A reasonable as-
sumption is that the probability of a given target sentence being a good
choice for translation relies heavily on which source sentence is under con-
sideration for translation. It is therefore possible to condition the proba-
bility on the source sentence, yielding the posterior probability of the target
sentence given the source sentence P (t|s)1.
This model of translation correlates with an intuitive view of translation;
given a source sentence that we want to translate, which is the best target
1 This description is based on (Brown et al., 1993). As opposed to their language specific
notation (e stands for the English target string, and f stands for the French source string),
we will use notation s for source string (i.e. the string to be translate) and t for target (i.e.
the translation we looking for). We realize that this conflicts with other notation in their
description, but we feel it brings more clarity in relation to the rest of the thesis.
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sentence to choose as translation. That is, the target sentence that leads to
the highest value for P (t|s).
Following Bayes’ theorem, the dependence between the sentences can be
reversed:
P (t|s) = P (t)P (s|t)
P (s)
(2.1)
Since the prior probability of the source sentence P (s) is independent of,
which translation is chosen, the denominator is constant. The target sen-
tence that yields the highest value for the numerator, will therefore also
yield the highest value for the entire equation. This leads to the equation
Brown et al. (1993) calls the fundamental equation of statistical machine trans-
lation, where tˆ presents the most probable target string:
tˆ = argmax
t
Pr(t)Pr(s|t) (2.2)
As the name reveals, this equation is the backbone of the IBM models.
It contains the story behind the generative models. A story that brings us
back to Warren Weaver’s idea. It tells how a source string s is generated.
First, the target string t is generated, and then it is turned into the source
string s. As proposed by Warren Weaver, we should therefore be able to
retrieve the “original” target string t from the source string s. This approach
is also know as the noisy channel model, since the target string is thought
to have passed through a channel, where it has been corrupted by noise
yielding a new string, the source string.
Equation (2.2) also unveils the basic components of SMT systems asmen-
tioned in section 2.1.2; the language model, the translation model, and the de-
coder. P (t) is the language model: a model of the target language. The
basic function of this component is to ensure that the system produces ac-
ceptable target sentences. P (s|t) is the translation model: a model of the
relation between the two languages. This component ensures that suitable
target words are used in the translation given the words of the source sen-
tence. Finally, themaximization represents the decoder: the search problem
of finding the target sentence that produces the highest probability given
the language model and the translation model.
Instead of modelling the translation process directly as P (t|s), Brown et
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al. (1993) have distributed the influence to the two knowledge sources P (t)
and P (s|t). The main reason for this choice is that their translation model
is not strong enough to carry the entire translation. Two major weaknesses
are the ordering of target words and relations between the target words.
This weakness is to a large extent remedied by the language model, but in
the process, the link to the information of the source sentence is weakened.
That is, a lot of the votes when it comes to choosing the words and their
order, are not directly based on the words and order of the source sentence.
In the following, wewill describe the languagemodel and the translation
model as proposed by Brown et al (1993). We will, however, not go into the
decoding problem here, since it is more a problem of efficiency than one of
modelling the translation process.
Language model
The language model used for the IBM models is an n-gram model, which
has proven to be a very strong source of information across natural lan-
guage processing (see e.g. Jurafsky & Martin, 2006, ch.6). The model is
very simple. It builds on the Markov assumption that the probability of
a given word appearing in a sentence only depends on the previous n-1
words. Even though these decisions are very local, the model provides a
good evaluation of the entire sentence, since the overlapping n-gramsmake
up a chain of events. If n is set to three, the model is called a trigrammodel.
Evaluating the sentence ’John loves Mary.’ with a trigram would be broken
down in the following chain of probabilities (excluding artificial sentence
boundary markers):
P (John)×P (loves|John)×P (Mary|John loves)×P (.|loves Mary) (2.3)
The model is learned by examining a large amount of monolingual text.
This is done fairly simple by maximum likelihood estimation (see e.g.
Manning & Schu¨tze, 1999, sec.6.2.1). As an example, the probability of
P(Mary|John loves) can be estimated by seeing how often the sequence ’John
loves’ is followed by ’Mary’. A better result is achieved by assuming that the
training data perhaps does not reflect the language perfectly. The data can
be smoothed out for example by discriminating infrequent n-grams. For a
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we do , however , know that there are men of peace who wish to forge ahead .
dog ved vi , at der findes fredselskere , der ønsker at gøre fremskridt .
Figure 2.2: Example word alignment from a from the Copenhagen Danish-English Depen-
dency Treebank (Buch-Kromann et al., 2007).
survey of different approaches to smoothing, see (Chen & Goodman, 1998).
Translation model
The IBM models only differ in their translation models. Since the transla-
tionmodel is modelled as the reverse process due to the Bayesian inversion,
the following description of the translation model will appear as a descrip-
tion of how a target sentence is translated into the source language.
Brown et al. (1993) recast the problem of modelling translation through
the problem of determining all possibleword alignments a between two sen-
tences:
P (s|t) =
∑
a
P (s, a|t) (2.4)
A word alignment is a representation of word level correlations between
a source sentence and a corresponding target sentence, as exemplified by
figure 2.2. Here we will use the term (word) alignment to mean the entire
set of correlations between two word sequences, while a single correlation
will be called a link. In figure 2.2, the words are linked to the words in the
parallel sentence that they correspond best with. This may lead to anything
frommany words linking to many words, as is the case with the somewhat
idiomatic construction ’forge ahead’, to words linking to nothing. In this il-
lustration, commas are for example not linked to anything, since they have
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different functions in the two sentences2.
The 5 IBMmodels developed to calculate the probability in equation (2.4)
can be separated in two categories based on the generative story of how
translation is performed. In the following, we will describe the IBMmodels
based on this division. The first story makes the basis for the first two
models, and the last three models are described though the second story.
IBM model 1 and 2. The first story is expressed in equation (2.5):
P (s, a|t) = P (m|t)
m∏
j=1
P (aj |aj−11 , sj−11 ,m, t)P (sj |aj1, sj−11 ,m, t) (2.5)
m is the length of s, j is a sentence position in s, sj1 is the string of source
words covering up to position j, and aj1 are the links to t for the source po-
sitions up to j. The equation states that given a target sentence, the prob-
ability of a source sentence and an alignment between this and the target
sentence can be calculated based on three probabilities; (1) the probability
of the length of the source sentence given the target sentence, (2) the prob-
ability of a link given previous links, previous source words, the length of
the source sentence, and the target sentence, and (3) the probability of a
source word given previous and the current link, previous source words,
the length of the source sentence, and the target sentence. From these parts,
the following story on how translation is done can be extracted:
Translation story for model 1 and 2
A translation is created by first determining its length, then fill-
ing the sentence positions one at a time by first determining
which original word the position links to, and then determin-
ing which word form to insert.
In fact, model 1 and 2 do not condition on as many events as equation
(2.5) provides for. Both models assume all sentence lengths (of reasonable
lengths) to be equally probable. The first probability is therefore a constant
value. The difference between the two models lies in the link modelling.
Model 1 assumes that all links are equally probable, i.e. linking the first
sourceword to the last target word is for example just as probable as linking
2 In this thesis, a word in translation is thought to be any characters separated by white
space.
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it to the first. Model 2, on the other hand, assumes that the probability of
linking a source position to a target position is conditioned on the source
position and the length of the sentences. For both models, the probability
of choosing a word form is only conditioned on the word form it stems
from.
IBM model 3, 4 and 5. The second story is expressed in the simplified3
equation (2.6):
P (s, a|t) =
l∏
i=1
n(φi|ti)
m∏
j=1
tr(sj |taj )
m∏
j=1
d(j|aj ,m, l) (2.6)
In addition to the previously described notation, φ is the fertility of a target
word, i.e. that number of words it translates into. i is a sentence position
in the target sentence, which has length l. In other words, equation (2.5)
has been recast with some new probabilities; (1) n, the probability of how
many words a target word translates into given the word form, (2) tr, the
probability that a source word form is the translation of a target word form
(the same as in the previous), and (3) d, the distortion probability, i.e. the
probability that the word form appears in a source sentence position given
the target sentence position that it links to, and the lengths of the sentences.
In plain words, this equation tells the following generative story:
Translation story for model 3, 4 and 5
A translation is created by first determining how many words
each original word translates into, and which word forms these
have, then secondly, determine at which sentence positions to
place the word forms.
The difference between model 3 and 4 lies in the distortion model. In-
stead of modelling reordering between absolute sentence position, model
4 models relative movement. It is for example able to model that a given
translation of a target word will have a tendency to move one position to
the left of the translation of the previous target word. This also means that
3For reasons of clarity, we do not include factors that handle extraneous words that
cannot be accounted for by the original words, and factors that handle the fact that the
same alignment can appear via multiple paths.
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model 4 conditions its linking decision on its previous linking choice, while
model 3 only includes sentence lengths.
Model 5 tries to mend the problem that the previous two models are de-
ficient, i.e. they waste a lot of probability mass on impossibilities. A small
amount of probability is for example wasted on the alignment that links all
words to the same position. That is, all words in the translation might ap-
pear on top of each other in third sentence position. In addition, the relative
distortion of model 4 is unaware of sentence boundaries, therefore proba-
bility is wasted on movement out of the sentence. When it e.g. models the
probability of movement for the word in first position, then left movement
will be considered even though it is an impossibility.
Training the IBM models. All the information needed to calculate the
parameters of the IBM models are present in a word alignment. Using
maximum likelihood estimation, it is possible to calculate howmanywords
a given word links to, how often it links to a given word form, and how
often a given sentence position links to another sentence position.
Unfortunately, unlike the training material for language models, which
is plain text, word alignments do not occur as products of unrelated activi-
ties. The closest source available is parallel corpora without the alignments.
Brown et al. (1993) solve this by stepwise estimating the parameters and the
alignment at the same time. For this, they use the expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977).
The EM algorithm works in two steps; first, the expectation step esti-
mates the probability of all alignments between parallel sentences based
on the current parameters, then the maximization step normalizes over the
entire data set to update the parameters. These two steps are repeated until
a predetermined threshold is reached.
Because the models are increasingly complex, the lower models are used
to bootstrap the higher models. This is both due to the computational com-
plexity, but also because the EM algorithm is only guarantied to reach a
local maximum. This means that the initial parameter guess has direct in-
fluence on which optimum is reached. By getting these from more simple
models, the intention it to get better initial guesses when calculating the
harder models. The parameters from the previous model is used to start
up training of the next. Since the algorithm needs a set of parameters to
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make the estimation, initial parameters are given uniform values, i.e. all
alignments are equally probable.
Problems with the IBM models. An unfortunate aspect of the IBM
model alignments is that they are asymmetrical. That is, as the genera-
tive story tells, each source word originates from a target word. A source
word can therefore only link to a single target word. Such a representation
can not provide a satisfactory description of the word alignment example
earlier in figure 2.2 on page 18, where we need many words to link to many
words in order to get a suitable alignment.
In addition, somewords do not link to anything. The IBMmodels handle
this by introducing an imaginary NULL word initial in the target sentence.
Source words that do not correlate with anything in the target sentence,
can link to this dummy position. On the other hand, target words that
do correlate with any source words, will have a high probability for zero-
fertility.
In a thorough investigation of the IBM models, Och & Ney (2003) verify
that the more complex models significantly improve the alignment quality
over the simpler models. This is especially the case when the alignment
model is first-order as in model 4 and 5, where the choice of alignment
conditions on the previous choice. We will look further into improving the
quality of word alignments supplied by the IBM models in chapter 4, and
on this note, we leave the quirky noisy channel use of target and source,
where target translates into source.
2.2.2 Phrase-based SMT
The most groundbreaking advancement from the IBM models has been a
change in the basic units of translation from single words to sequences of
words. Interestingly enough, this idea was already mentioned by Warren
Weaver in his famous memorandum in connection with the problem of
word sense disambiguation4:
The difficulty you mention concerning Basic seems to me to
have a rather easy answer. It is, of course, true that Basic puts
4 The Basicmentioned in the quote is a simplified version of English supposed to contain
the core of the language.
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multiple use on an action verb such as get. But, even so, the
two-word combinations such as get up, get over, get back, etc.,
are, in Basic, not really very numerous. Suppose we take a
vocabulary of 2,000 words, and admit for good measure all the
two-word combinations as if they were single words.
(Weaver, 2003 [1949], p.14 (authors’ emphasis))
This sequence-based approach to SMT is best known as phrase-based SMT
(PSMT) (Zens et al., 2002; Koehn et al., 2003). This is a potentially mislead-
ing name, since the term ’phrase’ has a long tradition in linguistics as a se-
quence of words that functions as a single unit in the syntax of a language.
Here, we will nevertheless follow the SMT traditional and use phrase to
mean any consecutive sequence of words. When referring to the linguistic
meaning, we will use the term syntactic phrase.
The strength of this approach may lie in its ability to handle colloca-
tional relations within the sentence. This makes it very compatible with
the frequency-based nature of human language. To a large extent, words
prefer occurring together with given other words. In its extreme form, this
is known as idioms and selectional restrictions, that is, when the probabil-
ity of certain words occurring together is very high. But in general, this
property is found in most of language, though with less radical probabili-
ties. This property is also seen in the success of the n-gram languagemodel.
The PSMT approach therefore owes a lot of its success to its surface-near
nature.
The phrase-based approach overcomes many of the weaknesses of the
word-based IBM models. The ability to directly describe correspondences
between strings of different lengths improves modelling considerably. This
provides a direct relation between the source context and the target word
selection. In addition, the phrases provide a much better model for lo-
cal reordering than the distortion probability. Finally, in translation, some
content-weak words do not carry over to the other language. This means
that some source words seem to be deleted in translation, and some tar-
get words seem to appear out of nowhere. The IBM models treat this in
a very chaotic way, by letting some words link to a non-existing NULL
word, and by trying to throw in unmotivated words in target sentence
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generation. This no longer constitutes a problem, since the phrase corre-
spondences hold between different length word sequences. That is, these
deletions and insertions are motivated lexically by their context, instead of
appearing sporadically.
At this point, we will introduce a relevant development in connection
with PSMT, namely the reformulation of the fundamental equation of SMT
(equation (2.2) on page 16), within the framework of maximum entropy.
Och & Ney (2002) propose a direct modelling of the translation process
based on the maximum entropy approach as described in (Berger et al.,
1996). Instead of employing the Bayesian Theorem, the posterior probabil-
ity P (tI1|sJ1 ) is expressed as a set ofM submodels hm(tI1, sJ1 ), which is each
weighted by a model parameter λm:
P (tI1|sJ1 ) =
exp
( M∑
m=1
λmhm(tI1, s
J
1 )
)
∑
t′I1
exp
( M∑
m=1
λmhm(t′
I
1, s
J
1 )
) (2.7)
Since the normalizing denominator only depends on the source sentence,
it has no influence on the maximization of the entire probability. This leads
to the following equation:
sˆI1 = argmax
eI1
{
P (tI1|sJ1 )
}
(2.8)
= argmax
eI1
{ M∑
m=1
λmhm(tI1, s
J
1 )
}
(2.9)
This model is also known as the log-linear model, and an interesting aspect
is that the noisy channel approach can be viewed as a special case that
contains two submodels, the language and the translation model, that are
weighted equally.
A major advantage of this generalization is that it provides a basis for
easily enriching the translation process with additional information. When
a new phenomenon related to the translation process is modelled, it is
merely added toM with an appropriate weight conveying its importance.
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In addition to this, there is no theoretical basis for weighting the mod-
els unevenly in the noisy channel model. Tillmann (2001), however, im-
prove translation quality by applying model scaling factors to the language
model and the distortion model. This behavior is an essential part of the
log-linear model, and therefore easily accounted for within this framework.
Even though the original formulations of PSMT were noisy channel
models (Zens et al., 2002; Koehn et al., 2003), they employedmodel weight-
ing, which in essence makes them log-linear models. We therefore choose
to view them as such. The description will be based on (Koehn et al.,
2003), which represents the most widespread notion of PSMT partly due
to the Pharaoh decoder (Koehn, 2004a) and other freely available tools re-
leased by Philipp Koehn. The description extends the original (Koehn et al.,
2003) slightly, so that it covers the system that was used as baseline for the
NAACL 2006 workshop on SMT (Koehn & Monz, 2006), since this toolkit
will act as baseline for our experiments. Throughout the thesis, we will
call this approach traditional PSMT. First, we will look at the submodels of
PSMT, and then, we will look at how phrase pairs are extracted.
The models of phrase-based SMT
Many of the aspects of translation that were modelled explicitly in the IBM
models, are nowmodelled implicitly in the phrase pairs. Instead of a fertil-
ity model and a word translation model, a phrase translation model is intro-
duced. A distortion model is still needed, but its task is somewhat different,
and it is therefore redefined. Koehn et al. (2003) also use a lexical weighting
model that evaluates the phrases internally, aword penalty that biases against
or towardsmaking longer sentences, and a phrase penalty that biases against
or towards using longer phrases. We will describe these models in the fol-
lowing. The language model remains the same, and it will not be described
here.
• Phrase translation model: Given the availability of a phrase correspon-
dence (t¯, s¯), its probability is calculated by maximum likelihood esti-
mation:
P (t¯|s¯) = count(t¯, s¯)∑
s¯
count(t¯, s¯)
(2.10)
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This is calculated for both translation directions, meaning that the
system will contain the two phrase translation models, P (t¯|s¯) and
P (s¯|t¯).
• Distortion model: In PSMT, the importance of the distortion model has
decreased, since a lot of local reordering is treated by the phrase pairs.
Therefore, a simple model was employed that merely punishes the
reordering of phrases.
d(ai − bi−1) = α|ai−bi−1−1| (2.11)
ai is the start word position of the source phrase that is translated
into the ith phrase position of the target sentence, and bi−1 is the end
word position of the source phrase that is translated into the i − 1th
position. This merely states that if words that were adjoining in the
source sentence, are no longer adjoining in the target sentence, then
the translation is punished according to the length of the move. The
distortion can be restricted by a distortion limit, so reorderings over
a given length are rejected.
• Lexical weighting model: Another way of evaluating a phrase pair is
by looking at the probability of its internal alignment. First, a word
translation probability distribution is calculated from a word align-
ment of the parallel corpus using maximum likelihood estimation
parallel to equation (2.10). Then, each phrase pair is evaluated by
the following equation:
P (t¯|s¯, a) =
n∏
i=1
1
|{j|(i, j) ∈ a}|
∑
∀(i,j)∈a
p(ti|sj) (2.12)
where a is the word alignment of the phrase pair (t¯, s¯), t¯ covers posi-
tion i = 1,. . . ,n, and s¯ covers position j = 0,. . . ,m (position 0 is the non-
existing NULL word). In plain words, the equation gets a combined
value for the phrase based on the strength of its links as evaluated by
the word translation probabilities.
• Word penalty: This model either rewards or punishes each time a
target word is added. This helps if one language often produces
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shorter/longer sentences than the other.
• Phrase penalty: This model either rewards or punishes each time a
phrase pair is used. This leads to the use of either more long more
short phrases. This model is, for example, able to promote the use of
longer phrases, and thereby strengthen the advantages of PSMT.
Phrase extraction
The entire setup mentioned above depends on the ability to extract phrase
pairs from a training corpus. This was first introduced in a somewhat
different framework called the alignment template model (Och et al.,
1999; Och & Ney, 2004), where information on the alignment between
phrases was included, but the basic units of translation were still words.
Asmentioned, one problemwith the IBMmodel alignments are that they
are asymmetrical, i.e. they only allow many-to-one5 alignments. Och et
al. (1999) remedy this by introducing symmetrization. Two alignments are
produced independently of each other with each language as source. This
way both a many-to-one and a one-to-many alignment are available. These
two alignments are merged heuristically, resulting in a symmetrical many-
to-many alignment.
Koehn et al. (2005) describes the grow-diag-final (GDF) algorithm based
on (Och & Ney, 2003), which is used to symmetrize the alignment used
for the baseline system in our experiments. This process is exemplified by
the alignment matrices in figure 2.3. On the left, we have the two initial,
asymmetrical alignments. Then the backbone of the alignment, the inter-
section of the two original alignments, is extracted. This is exemplified by
the black links in the center matrix. The grey links are links not shared
by the alignments. Then, the intersection is extended in two steps. First,
the grow-diag step extends the alignment to links neighboring an existing
link. Each link in the matrix is surrounded by 8 neighbor links (unless it
is a border link), i.e. the neighboring links of a given link in the matrix are
all the links touching up to it. The algorithm only adds links that were in
5 Since we have left the noisy channel use of source and target, many-to-one is here
intended to mean that source words can each have up to many links, while target words
can only have up to one link. That is, the the alignments are not necessarily many-to-one.
It is a maximum.
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Figure 2.3: Example of GDF symmetrization. The x-axis represents the words of the source
sentence, and the y-axis represents the words of the target sentence. Each square represents
the link between a source and a target word.
one of the original alignments (the grey links), and it keeps adding until
no grey link neighbors a black link, i.e. either an original black link, or a
grey link that has been turned black earlier in the process. This step adds
the two leftmost grey links in the center matrix. The second step is the final
step. This step looks at all remaining grey links in the matrix, and adds
them if either the source or the target word is not linked to anything. This
step adds the final grey link, resulting in the symmetrized alignment on the
right.
The phrase correspondences are extracted from the symmetrical align-
ment by a simple algorithm stating that any consecutive string of source
words corresponds to the string of target words it links to, as long as this
string is consecutive and does not link outside the source string.
This is exemplified by figure 2.4. Given the alignment that has been as-
signed to the parallel sentences, the light grey area of the left matrix shows
the good translation phrase ’did not→ ikke’. Here, the included words only
link to each other. The light grey area of the right matrix is on the other
hand not a legal phrase, since the included word ’relax’ links to the ex-
cluded word ’af ’.
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relax ·  ·  relax ·  · 
not · ·  · not · ·  ·
did · ·  · did · ·  ·
they  · · · they  · · ·
de slappede ikke af de slappede ikke af
""
""
""
""
""bbbbbbbbbb
Figure 2.4: Example of a good and a bad translation phrase.
2.3 Linguistics in phrase-based SMT
One issue that has been discussed since the introduction of SMT, is its lack
of linguistic knowledge. First of all, many aspects of language seem to
require this. It is unclear that a task such as reordering can be handled
satisfactory without some sort of higher linguistic knowledge. Secondly,
one would expect a more generalized system that would make sparsity
less of an issue.
Integrating abstract linguistic knowledge into SMT is not without its
problems. Several, highly ambitious experiments have been made, inte-
grating different levels of linguistic knowledge, but without the expected
substantial improvements to the simple word-sequence-based approach.
Especially, the incorporation of syntactic structure has been the subject of
many experiments.
In this section, we will describe two approaches that have integrated
linguistic knowledge in PSMT. These are meant to provide an impression
of the possibilities in doing this by attacking the problem from different
linguistic levels. First, we describe the idea of factored translation models that
opens for integration of additional linguistic information pertaining to and
below word level. From the sub-word level, we move to the sentence level
with the concept of hierarchical phrases that integrates hierarchical sentence
structure in the decoding process.
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2.3.1 Factored translation models
Koehn & Hoang (2007) present the idea of factored translation models.
They supply additional word-related information to a PSMT system. In-
stead of translating surface word phrases, the basic unit is a vector anno-
tated with several levels of information for the words of the phrase. They
include information such as lemma, morphology, part-of-speech, and sta-
tistical word classes.
The phrase-based approach is also extended with a generation step. In
its most extreme form, this allows the system to translate without surface
form information. Instead, the abstract levels are translated, and then a sur-
face form is generated from these using purely target-side operations. The
generation models can therefore be trained on monolingual, target data,
which is much easier to come by.
Koehn & Hoang do not provide a systematic test of the approach. The
data sets tested on are not from the same language, and the additional infor-
mation used differs between experiments. Nevertheless, their experiments
indicate that translation is improved when data is sparse (20,000 – 52,000
sentences of parallel training data), an effect that wears of when moving to
larger amounts of training data (750,000 sentences).
Manual analysis of the large English-German task, however, shows a
substantial decrease in noun phrase agreement errors. That is, the approach
seems to help when translating the case-unspecified English noun phrases
into the case-specific German. This, not surprisingly, indicates that an effect
of the approach relies heavily on a difference in morphological complexity
between the languages involved.
This approach is implemented in the open source decoder, Moses, that
was developed at the 2006 Johns Hopkins University summer workshop
(Koehn et al., 2007).
2.3.2 Hierarchical phrases
Chiang (2005, 2007) extends PSMT to contain hierarchical phrases, which are
template phrases with variables that can be instantiated by other phrases.
An example of these template phrases between Chinese and English is:
yu X1 you X2 → have X2 with X1
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These composite phrases bring a higher level of generalization to the
original PSMT approach. This reduces the sparsity problem and creates a
basis for much longer phrases. According to Koehn et al. (2003), when
training a traditional PSMT system on parallel corpora of up to 20 million
words, the gain from learning phrases longer than 3 words is small. In
effect, the hierarchical phrases extend the local reordering advantages of
phrase-based SMT to a much wider area. In his experiments, Chiang han-
dles phrases covering up to 10 source words. He does not examine where
the limit goes, but preliminary experiments show that phrase lengths as
long as 15 still brings improvement.
In essence, the approach does not contain linguistic information, but the
hierarchical nature of the phrases is a step in that direction. Chiang calls it
a formally, but not linguistically, syntax-based approach. He does experi-
ment with biasing towards linguistic phrases, but this does not bring im-
provement. In a similar approach, (Marcu et al., 2006) show improvements
based on a linguistically syntactic structure.
2.4 Evaluating machine translation
Being able to evaluate a machine translation system is crucial. It provides a
goal to strive for, without which the exercise would be pointless. However,
evaluation of machine translation has proven to be quite difficult.
For the most part, bilingual language users are able to perform an intu-
itive evaluation on whether a translation is good or bad, or whether one
translation is better than another. However, these judgements are subject
to a high level of variance due to many aspects such as expected purpose of
the translation (e.g. overview, comprehension, publishing), the evaluators’
level of conscious linguistic knowledge, and whether the evaluator weighs
content or grammar highest.
Attempts have therefore been made at increasing inter-subjectivity by
casting human evaluation within the boundaries of well-defined judge-
ment tasks. These human evaluation tasks provide the best insight into the
performance of an MT system, but they come with some major drawbacks.
It is an expensive and time consuming evaluation method, and therefore
it is less suited for tasks like everyday assessment of system progress or
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testing out new ideas.
To overcome some of these drawbacks, automatic evaluation metrics
have been introduced. These are much faster and cheaper than human
evaluation, and they are consistent in their evaluation, since they will al-
ways provide the same evaluation given the same data. This is opposed to
human evaluation where the intra-annotator agreement is far from perfect
(Callison-Burch et al., 2007).
The disadvantage of automatic evaluationmetrics is that their judgments
are often not as correct as those provided by a human. The optimal metric
should mirror the judgements of humans.
In short, MT evaluation is the task of scoring a translation given its
source. This is, in fact, precisely the task statistical machine translation
is seeking to solve. Here the MT system evaluates a variety of hypothe-
sis translations created from the input. It then chooses the best translation
based on this evaluation. In this light, you need to solve the problem of MT
to solve the problem of automatic MT evaluation.
The evaluation process, however, has the advantage that it is not tied by
the realistic scenery of translation. Most often, evaluation is performed on
sentences where one or more gold standard reference translations already
exist. So where the SMT system needs to piece its evaluation together from
relevant references in its vast experience, the automatic evaluation metric
possesses a fixed set of gold standard translations for reference that are
targeted at exactly this translation task.
Nevertheless, even a large amount of gold standards will in reality not
be enough to fully cover the potential variation leading to acceptable trans-
lations. This means that even though automatic evaluation has better
premises, perfect evaluation still faces the same barriers as SMT in that it is
necessary to evaluate based on an inadequate data set.
Automatic MT evaluation therefore settles for high statistical correla-
tions with human judgements over large amounts of data. This evens out
the noise brought on by the imperfections of automatic evaluation, but it
also rules out certainty in evaluation of single sentences.
In the following, wewill describe a variety of themethods currently used
in human and automatic evaluation of MT. We start out with human eval-
uation.
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2.4.1 Human evaluation
Jones et al. (2005) describe a comprehension test for evaluating machine
translation. Callison-Burch et al. (2007) examine three approaches to hu-
man evaluation: 1) scoring the translations based on their adequacy and
on their fluency, 2) ranking the translations relative to each other, and 3)
ranking the translation of syntactic constituents relative to each other. In
this section, we will describe these approaches as representative for human
evaluation.
Comprehension testing
Jones et al. (2005) describe a reading comprehension test based on the Ara-
bic Defense Language Proficiency Test. This is a test used by the U.S.
Defense Department to examine a linguist’s proficiency in handling real-
world tasks. The subjects are asked to answer a set of questions based on
information from Arabic texts.
In the MT modified comprehension tests, rather than supplying the sub-
jects with Arabic texts, they are given the machine translated output from
the Arabic texts. The system is then scored based on how well the subjects
are able to answer the questions, and the amount of time they use.
Scoring adequacy and fluency
The judges are presented with a gold-standard sentence and some trans-
lations. Table 2.1 shows the scales used for evaluation when the language
being translated into is English. Using this scale, the judges are asked to
assign a score to each of the presented translations.
Accuracy and fluency is a widespread means of doing manual evalua-
tion. This in part owes to the fact that it is used in the influential NIST
MT workshop that is held annually to evaluate how state-of-the-art MT is
doing (LDC, 2005).
Callison-Burch et al. (2007) show that there are some problems with this
approach. First of all, judges do not show an impressive amount of agree-
ment with each other or with themselves when measured using Cohen’s
Kappa (e.g. Bakeman & Gottman, 1997).
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Adequacy Fluency
How much of the meaning How do you judge the
expressed in the gold-standard fluency of this translation?
translation is also expressed
in the target translation?
5 = All 5 = Flawless English
4 = Most 4 = Good English
3 = Much 3 = Non-native English
2 = Little 2 = Disfluent English
1 = None 1 = Incomprehensible
Table 2.1: Scales used for human evaluation of adequacy and fluency (LDC, 2005).
Cohen’s Kappa is a non-parametric agreement measure that compares
the actual agreement of two judges with what might be expected by chance.
It is defined as follows:
κ =
P (A)− P (E)
1− P (E) (2.13)
P (A) is the amount of agreement between judges, and P (E) is the agree-
ment expected to occur by chance. A κ values of 1 is full agreement, and 0
is no agreement. P (A) is given by the total number of agreeing judgments,
divided by the total amount of judgements. P (E) is given by the amount
of agreement that might be expected, divided by the total amount of judge-
ments. The expected amount of agreement is calculated with respect to
the distribution of scores. If certain scores are used more frequently by the
judges than other scores, then they are more likely to agree by chance, than
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Kappa statistic Strength of agreement
< 0.00 Poor
0.00− 0.20 Slight
0.21− 0.40 Fair
0.41− 0.60 Moderate
0.61− 0.80 Substantial
0.81− 1.00 Almost perfect
Table 2.2: Interpretation of κ scores as suggested by (Landis & Koch, 1977).
if the scores are evenly distributed. In other words, agreement is least likely
by chance when scores are evenly distributed.
The interpretation of the resulting κ scores used by (Callison-Burch et al.,
2007) is given in table 2.2. Other interpretations set higher demands. For
example, (Krippendorff, 1980) claims that κ score should be over 0.67 to
warrant tentative conclusions to be drawn. We follow (Callison-Burch
et al., 2007) in using table 2.2.
In (Callison-Burch et al., 2007), adequacy and fluency judgements respec-
tively get κ scores of 0.226 and 0.250 for inter-annotator agreement and
0.468 and 0.537 for intra-annotator agreement. These are by no means im-
pressive agreement levels. It is especially surprising that people agree so
little with themselves.
These values should also be seen in the light that the expected level of
agreement is uniformly set. The probability of assigning each of the five
scores is set to 15 . This assumes that each of the five scores are used equally,
which seems highly unlikely, since judgesmay have a tendency to avoid ex-
treme scores (1 and 5). As mentioned above, choosing an even distribution
has the effect that P (E) is at a minimum, which in turn yields the maximal
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κ score. In other words, the agreement reported in (Callison-Burch et al.,
2007) may in fact be too optimistic.
An additional problem with adequacy and fluency is that there is an
almost perfect correlation between the two judgements. This indicates that
judges are not able to distinguish the two (Callison-Burch et al., 2007).
Ranking sentences
This is a fairly simple evaluation method. Given the source sentence, the
judges are asked to evaluate a number of translations by ranking them rela-
tive to each other. They are allowed to evaluatemore translations as equally
good.
According to (Callison-Burch et al., 2007) this approach yields both
greater inter-annotator agreement (κ = 0.373) and intra-annotator agree-
ment (κ = 0.623).
Ranking constituents
Callison-Burch et al. (2007) also introduce a novel approach to human eval-
uation. The approach is basically the same as for sentence ranking with
the exception that only part of the sentence is evaluated. A syntactic con-
stituent is highlighted in the source sentence, and the equivalent words are
highlighted in the translations. The judges are then asked to rank the trans-
lations relative to each other solely based on the highlighted part.
This approach achieved the highest agreement in their experiments with
an inter-annotator agreement of κ = 0.540 and intra-annotator agreement of
κ = 0.738.
Human evaluation in the thesis
In the manual evaluations in chapter 6, we will follow the sentence rank-
ing approach. The main reason for this choice is the lower inter-annotator
agreement of adequacy and fluency, and the indications that judges have
problems distinguishing the two. In addition, even though the constituent
ranking approach shows higher inter-annotator agreement than sentence
ranking, we do not employ this approach, since it is not 100% clear to us
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Figure 2.5: Screenshot of the human evaluation scenario.
what conclusions can actually be drawn from it. There are many restric-
tions on which constituents can be evaluated, and in the end, we are not
sure this leads to an evaluation of the sentence. Finally, constructing a
comprehension test for Danish and Arabic is a major operation beyond the
scope of this thesis, we therefore did not employ this test.
Figure 2.5 is a screenshot of the interface the human evaluators were
presented with. First, the evaluators can see where they are in the process
(here, at the first rating). Then the source sentence is presented, followed
by translations from four different systems, and a command prompt telling
the evaluator to rate. The order the translations appear in is randomized
for every rating.
To keep the number of ratings down, the reference sentence was not pre-
sented for evaluation. This might have been an interesting comparison,
but on the other hand, the reference would probably stand out, since the
machine translated sentences where often very similar as in the example.
This might draw a lot of attention away from the actual purpose of the
evaluation. We also restrict the sentence length to a maximum of 30, since
Europarl has very long sentences that are extremely hard to process.
The evaluators are asked to rank the four translations given the source
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sentence. Ties are allowed. This is exemplified by figure 2.5, where the
human evaluator has rated translation 4 as best, followed by translation 3,
and finally, translation 1 and 2 are rated as tied worst. This is indicated by
grouping 1 and 2 in the rating.
The rankings provided by the evaluators is converted to a fractional
rank. This means that the above rating would have produced the following
scores for the four translations: 3.5 3.5 2 1. Here, translation 1 and 2 are both
given score 3.5, since they share rank 3 and 4. If all translations were judged
equal, they would each get the score 2.5, since they are sharing rank 1, 2,
3, and 4. The advantage of this approach is that even though translation 4
gets rank 1 in both scenarios, it gets a better score when it outperforms the
others, than when it ties with them. We then determine the average score
by taking the median of all scores assigned to a system. As a reference, we
also provide the mean.
When using more than one evaluator, we employ Cohen’s kappa as de-
scribed earlier in this section to test their level of agreement, and signifi-
cance of the results is tested using theWilcoxon signed-rank test as described
by Siegel (1956). This is a non-parametric test for two related samples. It
compares differences in the scores assigned to the systems. The absolute
values of differences are ranked after size with lowest rank to smallest dif-
ference. Zero differences are excluded. If more absolute differences are
tied, they are all assigned a fractional rank. Based on these ranks, two
sums are produced. One for all the observations where system 1 is best
(T(+)), and the same for system 2 (T(−)). The zero hypothesis assumes that
these T values are equal, i.e. the two systems do not differ. If the number
of observations n exceeds 15 (after zero differences have been removed),
the distribution tends towards the normal distribution. A z value can be
calculated from the lowest of the T values using the following equation:
z =
T − n(n+1)4√
n(n+1)(2n+1)
24
(2.14)
Because of the low number of rating options, our data will exhibit a lot
of ties. According to Siegel (1956), ties affect the T value, but the effect is
small and unimportant in practice.
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2.4.2 Automatic evaluation
The importance of human evaluation cannot be exaggerated. It provides
the most correct and detailed picture of the performance of an MT system.
Nevertheless, for some tasks, automatic evaluation is indispensable. In sit-
uations like everyday system evaluation, human evaluation can be too ex-
pensive, slow, and inconsistent. Therefore, an automatic evaluation metric
that is reliable, is very important to the progress of the field.
In this section, we will describe the most widely used automatic eval-
uation metrics at the moment, BLEU, NIST and METEOR. A lot of other
interesting metrics have been proposed, and according to (Callison-Burch
et al., 2007) some of these such as Semantic role overlap (Gime´nez&Ma`rquez,
2007) and ParaEval-Recall (Zhou et al., 2006) show greater correlation with
human evaluation. We will, however, not go any further into these in this
thesis. Instead we have chosen to focus on the more commonly used met-
rics.
BLEU
The BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002) compares n-gram overlap between
a translation and possibly multiple references. This is done based on the
modified n-gram precision, which is calculated by dividing the number of n-
grams in the translation that match an n-gram in a reference, by the total
number of n-grams in the translation. This is called modified, since each
reference n-gram is only allowed to match once.
The BLEU score is measured on document level, not sentence level. This
means that for a given n, modified precision is the total number ofmatching
n-grams in the document divided by the total number of n-grams in all
translations. This is formalized by equation (2.15).
precisionn =
∑
T∈Translations
∑
n-gram∈T match(n-gram)∑
T ′∈Translations
∑
n-gram′∈T ′ count(n-gram′)
(2.15)
While it makes perfect sense to compare how much of a translation is
found in any reference (precision), it makes less sense to examine how
much of all the reference translations is present in the translation (recall). If
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for example the same meaning is expressed in four different ways in four
references, then the translation will get full credit for hitting one of these in
precision, but since only one of four is present in the translation, recall will
be bad. Recall therefore seems inappropriate with multiple references.
For these reasons, the BLEU metric avoids recall and instead introduces
a heuristic brevity penalty (BP). This penalty punishes too short translations,
which will otherwise have a tendency to get higher precision due to fewer
total n-grams. That is, the BP acts as a counterweight to the modified pre-
cision.
The BP is based on the reference that is closest in length for each transla-
tion. Then summing over the entire corpus, a total length of all references
(r) and all translations (t) is found. BP is then calculated by equation (2.16).
BP =
 1 if t > re(1−r/t) if t ≤ r (2.16)
The BLEU score is calculated by taking the geometric mean of the mod-
ified precision for N ’s up to a maximum n-gram length and multiplying it
by the BP as in equation (2.17). The maximum n-gram length is usually set
to N = 4, and n-grams are usually weighted equally wn = 1/N .
BLEU = BP · exp
(
N∑
n=1
wn log precisionn
)
(2.17)
The BLEU metric has been one of the most influential additions to the
field of MT in the new millennium. This both for good and for bad.
BLEU was the first automatic evaluation metric proven to display a high
level of correlation with human evaluations (Papineni et al., 2002; Dod-
dington, 2002). This was exactly what the community was looking for, and
BLEU quickly became the standard evaluation metric in machine transla-
tion. This status is for example reflected in the fact that it is the official
evaluation metric for the influential NIST Open Machine Translation Eval-
uation.
Finding this standard evaluation metric helped push the field. Now peo-
ple had a subjective, fast and cheap evaluation option that it was feasible
to optimize system parameters against. This made a lot more research pos-
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sible, and less time was used on evaluation.
It is, however, uncertain to what extent this metric has controlled the
direction ofmachine translation. If everybody is using the samemetric, and
this metric biases in favor of certain directions, then these directions will
get more attention. To a certain extent, BLEU seems to contain such biases.
As an example, it has been shown that BLEU evaluates a rule-based system
like SYSTRANunfairly low compared to statistical systems (Callison-Burch
et al., 2006; Callison-Burch et al., 2007).
The main problem with BLEU may not as much be the metric itself, as it
is the way people utilize it. BLEU stands for Bilingual evaluation understudy,
and as the word ’understudy’ signal, the metric was meant as a supple-
ment to human judges. In a critical evaluation of BLEU, Callison-Burch
et al. (2006) report that BLEU not necessarily correlates well with human
evaluation, and they suggest that BLEU should only be used to compare
systems with ’similar translation strategies’ and as an ’objective function’
for system optimization.
NIST
The NIST metric (Doddington, 2002) is an extension of the BLEU metric.
The introduction of this metric tried to meet two characteristics of BLEU.
First, the geometric average of BLEU makes the overall score more sensi-
tive to the modified precision of the individual n’s, than if the arithmetic
average is used. This may be a problem if not many high n-gram matches
exist. Second, all word forms are weighted equally in BLEU. Less frequent
word forms may be of higher importance for the translation than for exam-
ple high frequent function words, which NIST tries to compensate for by
introducing an information weight. Additionally, the BP is also changed to
have less impact for small variations in length.
The information weight of an n-gram a b c is calculated by the following
equation:
info(abc) = log
(
count(ab)
count(abc)
)
(2.18)
This information weight is used in equation (2.20) instead of the actual
count of matching n-grams. In addition, the arithmetic average is used
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instead of the geometric, and the BP is calculated based on the average
reference length instead of the closest reference length. The lengths of these
are summed for the entire corpus (r) and the same for the translations (t).
BP = exp
(
β · log
(
min(
t
r
, 1)
))
(2.19)
NIST = BP ·
N∑
n=1
( ∑
n-gram∈matching info(n-gram)∑
n-gram′∈translation count(n-gram′)
)
(2.20)
N is usually set to 5, β is set so BP is 0.5 if the translations length is 2/3
of the references.
The NIST metric is very similar to the BLEU metric, and their correla-
tions with human evaluations are also close. Perhaps NIST correlates a bit
better with adequacy, while BLEU correlates a bit better with fluency (Dod-
dington, 2002).
METEOR
The METEOR metric (Banerjee & Lavie, 2005; Lavie & Agarwal, 2007) was
created to overcome some of the weaknesses of BLEU such as a lack of
recall and the missing ability to judge on a sentence level. Experimental
results indicate that METEOR is a superior metric to BLEU (Banerjee &
Lavie, 2005; Callison-Burch et al., 2007).
In METEOR, a word alignment is produced between the translation and
the references. Only one-to-one alignments are allowed, and the final score
is based on the best matching reference. The alignment is created based
on exact matching word forms, as was the case for BLEU and NIST, and in
addition, morphological stemming and synonymy relations.
Based on the alignment, a weighted F-score is calculated. Precision is
matching unigrams divided by total unigrams in translation, and recall is
matching unigrams divided by total unigrams in reference. The weighted
F-score means that either precision or recall can be optimized to greater
importance.
F =
precision · recall
α · precision+ (1− α) · recall (2.21)
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Finally, the F-score is assigned a penalty based on how fragmented the
word alignment is. In short, this is a weighted measure of how many con-
secutive matching sequences the translation contains. One long sequence
is better than many short ones. This means less reordering between the
translation and the reference. The penalty is weighted by two parameters;
γ for maximum penalty, and β for how much impact fragmentation has on
the maximum penalty.
METEOR = (1− γ · fragβ) · F (2.22)
The three weights α, β, and γ need to be optimized, and they are highly
language dependent (Lavie & Agarwal, 2007). This language dependency
is extended by the need for linguistic tools for stemming and determining
synonymy relation. At present, the METEOR evaluation tool is capable of
evaluating English, French, German, Spanish, and Czech.
A problem with METEOR is that it is slower than BLEU, and therefore
less suited as a metric to optimize towards. In addition, the set of sup-
ported languages is small, and only English is actually fully developed at
the moment. And finally, the metric needs to be optimized, which means
that if results are to be comparable, then a standard set of parameters is
needed for at least every language or perhaps every language pair. One
might anticipate that a different set of parameters is needed when evaluat-
ing translations from Chinese into English, than what is needed when the
source language is Danish.
Automatic evaluation in the thesis
In out experiment, we will follow general practice in SMT and employ
the BLEU metric as our main automatic evaluation metric. Our SMT sys-
tems will therefore also be optimized towards BLEU. BLEU score will be
reported as %BLEU, since these are often easier to comprehend. In our ex-
periments, we do not take casing into consideration, which in effect means
that we use case-insensitive BLEU.
We also report NIST scores. These are merely meant as a point of com-
parison. The main weight in discussions will, however, be on the BLEU
scores.
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We do not report on METEOR scores. Since Danish and Arabic are not
on the list of supported languages for METEOR, we are not able to evaluate
our experiments using this metric.
We use bootstrapping to test the significance of the BLEU and NIST re-
sults (Zhang et al., 2004; Koehn, 2004b). Since we use the bootstrapping
toolkit6 supplied by (Zhang et al., 2004), we follow their description here.
Bootstrapping resamples the translation set into a large amount of new
sets (e.g. 1000) of the same size. The sets are randomly drawn from the orig-
inal set with replacements, since all new sets would otherwise be the same
as the original. These 1000 new sets lead to 1000 BLEU scores. The same is
done for the comparison translation set. Then the difference in BLEU score
is calculated for each of the 1000 set pairs, and the 95% confidence interval
for the BLEU score differences is obtained by cutting away the bottom and
top 2.5% of these. If the resulting interval does not overlap with zero, the
translation sets significantly differ from one another at a 95% level. We will
now turn to the main subject of this thesis: reordering.
6 Available at
http://projectile.is.cs.cmu.edu/research/public/tools/bootStrap/tutorial.htm.
Chapter 3
Reordering
From a formalized point of view, translation can be split into two tasks:
1) selecting appropriate words, and 2) determining the order they should
appear in. This chapter is dedicated to the second task.
More precisely, this chapter is entitled reordering, because from a trans-
lation point of view, the order of the words in the source sentence is often
different from that of the corresponding words in the target sentence. That
is, the words need to be reordered as part of the translation. In this chapter,
we will look at how these differences are handled in translation.
This does not mean that word reordering is independent of word selec-
tion. Two different, but perfectly acceptable, word orders may warrant dif-
ferent words. An example of this is the distinction between passive and ac-
tive voice. Depending on the purpose of the translation, both options may
be regarded as acceptable translations, since the difference mainly pertains
to the level of information structuring1. As illustrated by example (4), the
verb forms used in creating an active sentence (4a) are often not the same
as those used in the corresponding passive (4b). In addition, the passive
needs the preposition by to include the agent role supplied by John.
(4) a. John kicks Mary
b. Mary is kicked by John
1 The main function of voice is assumed to be the identification of what the speaker
regards as most important for the hearer to focus on in the sentence (e.g. Diderichsen &
Elming, 2005; Tomlin, 1995).
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As mentioned in section 2.2.2, PSMT actually utilizes the connection be-
tweenword choice andword order to a certain extent, since the basic build-
ing blocks (phrase pairs) contain both word translation and reordering.
Phrases can, however, not be expected to handle all possible reordering,
and traditional PSMT meets the requirement for additional reordering by
letting the decoder in theory try all phrase reorderings. In order to keep
control of these reorderings, the distortion model is added as a restrictive
parameter.
This is a very simplistic way of handling reordering, but it has the ad-
vantage that reordering is modelled as a separate phenomenon without
loosing its connection to word selection. This is the case, since the reorder-
ing model is simply one of many parameters in the log-linear model.
It is this possibility of creating a linguistically based model that focusses
of the task of reordering, but still is fully integrated in the PSMT system,
that is the main goal of this thesis, and this chapter will serve as the foun-
dation.
In the following, we will first provide a language comparison of the lan-
guage pairs used in the experiments. This will provide some insights into
the kind of reorderings we will be dealing with in the experiments. Then
wewill look at how reordering is treated in PSMT; both problems of the tra-
ditional approach, and which solutions have been proposed to these prob-
lems. Finally, we point out weaknesses of these solutions. This sections
also serves as the main motivation for the work done in the thesis.
3.1 Language comparison
In this section, we will take a closer look at how these differences in word
order manifest themselves in actual languages. We provide analyses com-
paring English to Danish and Arabic respectively, since these are the lan-
guage pairs our experiments will be conducted on. The first represents a
language pair with little reordering, while the second language pair con-
tains a large amount of reordering.
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3.1.1 English-Danish
The two languages examined here, English and Danish, are very similar
from a structural point of view. This owes to the fact that they are closely
related Germanic languages. Both of them have the basic word order SVO,
which means that in what is considered the unmarked or most common
construction type, the main constituents of the sentence have the following
order; subject, verb, object (Comrie, 1989, ch.4).
This becomes apparent in a word alignment between the two languages,
which will most often display an almost one-to-one correlation. In the
hand-aligned data used in our experiments, only 42% of the sentences con-
tain reorderings (following the definition of reordering given in section 5.3).
On average, a sentence contains 0.70 reorderings.
One of the main differences between English and Danish word order is
that Danish is a verb-second language: the finite verb of a declarative main
clause must always be the second constituent. Since this is not the case for
English, a reordering rule should move the subject of an English sentence
to the right of the finite verb, if the first position is filled by something other
than the subject. This is exemplified by (5), where ’they’ shouldmove to the
right of ’come’ to get the Danish word order as seen in the gloss.
(5)
[
Nu
Now
kommer
come
de
they
.
. ]
’Here they come.’
Another difference is the treatment of sentence adverbials. In Danish, the
placement of a sentence adverbial depends on the status of the clause it
appears in. In a main clause it is placed after the finite verb, while it is
placed after in a subordinate clause. English, on the other hand, does not
exhibit this behavior. Here, the placement of sentence adverbials relates to
the status of the finite verb. If this is a full verb, then the sentence adverbial
appears before, while it appears after an auxiliary verb. This possibly leads
to differences in word order, which is illustrated by example (6).
(6)
[
Hun
She
sagde
said
kun
only
at
that
hun
she
ikke
not
havde
had
set
seen
ham
him
.
. ]
’She only said that she had not seen him.’
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English-Danish English-Arabic
Sentences containing reorderings 42% 91%
Average reorderings per sentence 0.70 2.96
Table 3.1: Comparison of the amount of reordering in the language pairs examined in this
thesis (following the notion of reordering as defined in section 5.3).
Other differences are of a more conventionalized nature. For example,
address numbers are written after the street in Danish (example (7)).
(7)
[
Han
He
bor
lives
Nygade
Nygade
14
14
.
. ]
’He lives at 14 Nygade.’
3.1.2 English-Arabic
English and Arabic stem from different language families. English is a Ger-
manic Indo-European language, while Arabic is a Semitic Afro-Asiatic lan-
guage. One place where this is especially evident, is in the basic word
orders of the languages. As mentioned earlier, English has the basic word
order SVO.Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) on the other hand has the basic
word order VSO (Maamouri et al., 2006). We here follow Habash (2007b),
who describes some of the most notable differences in English and Arabic
word order.
In the hand-aligned Arabic data used for later experimentation, 91% of
the sentences contain reorderings with an average of 2.96 reorderings per
sentence. These figures are compared to English-Danish in table 3.1. As ex-
pected, the table reveals that reorder differences are much larger between
English and Arabic than between English and Danish. The English-Arabic
combination contains more than four times as many reorderings per sen-
tence.
As seen from the basic word orders, the placement of the subject is an
issue when comparing English and Arabic word order. The English subject
is placed in front of the verb in declarative sentences. In Arabic, things
are more complicated. Even though it is a VSO language, Diab & Habash
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(2006, p.38) report that the verb only appears in front of the subject 35% of
the time. In another 35% of the cases, the subject appears in front of the
verb, which is often due to topicalization. The remaining 30% of the time,
the subject does not appear, since Arabic is a pro-drop language, i.e. it has
the possibility of omitting unstressed pronominal subjects (Comrie, 1989,
p.54).
The fact that Arabic exhibits this multitude of word orders, makes it even
more interesting and challenging. In a case like this, where a reordering
may or may not occur, probabilistic rules may prove helpful. In example
(8), we illustrate the VSO word order, where the subject ’Alrjl’ (the man)
appears after the verb ’ktb’ (wrote)2.
(8)
[
ktb
wrote
Alrjl
the man
ktAbA
a book
jdydA
new
En
about
mEAnAp
suffering
wTn+h
country+his
AlmHtl
the occupied ]
’the man wrote a new book about the suffering of his occupied country’
On a subsentential level, Arabic word order diverges from English
within the noun phrase. An example of this is that genitives appear af-
ter the constituent they specify in Arabic (Comrie, 1989, p.208). This is also
the case for possessive pronouns, which is different from English. These
have status as clitics in Arabic. That is, elements that grammatically be-
have as independent words, but phonetically seem attached to other words
(O’Grady et al., 1997, pp.139). This enclitic attachment of possessive pro-
nouns in Arabic is also exemplified by example (8). Here, the possessive
pronoun ’h’ (his) is enclitically attached to its noun ’wTn’ (country) giving it
the opposite order of English.
A final example of different word order within the noun phrase is the
placement of adjectives. In Arabic, they appear after the noun they modify,
whereas in English they appear before. In examples (8), this is exemplified
by both ’jdydA’ (new) moving to the left of ’ktAba’ (a book), and ’AlmHtl’
(the occupied) moving to the left of ’wTn’ (country). We will not go into the
differences in definiteness expressed by the gloss, since we believe these
reflect a difference in the use of definiteness rather than a difference inword
order.
2 The example is in the Buckwalter transliteration scheme (Buckwalter, 2004) with En-
glish gloss and translation
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3.2 Reordering in PSMT
In this section, we will look at reordering within the framework of PSMT.
First, we will look at problems with the original proposal for reordering in
PSMT. Then, we show how previous approaches have sought to remedy
these problems. These lead up to the final section of this chapter, where
we motivate our work by highlighting some of the problems with these
previous solutions.
3.2.1 Problems with reordering in traditional PSMT
As described in section 2.2.2, PSMT has two means for doing reordering;
phrase internal reordering and phrase external reordering. The phrase
internal reordering is when a phrase pair has been learnedwhere the equiv-
alent words appear in different orders. The phrase external reordering is
the distortion-restricted phrase rearrangement conducted by the decoder.
The phrase internal reordering has provided SMT with a robustness in
local reordering. To a large extent, this strength owes to the fact that de-
cisions are based on highly lexicalized information from the immediate
context. This, however, means that the information is not very general,
and it results in the strength disappearing when encountering unknown
sequence, or sequence gets too long (long distance reordering).
As an example, a general rule in French is that the adjective appears after
its noun. There are, however, a lot of exceptions to this rule, where certain
adjectives prefer to appear in front of the noun. For example, ’the red house’
in French is ’la maison rouge’, but ’the little house’ is ’la petite maison’. In the
first example, the adjective ’rouge’ appears after its noun, but in the second,
the adjective ’petite’ appears in front of its noun.
The lexicalized nature of phrase-based SMT makes it very good at deal-
ing with such a phenomenon, given it has seen the sequence previously.
If the system for example is to translate example (9), and it has not pre-
viously seen the sequence blue house, then these words would have to be
translated separately, and the ordering of the words could not rely on the
strong information of phrase internal reordering. Instead, it would have to
count on the phrase external reordering.
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(9)
[
la
the
maison
house
bleue
blue
avec
with
les
the
arbres
trees
est
is
grande
big
.
. ]
’the blue house with the trees is big .’
As described in section 2.2.2, the distortion model utilized in the original
PSMT is fairly simple. It assigns a penalty to a hypothesis based on the
target side distance between phrases that were adjoining on the source side.
If the phrases appear in the same order on both sides, then the penalty is
0. Otherwise, the penalty increases as the target side distance between the
two phrases gets longer.
In short, the basic approach is to penalize reordering and rely on the
target language model to force a reordering through, if this leads to much
better word sequences. Returning to example (9), the system might be able
to handle the reordering by relying on second hand information such as:
is it most likely that bleu appears between la and maison or between maison
and avec.
Whether the language model is able to be helpful on this question de-
pends entirely on whether it has experienced any of the words together in
its training data. If it has not, then the hypothesis with lowest distortion
penalty will be chosen. If it has, it still may not be enough, since it is only a
model of the target language and not the relationship between source and
target. In other words, it is indirect information. It does not have a di-
rect relation to the source sentence. This can lead to errors if a language has
multiple word order possibilities under different circumstances. Especially,
if the reordering relies on non-local information.
An example of this is the difference in placement of sentence adverbials
in English and Danish. As mentioned in section 3.1, this is determined by
the status of the verb in English and the status of the clause in Danish. For
reasons of convenience, we repeat example (6) as example (10). This exam-
ple shows the difficulty for a PSMT system. Since the trigram ’hun havde
ikke’ is frequent in Danish main clauses, and ’hun ikke havde’ is frequent in
subordinate clauses, we need information on subordination to get the cor-
rect word order. This information might be obtained from the conjunction
’that’, but a trigram PSMT systemwould not be able to utilize this informa-
tion to do the reordering in (10), since that is beyond the scope of not.
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(10)
[
Hun
She
sagde
said
kun
only
at
that
hun
she
ikke
not
havde
had
set
seen
ham
him
.
. ]
’She only said that she had not seen him.’
The problems with reordering in traditional PSMT become more obvi-
ous as the reordering distance grows. One reason for this is that sparsity
becomes more problematic as the phrase length gets longer. This means
that there is no gain from learning phrases longer than a certain maximum.
According to Koehn et al. (2003) this length is three when training on up
to 20M words. Having learned the translation of a string longer than this
maximum is therefore too unlikely to rely on.
To achieve these long distance reorderings, it is therefore necessary to
rely on random reordering controlled by the distortion model, and as men-
tioned, this model is merely a bias against doing reordering. It lacks a solid
basis for decision in order to do global reordering. One problem is that
whereas the word level approach complies well with local translation phe-
nomena, long distance reordering most often depends on higher level lin-
guistic information, which is absent from the distance-penalizing distortion
model.
In other words, the distortion model is not a model of the reordering
process. Instead, it provides damage control for the enormous amount of
reorderings attempted by the decoder. As a consequence, traditional PSMT
performs poorly on long distance reordering.
This has brought on a lot of focus on long distance reordering in PSMT,
whereas local reordering is often thought to be handled sufficiently by
phrases (e.g. Li et al., 2007). However, we believe that short distance re-
ordering can also benefit from linguistic information. This is for example
backed by examples like (10), where the reordering is the shortest possible
(between two neighboring words), but it relies on non-local information. If
a rule states that an NP should change places with a VP with high proba-
bility under certain circumstances, then this information should support a
PSMT system no matter how many words these constituents span.
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3.2.2 Pre-translation reordering as a solution
The problems with reordering in traditional PSMT have been frequently
mentioned. In this section, we will describe some of the solutions that have
been suggested in previous work.
Much work has been done in this area such as the hierarchical phrases
approach (Chiang, 2005; Chiang, 2007) described in section 2.3. As we have
chosen to operate within the framework of pre-translation reordering, previ-
ous work in this area will make up this section.
The pre-translation reordering approach reorders the words of the
source sentence prior to translation. The reordering is meant to make the
source sentence word order assimilate that of the target language. As de-
scribed by (Zwarts & Dras, 2007), this approach offers two advantages; 1)
better translation word order is achieved, and 2) the strengths of PSMT are
better utilized, since non-local phenomena are made local.
In works such as (Xia & McCord, 2004; Collins et al., 2005; Wang et al.,
2007; Habash, 2007b), the reordering decisions are done deterministically,
i.e. a single reordering is presented to the PSMT system. This strategy
places the decisions outside the PSMT system by learning to translate from
a reordered source language. Other studies (Crego & Marin˜o, 2007; Zhang
et al., 2007b; Li et al., 2007) are more in the spirit of PSMT, in that multiple
reorderings are presented to the PSMT system as (possibly weighted) op-
tions that are allowed to vote in the log-linear SMT system along side the
other parameters. In the following, we will describe these two approaches
separately.
Deterministic approaches
The deterministic approaches do not integrate the reordering in the PSMT
system; instead they place it outside the system by first reordering the
source language, and then using a PSMT system that is trained on re-
ordered source language and target language.
Collins et al. (2005) use six manually created rules for German-English
translation. The source sentences are parsed, and the reorderings are done
based on a syntax tree. With a system trained on ∼15M parallel words
in 750K sentences of Europarl data (Koehn, 2005), they improve the BLEU
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score from 25.2% to 26.8% on 2000 test sentences.
Wang et al. (2007) replicate the above experiment for Chinese-English
with a larger set of rules. The system is trained on 637K sentences of par-
allel news data. They achieve an improvement in BLEU from 28.52% to
30.86%.
Xia & McCord (2004) use automatically extracted rules for English-
French translation. The rules are learned from dependency-parsed paral-
lel sentences. The system is trained on 90M parallel words of the Cana-
dian Hansard corpus, and their approach leads to a decrease in BLEU from
18.7% to 18.5% on 3971 test sentences. On 500 out-of-domain sentences,
they however get an improvement from 19.6% to 21.5%.
Habash (2007b) also automatically learns rules but for Arabic-English
translation. The rules are learned from only source side dependency-
parsed parallel sentences. The system is trained on ∼4M parallel words
in 131K of news data. This does not lead to a consistent increase over dif-
ferent test sets.
Non-deterministic approaches
Where the deterministic approach only provides the decoder with one pos-
sible source word order as input, the non-deterministic supplies multiple
possible reorderings. Usually, these comprise both the original ordering
and other rule-predicted reorderings.
Crego &Marin˜o (2007) operate within Ngram-based SMT, which is com-
parable to PSMT. They make use of syntactic structure on the source side to
automatically learn rules, and with these rules, they reorder the input into
a word lattice. Since the paths are not weighted, the lattice merely func-
tions as a linguistically motivated expansion of the monotone search space.
The decoder is not given reason to trust one path (reordering) over another.
The system is trained on a small corpus of ∼300K parallel Chinese-English
words in 46K sentences. Compared to allowing no reordering (monotone
decoding), they achieve an improvement in BLEU score from 39.88% to
45.45% on 500 test sentences. In addition, this is an improvement over a
system using rules based on POS only that gets 42.47%.
Zhang et al. (2007b) assign weights to the paths of their input word lat-
tice. They automatically learn rules from POS and syntactic chunks, and
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train the system with both original and reordered source word order. They
also use a restricted data set of ∼400K parallel Chinese-English words in
43K sentences. Their results are somewhat confusing. Their approach out-
performs their previous approach (Zhang et al., 2007a), which used a differ-
ent scoring for reordering and did not train on reordered data with BLEU
scores of 59.0% and 60.3%. It, however, does not out-perform a standard
PSMT system, which gets 62.4%. What is interesting is that their previous
approach outperformed what seems to be the same PSMT system, but on
different data (Zhang et al., 2007a). As they themselves point out, a prob-
lem in their approach might be that their reordering approach is not fully
integrated with PSMT.
Li et al. (2007) use weighted n-best lists as input for the decoder. They
use rules automatically learned from a syntactic parse. These rules allow
children of a tree node to swap place. Their system translates from Chinese
to English, but they do not reveal the size of training or test data. They
improve over a standard PSMT system from 29.22% to 30.76% in BLEU.
3.3 Motivation: Problems with previously proposed
solutions
Even though several of the approaches described in the preceding section
do not explicitly assign probabilities to the source sentence word orders,
they do so implicitly. The deterministic approaches assign 100% probabil-
ity to a given source word order, since it is the only one provided. An
unweighted non-deterministic approach assigns equal probability to all
source word orders by not distinguishing between them. This can be com-
pared to the weighted non-deterministic approach, which assigns individ-
ual, experience-based probabilities to each source word order.
The deterministic approach is problematic in that it makes hard decisions
about word order. This can be problematic in a statistical framework. As
mentioned by (Al-Onaizan & Papineni, 2006), these deterministic choices
are beyond the scope of optimization and cannot be undone by the de-
coder. First of all, this can make it impossible to make up for bad informa-
tion in later translation steps. Second, as we showed at the beginning of
the chapter, word selection and reordering often depend on each other. In
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the deterministic approach, this dynamic relationship does not exist, since
reordering has its say first, and then the decoder has to make the best of
things based on this.
These concerns convince us that the non-deterministic approach is su-
perior to the deterministic when operating within an SMT framework.
Our approach will therefore lie within the non-deterministic approaches.
The result of not weighting the word orders is in essence that each is as-
signed equal probability, even the unordered sentence. This is suboptimal
exploitation of the rules, since all the word orders are highly unlikely to be
equally probable based on the experience the rules were learned from. If
we have seen a reordering take place in a certain context 99% of the times
that we have encountered it, then it is misleading to say that there is a 50%
chance of the reordering not taking place.
This leads us to believe that a weighted approach is much more pow-
erful and helpful than an unweighted, and our approach will therefore
use probabilistically weighted rule. We thereby take into consideration the
confidence of a rule based on the learning experience.
A general concern with all the pre-translation reordering approaches de-
scribed in the previous section is that the probability they assign— directly
or indirectly — gets assigned to the source side order. We will call this
source order (SO) scoring.
The information in a reordering rule concerns a difference between
source and target word order. Therefore, when reordering the source sen-
tence to adapt target language word order, the idea is that this word order
will transfer to the translation. This is, however, not modelled by previous
approaches. Instead, they model the task of producing a source sentence
with target language word order. Whether this word order is kept in the
final translation or changed to something completely different, is beyond
their concern.
The fact is that this word order can indeed change in translation. Even
if additional phrase external reorderings are prohibited, it is possible that a
phrase internal reordering will change the word order. This means that the
phrase internal reordering brings on a discrepancy between source with
target word order and target word order in translation, since each source
word can make a local move of up to the max length of a phrase to each
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i therefore think it is extremely important ...
i think therefore it is extremely important ...
jeg tror , det er derfor meget vigtigt ...
jeg tror derfor , det er meget vigtigt ...
Figure 3.1: Example illustrating the problems with previous approaches.
side. Assigning a probability to a source sentence with target word order
based on the reordering rules may therefore prove wrong, since the trans-
lation can end up with a very different word order that the rules would
actually assign a much different probability.
We illustrated this point earlier in figure 1.1 on page 4. Another example
is given in figure 3.1. It contains an excerpt of an English sentence trans-
lated by the SO scoring system used on the experiments in chapter 6. First,
we have the source sentence, followed by the reordered source sentence.
This reordering has been scored as successful by the source side scoring
mechanism. The phrase table, however, contains a phrase pair ’therefore it
is→ det er derfor’, which often is a good reordering. This results in therefore
moving additionally two positions to the right and a poor translation, with-
out the scoring mechanism knowing about it. The translation is assigned a
score for making a good reordering without actually making this reorder-
ing. Had the translation kept the rule-proposed word order, the translation
would have been much better, as illustrated by the final sentence.
In short, there is a discrepancy between the SO scoring model and the
task it is meant to model. This may mislead the translation, since the prob-
ability assigned to a reordering is not necessarily consistent with the learn-
ing experience of the rules. We therefore believe that an approach that
scores on the target side avoids these problems and thereby that a target
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side scoring approach is superior to one that scores on the source side.
An additional issue in connection with source side reordering is the
word order of the training data. The deterministic approaches reorder the
training data, so the system translates from reordered source language to
target language.
Doing this leads to a less complex relation between the source and the
target sentence, which may provide a better basis for learning phrase pairs.
If there is less reordering between a sentence pair, it should be possible to
learn longer and more phrases. To our knowledge, this connection has not
been examined.
It also provides the system with better odds, since it will be translat-
ing from exactly the language it has been trained on. Otherwise, it uses a
source-target system to do translation between reordered source and target.
This approach is not directly adaptable with a probabilistic, non-
deterministic environment, since there does not exist a single source side
word order. Instead, there are multiple orderings, which are not equally
probable.
Zhang et al. (2007b) try to circumvent these problems by aligning the
same data twice; once without modifications and once with reordered
source language. A phrase table is then extracted from the combined data.
The source language is reordered based on the alignment from the unmod-
ified data. Syntactic chunks on the source side are rearranged, so they get
the same order as the target side according to the alignment. They report
an insignificant BLEU increase of 0.6% from this modification.
This approach may diminish the divergence between the training lan-
guage and the language to be translated, but it still exists. The gap can only
be mended by creating both data sets in the same way, i.e. using the rules,
as was the case with the deterministic approaches. It is necessary to find a
way of extracting phrase pairs from aword lattice that is aligned to a string,
and perhaps these phrase pairs ought to be weighted by the probability of
the given word order.
This is a very interesting subject, but we will restrict ourselves from go-
ing further into phrase extraction based on reordered source language for
probabilistic, non-deterministic approaches in this thesis.
In summation, we believe that the optimal incorporation of pre-
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translation reordering in PSMT is a probabilistic, non-deterministic ap-
proach. However, the previous approach of scoring the source side word
order is problematic. Instead, we propose scoring the target word order as
a superior means for controlling reordering.
Wewill now turn to the word alignments need for extracting the reorder-
ing rules.

Chapter 4
Improving word alignment
Word alignments over parallel corpora have become an essential support-
ing technology to a variety of natural language processing (NLP) appli-
cations, most prominent among which is statistical machine translation
(SMT). Although phrase-based approaches to SMT tend to be robust to
word-alignment errors (Lopez & Resnik, 2006), improving word-alignment
may still be meaningful for many other NLP research areas that is more
sensitive to alignment quality, e.g., projection of information across par-
allel corpora (Yarowsky et al., 2001), or in our case, as basis for learning
reordering rules.
In this chapter1, we present a novel approach to using and combin-
ing multiple preprocessing (tokenization) schemes to improve word align-
ment. The focus will be on English-Arabic. The produced alignment will
in the next chapter be used as a resource for reordering rule extraction.
The idea is to examine the effect that the choice of word alignment method
has on the rules learned. In our word alignment approach, the text to
align is tokenized before statistical alignment and is then remapped to its
original form afterward. Multiple tokenizations yield multiple remappings
(remapped alignments), which are then combined using supervised ma-
chine learning. The intuition here is similar to the combination of different
preprocessing schemes for a morphologically rich language as part of SMT
(Sadat & Habash, 2006) except that the focus is on improving the alignment
quality.
1 The work presented in this chapter is joint work with Nizar Habash. This work has
previously been published in (Elming & Habash, 2007) and (Elming et al., to appear).
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In the following two sections, we present related work and Arabic pre-
processing schemes. Section 4.3 and 4.4 present our approach to alignment
preprocessing and combination, respectively. Alignment results are pre-
sented in Section 4.5.
4.1 Related work
Recently, several successful attempts have been made at using supervised
machine learning for word alignment (Liu et al., 2005; Taskar et al., 2005;
Moore, 2005; Ittycheriah & Roukos, 2005; Fraser & Marcu, 2006; Cherry &
Lin, 2006). This approach often makes for faster alignment and is easier to
add new features to, compared to generative models. With the exception
of (Moore, 2005) and (Fraser & Marcu, 2006), the abovementioned publica-
tions do not entirely discard the generative models. Instead, they integrate
IBM model predictions as features. We extend on this approach by includ-
ing IBM alignment information based on multiple preprocessing schemes
in the alignment process.
In other related work, (Tillmann et al., 1997) use several preprocessing
strategies on both source and target language to make them more alike
with regards to sentence length and word order. (Lee, 2004) only changes
the word segmentation of the morphologically complex language (Arabic)
to induce morphological and syntactic symmetry between the parallel sen-
tences.
We differ from previous work by including alignment information based
on multiple preprocessing schemes in the alignment process. We do not
decide on a certain scheme to make source and target sentences more sym-
metrical with regards to the number of tokens and their content. Instead,
it is left to the alignment algorithm to decide under which circumstances
to prefer alignment information based on one preprocessing scheme over
information based on another scheme.
The intuition behind using different preprocessing schemes for word
alignment is a simple extension of the same intuition for preprocessing
parallel data for SMT. Namely, that reduction of word sparsity often im-
proves translation quality (and in our case alignment quality). This reduc-
tion can be achieved by increasing training data or via morphologically
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Preprocessing Scheme Example
Name Definition Arabic Script Transliteration
NONE natural text ! AîD.JºJ
ð wsyktbhA!
AR simple tokenization ! AîD.JºJ
ð wsyktbhA !
D1 decliticize CONJ ! AîD.JºJ
 +ð w+ syktbhA !
D2 decliticize CONJ, PART ! AîD.JºK
 + +ð w+ s+ yktbhA !
TB Arabic Treebank tokenization ! Aë+ I. JºJ
 +ð w+ syktb +hA !
D3 decliticize all clitics ! Aë+ I. JºK
 + +ð w+ s+ yktb +hA !
Table 4.1: Arabic preprocessing scheme variants for ! AîD.JºJ
ð ‘and he will write it!’
driven preprocessing (Goldwater & McClosky, 2005). Recent publications
on the effect of morphology on SMT quality focused on morphologically
rich languages such as German (Nießen & Ney, 2004); Spanish, Catalan,
and Serbian (Popovic´ & Ney, 2004); Czech (Goldwater & McClosky, 2005);
andArabic (Lee, 2004; Habash& Sadat, 2006). They all studied the effects of
various kinds of tokenization, lemmatization and POS tagging and show a
positive effect on SMT quality. However, to our knowledge, no study tried
to tease out the effect of tokenization on word alignment. Sadat & Habash
(2006) investigated the effect of combining multiple preprocessing schemes
on MT quality in a PSMT system. In this chapter, we focus on alignment
improvement independent of SMT.
4.2 Arabic preprocessing schemes
Arabic is a morphologically complex language with a large set of morpho-
logical features. As such, the set of possible preprocessing schemes is rather
large (Habash & Sadat, 2006). We follow the use of the terms preprocessing
scheme and preprocessing technique as used by (Habash & Sadat, 2006). We
focus here on a subset of schemes pertaining to Arabic attachable clitics.
Arabic has a set of attachable clitics to be distinguished from inflectional
features such as gender, number, person and voice. These clitics are writ-
ten attached to the word and thus increase its ambiguity. We can classify
three degrees of cliticization that are applicable in a strict order to a word
base:
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[CONJ+
[PART+
[Al+ BASE +PRON]]]
At the deepest level, the BASE can have a definite article +Ë @ (Al+2 ‘the’)
or a member of the class of pronominal clitics, +PRON, (e.g., Aë+ +hA
‘her/it/its’). Pronominal enclitics can attach to nouns (as possessives)
or verbs and prepositions (as objects). Next comes the class of particles
(PART+), (e.g., +Ë l+ ‘to/for’ or + s+ ‘will/future’). Most shallow is the
class of conjunctions (CONJ+), (+ð w+ ‘and’ and + 	¯ f+ ‘then’).
We use the following five schemes: AR, D1, D2, D3 and TB. Defini-
tions and contrastive examples of these schemes are presented in Table 4.1.
To create these schemes, we use MADA (the Morphological Analysis and
Disambiguation for Arabic), an off-the-shelf resource for Arabic morpho-
logical disambiguation (Habash & Rambow, 2005), and TOKAN, a general
Arabic tokenizer (Habash, 2007a).
4.3 Preprocessing schemes for alignment
4.3.1 Giza++ alignments
The basic alignments used as baselines and by the combiner in this work
are created with the Giza++ statistical aligner (Och & Ney, 2003). Giza++ is
a somewhat extended implementation of the IBM models (Brown et al.,
1993) that was described in section 2.2.1. To sum up, the IBM models
1–5 use increasingly sophisticated modeling to achieve better alignments
based on non-linguistic, statistical information about word occurrences in
language parallel sentences.
A limitation in the IBM models is that they create asymmetrical align-
ments, i.e., they only allow one-to-many linking from source to target. In
order to make the alignments symmetrical, heuristics that combine two
alignments trained in opposite directions are often applied. By combin-
ing the one-to-many and many-to-one alignments, it is possible to obtain
a symmetrical many-to-many alignment. For our baseline alignment, we
2All Arabic transliterations are provided in theHabash-Soudi-Buckwalter transliteration
scheme (Habash et al., 2007).
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· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · · · 
· · · · · · ·  ·
· · · ·    · ·
·   · · · · · ·
· · ·  · · · · ·
 · · · · · · · ·
Table 4.2: Word alignment illustrating the pruned search space for the combiner.
chose the GDF symmetrization heuristic described in section 2.2.2. This
heuristic adds links to the intersection of two asymmetrical statistical align-
ments in an attempt to assign every word a link.
4.3.2 Alignment remapping
Using a preprocessing scheme for word alignment breaks the process of ap-
plying Giza++ on some parallel text into three steps: preprocessing, word
alignment and remapping. In preprocessing, the words to align are tok-
enized into smaller units. Then, they are passed along to Giza++ for align-
ment (default settings). Finally, the Giza++ alignments are mapped back
(remapped) to the original word form before preprocessing. In this work,
all words are AR tokens because our hand-aligned training and test data
are in this scheme (Section 4.5.1). However the alignment is done using
different schemes. For instance, take the first word in Table 4.1, wsyktbhA;
if theD3 preprocessing scheme is applied to it before alignment, it is turned
into four tokens (w+ s+ yktb +hA). Giza++ will link these tokens to different
words on the English side (e.g., ‘and he will write it’). In the remapping
step, the union of these links is assigned to the original word wsyktbhA. We
refer to such alignments as remappings.
4.4 Alignment combination
After creating the multiple remappings, we pass them as features into an
alignment combiner. The combiner is also given a variety of additional
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features, which we discuss later in this section. The combiner is a binary
classifier that determines for each source-target word pair whether they are
linked or not. Because of the large amount of data used, we use a simplify-
ing heuristic that allows us to minimize the number of source-target pairs
used in training. Only links evidenced by at least one of the initial align-
ments and their immediate neighbors are included. This is exemplified by
the matrix in table 4.2 which illustrates an alignment (the black squares)
and the search space (the gray area) attained by expanding to all immedi-
ate surrounding neighbors of all links, i.e., all points bordering on the side
or corner of a link. This provides the bottom left link with only 3 neighbors,
while a centered link has 8 neighbors. All other links (the white area) are
considered non-existent. This choice removes a large portion of the search
space, but at the expense of raising the lower performance boundary for the
system. On the development data set, 78.6% of the search space is removed
at the expense of removing 2.2% of the correct links. This means that the
lowest possible error rate is 2.2%.
The combiner we use here is implemented using a rule-based classifier,
Ripper (Cohen, 1995; Cohen, 1996). Ripper is a rule induction algorithm
that builds on the ideas of decision trees. First, a rule is grown by continu-
ally adding the feature the reduces entropy most. This results in a largely
overfitting set of rule. The rules are therefore optimized against a held-out
validation set by pruning away asmany rule conditions as possible without
hurting performance as measured by a loss function.
The reasons we use Ripper as opposed to other machine learning ap-
proaches are: (a) Ripper produces human readable rules that allow bet-
ter understanding of the kind of decisions being made; and (b) Ripper is
faster than the other machine learning approaches we examined for the
very large amount of training data we used.3 The combiner is trained us-
ing supervised data (human annotated alignments), which we discuss in
Section 4.5.1.
In the rest of this section we describe the different machine learning fea-
tures given to the combiner. We break the combination features in two
types: word/sentence features and remapping features.
3 In a small pilot experiment, Ripper used 4 hours of training time, and TinySVM used
4 days (http://chasen.org/∼taku/software/TinySVM/).
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Word/sentence features
• Word Form (WW): The source and target word forms.
• POS (WP): The source and target part-of-speech tags. For Arabic, we
use the Bies POS tagset (Maamouri et al., 2004) as output by MADA.
For English, we useMXPOST (Ratnaparkhi, 1996) trained on the Penn
Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994).
• Location (WL): The source and target relative sentence position (the
ratio of absolute position to sentence length). We also include the
difference between the source and the target relative position.
• Frequency (WF): The source and target word frequency computed as
the number of occurrences of the word form in training data. We also
use the ratio of source to target frequency.
• Similarity (WS): This feature is motivated by the fact that proper
nouns in different languages often resemble each other, e.g.
	á
k Ð@Y SdAm Hsyn and ‘saddam hussein’. We use the equiva-
lence classes proposed by (Freeman et al., 2006) to normalize Arabic
and English word forms (e.g. the former example becomes ‘sdam
hsyn’ and ‘sadam husyn’). Then, we employ the longest common
subsequence as a similarity measure. This produces the longest (not
necessarily contiguous) sequence that the two compared sequences
have in common. The similarity score is calculated as the intersection
(i.e. the number of characters in the longest common subsequence)
over the union (i.e. intersection + non-matching characters) (the for-
mer example gets a similarity score of 8/(8+2) = 0.8).
Remapping features
• Link (RL): for each possible source-target link, we include (a) a binary
value indicating whether the link exists according to each remapping;
(b) a cumulative sum of the remappings supporting this link; and (c)
co-occurrence information for this link. This last value is calculated
for each source-target word pair as a weighted average of the product
of the relative frequency of co-occurrence in both directions for each
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remapping. The weight assigned to each remapping is computed em-
pirically.4 Only the binary link information provides a different value
for each remapping. The other two give one combined value based
on all included remappings.
• Neighbor (RN): The same information as Link, but for each of the
(three to eight) immediate neighbors of the current possible link in-
dividually. These features inform the current possible link about
whether its surrounding points are likely to be links. This is moti-
vated by the fact that alignments tend towards making up a diagonal
line of adjacent points in the alignment matrix.
• Cross (RC): These include (a) the number of source words linked to
the current target word; (b) the number of target words linked to
the current source word; (c) the sum of all links to either the cur-
rent source word or the current target word; (d) the ratio of the co-
occurrence mass between the current target word and the current
source word to the total mass between all target words and the cur-
rent source word; (e) same ratio as in (d) but in the other direction;
and (f) the ratio of the total co-occurrence mass assigned to either the
current source word or the current target word to the co-occurrence
mass between the current target word and the current source word.
With these features, we obtain a relation to the rest of the sentence.
This provides information on whether there are better ways of link-
ing the current source and target word respectively.
4.5 Evaluation
A basic assumption for our investigation is that statistical word alignments
based on different preprocessing schemes will lead to different systemat-
ically detectable advantages. A machine learning algorithm should as a
consequence profit from the information made available by doing word
alignment based on several different preprocessing schemes as opposed to
a single scheme. In order to test this hypothesis, we conduct the following
4We use the AER on the development data normalized so all weights sum to one. See
Section 4.5.3.
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four experiments with the goal of assessing:
1. the contribution of alignment remapping (Section 4.5.2),
2. the contribution of combination features for a single alignment, i.e.,
independent of the combination task (Section 4.5.3),
3. the contribution of the individual features (Section 4.5.4), and
4. the best performing combination of alignment remappings (Sec-
tion 4.5.5).
All of these experiments are done using a development set. We then pick
our best performing system and use it on a blind test set in Section 4.5.6.
We also present an analysis of the rules we learn in Section 5.5 and an error
analysis of our best development system in Section 4.5.8. Next, we discuss
the experimental setup and metrics used in all of these experiments.
4.5.1 Experimental data and metrics
Data sets
The gold standard alignments we use here are part of the IBM Arabic-
English aligned corpus (IBMAC) (Ittycheriah & Roukos, 2005). Of its total
13.9K sentence pairs, we only use 8.8K sentences because the rest of the
corpus uses different normalizations for numerals that make the two sets
incompatible. We break this data into 6.6K sentences for training and 2.2K
sentences for development by letting every fourth line go to the develop-
ment set. As for test data, we use the IBMAC’s test set (NIST MTEval 2003
– 663 sentences with four references, all Arabic-English aligned). Experi-
ments in Sections 4.5.3, 4.5.4, and 4.5.5 used only 2.2K of the gold alignment
training data (not the same as the development set) to minimize computa-
tion time. As for our test experiment (Section 4.5.6), we use our best system
with all of the available data (8.8K).
To get initial Giza++ alignments, we use an Arabic-English parallel cor-
pus of about four million words of newswire (LDC-NEWS) for training
data together with the annotated set. The parallel text includes Arabic
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News (LDC2004T17), eTIRR (LDC2004E72), English translation of Arabic
Treebank (LDC2005E46), and Ummah (LDC2004T18).5
Since the IBMAC and LDC-NEWS have much overlap, we take care to
remove duplications in LDC-NEWS to avoid biasing our experiments. The
additional data (LDC-NEWS minus IBMAC) was prepared to match the
preprocessing scheme used in IBMAC (AR with some additional charac-
ter normalizations). We match the preprocessing and normalizations on
our additional data to that of IBMAC’s Arabic and English preprocessing
(Ittycheriah & Roukos, 2005).
Metrics
The standard evaluation metric within word alignment is the Alignment
Error Rate (AER) (Och & Ney, 2000), which requires gold alignments that
are marked as ‘sure’ or ‘probable’. Since the IBMAC gold alignments we
use are not marked as such, AER reduces to 1 - F-score (Ittycheriah &
Roukos, 2005):
Pr = |A∩S||A| Rc =
|A∩S|
|S| AER = 1− 2PrRcPr+Rc
where A links are proposed and S links are gold. Following common prac-
tice, NULL links are not included in the evaluation (Ayan, 2005; Ittycheriah
& Roukos, 2005). In addition to AER, we also use Precision (Pr) and Recall
(Rc) in some cases to better compare different systems.
The baseline we measure against in all of the experiments in this section
is the GDF symmetrization algorithm discussed earlier in Section 4.3. The
AER of this baseline is 24.77 for the development set and 22.99 for the test
set.
4.5.2 The contribution of alignment remapping
We experimented with five alignment remappings in two directions: dir
(Ar-En) and inv (En-Ar). Table 4.3 shows the AER associated with each of
the ten alignment remappings and the remapping of their corresponding
GDF symmetrized alignment (gdf ). Table 4.3 also contains information on
5All of the training data we use is available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC):
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/.
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Remapping Word count dir inv gdf
AR 47721 24.67 31.68 24.77
D1 50584 23.07 28.16 22.90
D2 52900 22.17 25.29 21.63
TB 54507 21.50 23.93 21.04
D3 65787 20.76 22.35 20.45
Table 4.3: AER and word count for each Alignment Remapping in both directions and
combined using the GDF heuristic.
the word count of the schemes, which corresponds to an English text with
58201 word tokens. The more segmented a preprocessing scheme (i.e., the
greater the word count), the lower the AER for either direction and for gdf
of the corresponding remapping. The order of the schemes from worst to
best isAR,D1,D2, TB andD3. INV alignments are alwaysworse thanDIR
alignments. This indicates the difference between Arabic and English mor-
phology. The more you split up the Arabic words, the easier it becomes to
match them to their English correspondences. Even when the Arabic word
count exceeds the English with more than 7500 tokens, we still get an im-
provement. The results reveal that the remapping strategy in itself is an
interesting approach to alignment. When interested in word aligned text in
a specific preprocessing scheme, it might be worth doing word alignment
in a different scheme followed by a remapping step. The best result we ob-
tained through remapping is that ofD3gdf which had a 20.45% AER (17.4%
relative decrease from the baseline).
4.5.3 The contribution of combination features
This experiment is conducted to specify the order for combining the align-
ment remappings when finding the overall best system (see Section 4.5.5).
For each of the basic ten (non gdf) alignment remappings, we trained a ver-
sion of the combiner that uses all the relevant features but has access to
only one alignment at a time.
The results of evaluating on the development data are show in Table 4.4.
We see a substantial improvement resulting from applying the alignment
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Alignment Remapping AER
ARinv 20.79
D1inv 19.30
D2inv 17.77
ARdir 17.26
TBinv 16.77
D1dir 16.35
TBdir 16.14
D3inv 15.83
D2dir 15.56
D3dir 14.50
Table 4.4: AER for the combination system when Alignment remappings are varied.
combination as a supervised alignment correction system. For the 10 alignment
remappings the AER ranges from 14.5 to 20.79, giving an average relative
improvement of 29.9% (down from 20.76 to 31.68 in columns three and four
in Table 4.3). The relative order of all alignments remains the same with
this improvement except for TBdir which moves from #2 to #4. In addition
to determining the order of combination, the scores in Table 4.4 are also
used to weigh the co-occurrence information supplied by each alignment
remapping as described in footnote 4 in Section 4.4.
4.5.4 The contribution of individual features
In order to validate the importance of each feature cluster to the alignment
algorithm, a two step experiment is conducted. First, each feature cluster is
removed individually from the best performing system from the previous
experiment (AER(D3dir) = 14.50). The increase in AER indicates the impor-
tance of this feature cluster. Secondly, the features are added cumulatively
in the order of importance to determine the best combination of features.
The results listed in Table 4.5 show that all of the features help the align-
ment algorithm, and the best combination of features includes all of them.
Not surprisingly, the alignment features are more important than the word
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Feature Cluster Remove Add Cumulative
AC: Alignment Cross Link 16.32 19.97
AN: Alignment Neighbor Link 16.14 17.29
AL: Alignment Basic Link 16.02 17.07
WF: Word Frequency 15.28 15.49
WP: Word Position 15.01 14.82
WW: Word Form 14.97 14.75
WL: Word Location 14.78 14.77
WS: Word Similarity 14.77 14.50
Table 4.5: The effect of varying feature clusters in the combination system.
features.
4.5.5 Alignment combination experiments
To determine the best subset of alignment remappings to combine, we or-
dered the remappings given their AER performance when used individu-
ally in the combination system (Section 4.5.3). This was done by forward
selection. Starting with the best performer (D3dir), we continue adding
alignments in the order of their performance so long the combination’s
AER score is decreased. Our combination results are listed in Table 4.6. The
best alignment combination used alignments from four different schemes
which confirms our intuition that such combination is useful.
We further trained our best combination on all of the training data (6.6K
sentences) as opposed to only 2.2K training sentences (see Section 4.5.1).
The best combination performance improves slightly to 12.24 from 12.69.
4.5.6 Test set evaluation
We ran our best system trained on all of the IBMAC data (training & de-
velopment), on all of the unseen IBMAC test set. The results are shown in
Table 4.7 comparing training on all seen data (training and development)
to just using the training data. The development set shows a relative im-
provement of 50.6% (24.77 to 12.24). On the test data, we also achieve a sub-
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Alignment Remapping combination AER
D3dir 14.50
D3dirD2dir 14.12
D3dirD2dirD3inv 12.81
D3dirD2dirD3invTBdir 13.05
D3dirD2dirD3invD1dir 12.75
D3dirD2dirD3invD1dirTBinv 12.78
D3dirD2dirD3invD1dirARdir 12.84
D3dirD2dirD3invD1dirD2inv 12.76
D3dirD2dirD3invD1dirD1inv 12.93
D3dirD2dirD3invD1dirARinv 12.69
Table 4.6: Determining the best combination of alignment remappings
Data Development Test
Baseline 24.77 (76.45 / 74.04) 22.99 (72.39 / 82.25)
TRAIN (6.6K) 12.24 (88.43 / 87.11) 14.31 (80.17 / 92.02)
ALL (8.8K) — 14.19 (80.46 / 91.93)
Table 4.7: Development vs. Test results: AER (Precision / Recall)
stantial relative improvement of 38.3% when using all training data (22.99
to 14.19).
On the test data, the initial search space reduction heuristic behaves
much as on the development and training data. The search space is re-
duced by around 80% and in the processes only 1.4% of the correct links
are removed. In other words, the lower boundary for the system is an AER
of 1.4.
The test baseline is lower than the development baseline, yet the best
AER on test is higher than development. The precision and recall measures
give additional insights into this issue. The test baseline is much higher
in terms of its recall compared to the development baseline; however its
precision is lower. This trade-off pattern is preserved in our best systems.
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This large difference between precision and recall also corresponds to a dis-
proportionate number of links in the test baseline compared to the the test
reference: test alignment links are 14% more than test reference, compared
to development alignment links, which are 3% less than their reference.
One possible explanation of this difference between development and test
is that the test data in fact contains four replicas in the Arabic with differ-
ent English translations (see Section 4.5.1). Since all of the initial alignments
were done jointly, the performance on this subset may be biased, especially
in terms of recall. Nonetheless, our approach improves both precision and
recall for both development and test. The last experiment, using all of the
data for training, gives a small boost to the test AER score, but the improve-
ment seems to be specifically in terms of an increase in precision, together
with a tiny decrease in recall.
(Ittycheriah & Roukos, 2005) used only the top 50 sentences in IBMAC
test data. Our best AER result on their test set is 14.02 (baseline is 22.48)
which is higher than their reported result (12.2 with 20.5 baseline (Arabic-
to-English GIZA++)). The two results are not strictly comparable because:
(a) (Ittycheriah & Roukos, 2005) used additional gold aligned data that was
not released and (b) they used an additional 500K sentences from the LDC
UN corpus for Giza training that was created by adapting to the source side
of the test set – the details of such adaptation were not provided and thus
it was not clear how to replicate to compare fairly. Clearly this additional
data is helpful since even their baseline is higher than ours.6
4.5.7 Alignment rule analysis
The rules provided by Ripper have the advantage of giving us an insight
into the choices made by the classifier. In this section, we look closely at
three rules selected from our best performing system.
First, the number one rule learned by Ripper is also the simplest and
most commonly applied. It has a precision of 97.0% and a recall of 67.3%.
The rule simply states that a link should be assigned if bothD3dir andD3inv
contain this link. In other words, the backbone of the combination align-
ment is the intersection of both directions of the D3 remappings.
6Abraham Ittycheriah, personal communication.
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Second, the number two rule learned by Ripper is more complex and
thus less general. It has a precision of 99.0% and a recall of 2.4% (of what is
left after rule number one applies). The rule contains the following condi-
tions:
1. RC(a) D2dir = 1
2. RL(a) ARinv = 1
3. RC(f) >= 0.15
4. WS >= 0.44
The first condition states that according to theD2dir remapping, the Ara-
bic word should only link to this English word. In fact, due to the unidi-
rectionality of GIZA++ alignments, this means that the two words should
only align to each other (in the D2dir remapping). The second condition
says that theARinv remapping should contain the link. The third condition
requires that this link carry at least 15% of the combined lexical probability
of the source and target words being linked to any word. Finally, the fourth
condition states that the two word forms should at least to a certain degree
be similar. The majority of cases handled by this rule are multi-word ex-
pressions (in Arabic, English or both) where the words being linked by the
rule are similar to some degree but the links were missed byD3dir orD3inv
(thus, rule number one did not apply).
The last rule we examine here applies as the 23rd rule of the set. It has
a precision of 89.8% and a recall of 0.9% (of remaining links). The rule
contains the following conditions:
1. WP(Arabic) = NN
2. WP(English) = DT
3. RN(right) D3dir = 1
4. WL(difference) <= 0.05
5. RC(c) <= 9
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The first two conditions state that the Arabic word is a noun, and the
English is a determiner. The third states that the right neighbor should be
linked according to the D3dir remapping. In other words, this reveals that
the Arabic word should be linked to the following English word as well
according to D3dir. The difference in relative sentence position should be
small, i.e., the words should appear about the same place in the sentence.
And finally, the two words should not have a lot of other linking options
in the available remappings. In other words, an Arabic noun should link
to an English determiner, if the Arabic noun is also linked to the following
English word (quite possibly a noun). This rule handles the fact that the de-
terminer is often a part of the Arabic word, which is not the case in English.
Only the D3 tokenization scheme separates the Al+ determiner in Arabic.
4.5.8 Error analysis
We conducted a detailed error analysis on 50 sentences from our devel-
opment set’s baseline and best system. The sample included 1011 Arabic
words and 1293 English words. We found 465 erroneous alignments (in-
cluding null alignments) in the baseline and 218 errors in our best system.
We classified errors as follows. Closed-class7 errors involve the misalign-
ment of a closed-class word in Arabic or English. Open-class errors in-
volve open-class words such as nouns and verbs. Numeral and Punctuation
errors involve numbers and punctuation misalignments, respectively. Fi-
nally, Compositional errors are complex errors involving non-compositional
expressions (as in the idiom half-brothermapping to the Arabic J
®  Q
 	« p@
Ax gyr sˇqyq, lit. brother not full-brother) or compositional translation diver-
gences (as in aggravate mapping to the Arabic AÔ¯ A 	®K X@ 	P zAd tfAqmA, lit. in-
crease aggravation) (Dorr et al., 2002). Open-class and closed-class errors
are strictly defined here to not involve compositional errors. We also com-
puted gold errors in our best system; these are cases inconsistent with the
alignment guidelines as explained in (Ittycheriah & Roukos, 2005).
Table 4.8 presents the results of the error analysis. The first column lists
the different error classes. The second and third columns list the frequency
7As opposed to an open-class, a closed-class is a relatively small group of words that is
usually not extended by newwords. Determiners, prepositions and pronouns are examples
of closed word classes.
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Error Baseline Best System Error Best System
Type Frequency Frequency Reduction Gold Errors
Closed 236 (51%) 117 (54%) 50% 18 (15%)
Open 117 (25%) 33 (15%) 72% 0 (0%)
Comp 89 (19%) 50 (23%) 44% 19 (38%)
Num 13 (3%) 9 (4%) 31% 0 (0%)
Punc 10 (2%) 9 (4%) 10% 2 (22%)
Total 465 218 53% 39 (18%)
Table 4.8: A categorization of alignment errors found in error analysis of baseline and best
performing system.
of errors in the baseline and best system, respectively. The percentages in
parentheses indicate the ratio of the error type in that column. The fourth
column specifies the error reduction in our best system from the baseline.
Overall, we reduce the errors by over 50%. The largest reduction is in the
open-class errors followed by closed-class errors. The relative distribution
of errors is similar in baseline and best system except that open-class and
compositional errors exchange ranks: open-class errors are second in the
baseline but third in our best system. The last column lists the frequency
of gold errors. The percentages in parentheses are ratios against the corre-
sponding best-system frequencies. The gold errors comprised 18% of all of
the errors in our best system. They are generally split between closed-class
and compositional errors.
The errors in our best system are consistent with previous studies where
a majority of errors is associated with closed-class words (especially de-
terminers such as the). Closed-class errors can be attributed to their high
frequency as opposed to the open class errors which are more a result of
their low frequency or out-of-vocabulary status. Compositionality errors
are complex and seem to result from there being no clear definition onwhat
is compositional on one hand and from a lack of a multi-word alignment
model in our system. The need for a way to enforce a well-formed multi-
word alignment (or phrasal constructs in general) is also responsible for
many of the closed-class errors. Such amulti-word alignmentmodel would
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be an interesting extension of this research since it explores the meaning of
an alignment token at different levels above and below the word. Perhaps,
one could use a phrase chunker or even a parser to add constraints on ei-
ther alignment or combination steps (Cherry & Lin, 2006).
Punctuation errors are perhaps a result of lower use of punctuation in
Arabic as opposed to English, thus, there is a lot of sparsity in the training
data. Number errors are a result of neutralizing all numerals in our system,
i.e., merging them all to a single number category. If the word form of the
numbers had not been a neutralized expression, the word similarity mea-
sure would probably have made the system capable of handling numbers
better.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented an approach for using and combining
multiple alignments created using different preprocessing schemes. Our
results show that the remapping strategy improves alignment correctness
by itself. We also show that the combination of multiple remappings im-
proves word alignment measurably over a commonly used state-of-the-art
baseline. We obtain a relative reduction of alignment error rate of about
38% on a blind test set. In the next chapter, we will turn to the learning of
reordering rules from word alignments.

Chapter 5
Learning reordering rules
One basic motivation for doing statistical machine translation is the time
consuming and expensive nature of developing rule-based machine trans-
lation systems. For the same reasons, it is also compelling to automatically
learn reordering rules instead of constructing them manually, if these are
to be integrated in an SMT system. This way, the basic motivation is kept
intact.
Where most approaches for learning reordering rules automatically re-
sult in a very large amount of rules, our focus is primarily on the most gen-
eral and frequent of rules. This is inspired by the experiments conducted
by e.g. Collins et al. (2005) and Wang et al.(2007), who achieve improved
translation based on a few manually created, general rules.
In this chapter, we will describe how reordering rules have been learned
in previous work, and how we have chosen to handle it in the present ex-
periments. Usually, word alignments play an important role in this task.
We will also examine the effect that the choice of alignment method, do-
main and the size of the training data has on the rules learned. In this
chapter, evaluation is performed as a manual analysis of the rules. Experi-
mental results are reported in the next chapter together with the reordering
approach.
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5.1 Related work
A lot of work has been done in automatically learning reordering rule both
in and outside of SMT.Wewill here focus on themost directly relatedwork.
Much of this workwas also described in section 3.2.2, but herewewill focus
on their rule extraction.
Xia & McCord (2004) use dependency parses on both source and target
side. They extract rewrite patterns for all nodes in their parse trees, which
means that reordering is restricted to children of a single node (sister node
reordering). Lexicalized rules annotated with word forms are also extracted.
Due to the exponential growth of this, they restrict the possible rule length.
Still, they get millions of rules. Rules are organized in a hierarchy, where
more specific rules overrule more general ones. This means that the rules
are heuristically prioritized instead of probabilistically. They are extracted
from 90M parallel English-French words, which results in 56K rules after
heuristic reduction.
Habash (2007b) also extracts rewrite patterns, but from data that has only
been dependency-parsed on the source side. The rules are not lexicalized,
and reordering is restricted to sister node reordering, but prioritizing is
here done based on probabilities calculated from occurrences in the train-
ing data. Rules are extracted from 131K parallel Arabic-English sentences
(4.1M/4.4M words), resulting in 71K rules. Examining different sets of sta-
tistical alignments, Habash finds that the intersection of statistical align-
ments in both language directions provides the most consistent rules.
Crego & Marin˜o (2007) also extract rules based on source side syntactic
dependency structures. The reordering is bound to the syntactic structure
in that a single node should cover the entire reordering, but it is not re-
stricted to sister node reordering. The rules are not lexicalized, and no pri-
oritizing is executed giving the individual rules no measure of confidence.
46K sentences of parallel Chinese-English data (326K/314K words) is used
to extract the rules. The total number of rules is not reported, but it is ex-
pectedly high, since 3,264 of the rules apply to the 500 test sentences (3K
words).
Zhang et al. (2007a) do not employ a hierarchical structure. Instead, they
use a chunker to get information on linguistic phrases. They extract rules
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for reordering two neighboring chunk sequences. These sequences are re-
stricted by the phrase extraction algorithm of (Zens et al., 2002). That is,
if the corresponding target side word sequences overlap, then this data is
discarded. Their rules are, however, not restricted by a hierarchical struc-
ture, and they are not lexicalized. In addition, they are not prioritized, but
a language model is trained on reordered source to evaluate word orders
created by the rules. In (Zhang et al., 2007b), this is supplement by as-
signing a probability to each rule. Rules are extracted from 18K sentences
(486K words), and they do not report how may rules are extracted, but on
1K sentences (22K words) of test data, 3685 of the rules apply.
As opposed to the approaches above, Li et al. (2007) use advanced learn-
ing techniques to learn reordering. This is based on a binary syntax tree and
restricted to sister node reordering. They train a Maximum Entropy (ME)
model to learn whether two sister nodes should exchange places. They
include the following features for each of the two sister phrases; leftmost,
rightmost, head, and context words and their POS. The context word is
the single word bordering on the opposite side of the reordering candidate
phrase. The same restriction as with Zhang et al. (2007a) applies here; if
target sequences overlap, the data is omitted. The training data size is not
revealed, and the number of rules in a MEmodel must be considered large.
5.2 Positioning within relevant work
In this section, we will discuss the approaches described above and based
on this, position the present approach to rule learning within these. Table
5.1 visualizes the contrasts between the present approach and the previous
work described.
Zhang et al. (2007a) distinguish themselves from the others in that they
do not employ a syntax tree. This may not provide enough information to
deal with certain reorderings, as described in section 3.1, English-Danish
reordering for example requires subordination information, which can be
be obtained from a syntactic structure. We therefore choose to incorporate
hierarchical information in our approach.
Only some of the approaches allow lexicalized rules. This is a very strong
and important feature in dealing with language variance. For example,
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dealing with the fact that only a minority of French adjectives appear in
front of the noun, may be hard to handle without lexical information in the
rules. In the present work, we include lexical information.
Most of the approaches described above are restricted to reordering sis-
ter nodes. Galley et al. (2004) report that in their experiments, this restric-
tion means that the rules are only able to cover 12.1% to 19.4% of the re-
orderings encountered in different corpora. To exemplify the problem, a
common reordering in English-Danish translation has the subject change
place with the finite verb. Since the verb is often embedded in a VP con-
taining additional words that should not be moved, such rules cannot be
captured by local reordering on tree nodes. On account of this, we choose
an approach where the reordering is not restricted be the hierarchical struc-
ture.
In most of the approaches, predefined feature patterns are sought out
and counted. This may be too restrictive, since there is little flexibility in
which features make up a rule, and how important they are for the reorder-
ing. Utilizing a more advanced machine learning approach, such as Li et
al. (2007) does, makes it possible to learn for a given reordering, which fea-
tures are important, and which are at all relevant. In their experiments, the
ME model outperforms the less advances approach that is based on counts
of how often sister nodes swap. We therefore employ a more advanced
machine learning method for learning the reordering rules.
The last two approaches are restricted in theword alignment information
they can utilize. They discard sequences that overlap on the target side in
training data (crossing phrases). This restriction per definition rules out a
set of reorderings. For example, a rule such as the French-English ’ne VERB
pas’ → ’does not VERB’ cannot be learned, if ’ne pas’ links to ’does not’ as a
unit.
For the present work, we also choose to focus on these simple reorder-
ings where two sequences exchange positions. We do this partly to simplify
the experiment by narrowing down the learning experience, and partly be-
cause we expect these to make more general rules. The example described
before would for example need to be very lexicalized.
An final factor that some of the approaches describe is the effect of com-
bining the random distortion-based reordering of the original PSMT ap-
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t7 · · · · · · 
t6 · ·  · · · ·
t5 ·  · · · · ·
t4 · · · ·  · ·
t3 · · · · ·  ·
t2 · · ·  · · ·
t1  · · · · · ·
s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7
Table 5.2: Abstract example of reordering.
proach with the pre-translation reordering framework. Whether this helps
or hurts performance is uncertain. Some experiments report an improve-
ment from this (Habash, 2007b; Li et al., 2007), while others report the op-
posite (Xia & McCord, 2004; Zhang et al., 2007a). We choose not to include
this option to better isolate the effect of the rule-based reordering.
In the next section, we will provide the definition of a reordering that is
utilized in the present approach.
5.3 Definition of reordering
In the present work, reordering is defined as two word sequences ex-
changing positions. These two sequences are restricted by the following
conditions:
• Parallel consecutive: A sequence must be consecutive and align to a
consecutive sequence. Neither of these sequences may link outside
the other.
• Maximal: They have to be the longest possible consecutive sequences
changing place.
• Adjacent: They have to appear next to each other on both source and
target side.
The sequences are not restricted in length, making both short and long
distance reordering possible. Furthermore, they need not be phrases in the
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sense that they appear as an entry in the phrase table.
Table 5.2 illustrates reordering in a word alignment matrix. The table
contains reorderings between the light grey sequences (s32 and s
6
4)
1 and the
dark grey sequences (s55 and s
6
6). On the other hand, the sequences s
3
3 and
s54 are e.g. not considered reordered, since neither are maximal, and s
5
4 is
not consecutive on the target side.
5.4 Learning rules
In section 3.1, we pointed out that subordination is very important for word
order differences between English and Danish. In addition, the sentence
position of constituents plays a role. All this information is present in a
syntactic sentence parse. A subordinate clause is defined as inside an SBAR
constituent; otherwise it is a main clause. The constituent position can be
extracted from the sentence start tag and the following syntactic phrases.
POS andword form are also included to allow for more specific/lexicalized
rules.
Besides including this information for the candidate reordering se-
quences (left sequence (LS) and right sequence (RS)), we also include it for
the set of possible left (LC) and right (RC) contexts of these. The span of
the contexts varies from a single word to all the way to the sentence border.
Table 5.3 contains an example of the information available to the learning
algorithm. In the example, LS and RS should change place, since the first
position is occupied by something other than the subject in a main clause.
The information included is much richer than that of Li et al. (2007).
They use very sparse single word contexts, and the reordering sequences
are only described by the initial, final and head words.
In order to minimize the training data, word and POS sequences are lim-
ited to 4 words, and phrase structure (PS) sequences are limited to 3 con-
stituents. In addition, an entry is only used if at least one of these three
levels is not too long for both LS and RS, and too long contexts are not
included in the set. This does not constrain the possible length of a reorder-
ing, since a PS sequence of length 1 can cover an entire sentence.
For the task of extracting rules from the annotated data, we have chosen
1Notation: syx means the consecutive source sequence covering word positions x to y.
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a rule-based classifier, Ripper (Cohen, 1995; Cohen, 1996) (see section 4.4).
The motivation for using Ripper is that it allows features to be sets of
strings, which fits well with our representation of the context, and it pro-
duces easily readable rules that allow better understanding of the decisions
being made. In addition, since Ripper builds on the idea of decision trees,
it has a preference for shorter, more covering hypothesis rules (Mitchell,
1997, ch.3). We therefore expect this learning algorithm will lead to highly
generalized rules.
The probabilities of the rules are estimated using Maximum Likelihood
Estimation based on the information supplied by Ripper on the perfor-
mance of the individual rules on the training data. The probabilities are
smoothed by incrementing the total number of occurrences, as a means for
biasing towards more frequent rules. For example, Ripper might inform
that a given rule is successful 423 times of the 504 times it applied to the
learning data. This provides a probability of 83.8% (423/(504+1)) for that
rule. When converted to logarithmic values, these probabilities are easily
integratable in the log-linear PSMT model as an additional parameter by
simple addition.
5.5 Rule analysis
5.5.1 English-Danish rules
Weuse different data sets to examine the effect of three relevant parameters:
1. the method employed to obtain the word alignment (manual vs.
GDF),
2. the domain of the training data (CDEDT vs. EP), and
3. the size of the training data (100K, 300K, and 772K).
For hand-aligned data (manual), we used the Copenhagen Danish-
English Dependency Treebank (CDEDT) (Buch-Kromann et al., 2007). The
annotation guidelines for the manual word alignment process is described
in (Elming, 2005). 5478 sentences from the news paper domain containing
112K English words and 100K Danish words. We also create an automatic
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do not believe       today he cannot
    tror ikke      idag kan han ikke
Figure 5.1: Examples of crossing phrases that are excluded as learning data. The left one is
a problem, the right one is not.
alignment for these using the GDF algorithm described in section 2.2.2 to
symmetrize bi-directional GIZA++ alignments (Och & Ney, 2003) (GDF).
The CDEDT data are news paper articles and therefore out of domain
for the SMT system used in the next chapter. This system is trained on
European Parliament proceedings (EP). We therefore also use the English-
Danish Europarl corpus version 3 (Koehn et al., 2005). Together, the CD-
EDT and EP data provide the out-of-domain and in-domain settings.
In order to test the effect of training data size, we include data sets of
three sizes from EP; roughly the same size a CDEDT (100K words), three
times this size (300K words), and the maximal size we are able to train
on with Ripper (772K words). These data sets are excerpts from a GDF
alignment of the entire EP corpus (∼30M words). The GDF alignment of
CDEDT is also aligned together with these data. The English side of all data
sets is parsed using a state-of-the-art statistical English parser (Charniak,
2000). All rules learned are listed in appendix A.
Table 5.7 shows the statistics for the feature set used to learn English-
Danish reordering rules. As can be seen, the set is very skewed distributed,
since only a very small percentage of the conditions met in the training data
warrant a reordering (0.17%-0.29%).
The table also contains statistics on effect of the restriction to omit re-
orderings with crossing phrases. Since we in this experiment make no re-
strictions on which source sequences can change place, the only reorder-
ings that are excluded, are the ones where a single word links to an incon-
secutive sequence.
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Figure 5.1 illustrates two such cases; one where a target word links to
an inconsecutive source sequences (’do believe→ tror’), and one in the other
directions (’cannot→ ikke kan).
The exclusion of the phenomenon on the right with the inconsecutive
target sequence is not a problem in a pre-translation reordering framework.
There is simply no way of reordering the source sentence, so it gets the
word order of the target sentence. he would have to move inside cannot,
and there is no obvious gain from moving it to the other side of cannot.
We therefore only consider the exclusion of the left one with the incon-
secutive source sequences a lack in our approach, since moving believe to
the left of notwould create a word order that is consistent with Danish.
In the hand-aligned data, more than 1/4 of the reorderings cannot be
learned due to this restriction. This is clearly problematic for the present
approach compared to fully covering approaches.
It is also striking how much the alignment method shines through here.
The ratio between included and excluded reorderings flips, when using
GDF instead of manual alignments. Now almost 3/4 of the reorderings
are omitted. This reflects the lower quality of the GDF alignments, which
contain a lot more crossing links.
If we compare to the manual alignment, most of the excluded reorder-
ings must contain crossing links that are wrong, otherwise they would also
have been excluded with manual alignment. Therefore, the restriction may
actually help when working with GDF aligned data, since it filters out a lot
of reordering noise due to bad alignment. This is backed bymanual inspec-
tion of the omitted reorderings. It may be for the same reason that PSMT
is very robust to bad word alignment, since the worst links are simply ex-
cluded by this restriction. We leave this question open for future work and
turn to the rules that were learned.
Based on the feature set described in table 5.7, rules were extracted us-
ing Ripper. Perhaps because of the very skewed distribution of the feature
set, Ripper was unable to learn from a large part of the reorderings in the
learning data. Of the reorderings located in the CDEDT data, Ripper was
only able to learn 47% with either alignment, and on the EP data, Ripper
only learned 15-16% of the reorderings in the feature set. The rest of the
reorderings were classified as not being reorderings.
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This further narrows down the coverage of the rules. Especially, the
manually aligned CDEDT data is very reliable. For these, we are certain
that the rule set is only able to handle less than half of the reorderings that
actually occur. We now take a closer look at the rules that were learned.
Table 5.5 reveals statistics on the rule sets that were learned for English-
Danish reordering. It is very satisfying, that all data sets have learned the
three major reorderings described in section 3.1.1; the verb second phe-
nomenon and placement of adverbials in main and subordinate clause. As
can be seen, most of the rules learned concerned different ways of identify-
ing contexts where a reordering should occur due to the verb second nature
of Danish. The additional rule on currency describes a difference in nota-
tional practice, where currency is written after the amount in Danish, while
it is the other way around in English. Since the training data however only
includes Danish Crowns, the rule was lexicalized to ’DKK’.
To illustrate the rules, table 5.6 shows a few rules learned from the hand-
aligned data (see appendix A for a complete list). The first three rules deal
with the verb second phenomenon2. The only difference among these is
the left context. Either it is an initial prepositional phrase, a subordinate
clause or an adverbial. These are three ways that the algorithm has learned
to identify the verb second phenomenon conditions. Rule 4 is interesting
in that it is lexicalized. In the learning data, the Danish correspondent to
’however’ is most often not topicalized, and the subject is therefore not
forced from the initial position. As a consequence, the rule states that it
should only apply, if ’however’ is not included in the left context of the
reordering.
Rule 21 handles the placement of adverbials in a subordinate clause.
Since the right context is subordinate and a verb phrase, the current se-
quences must also be subordinate. In contrast, the last rule deals with ad-
verbials in a main clause, since the left context noun phrase is in a main
clause.
A problem with the hand-aligned data used for learning rules is that
it is out of domain compared to the Europarl data used to train the SMT
system. The hand-aligned data is news paper texts, and Europarl is tran-
scribed spoken language from the European Parliament. Due to its spoken
2 We merged all finite verb POS tags to one tag FVF.
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No LC LS RS RC Prob.
2 PS: <s> PP , PS: NP POS: FVF 83%
3 PS: SBAR , PS: NP POS: FVF 82%
4 PS: ADVP , PS: NP POS: FVF 70%
! WORD: however ,
21 POS: FVF POS: RB PS: VP 71%
SUB: SUB
8 PS: <s> NP PS: ADVP POS: FVF 62%
SUB: MAIN
Table 5.6: Example rules and their application statistics on the test set, when using the
reordering approach described in chapter 6. Redundant information has been removed.
nature, Europarl contains frequent sentence-initial forms of address. That
is, left adjacent elements that are not integrated parts of the sentence as
illustrated by example (11).
This is not straightforward, because on the surface these look a lot like
topicalized constructions, as in example (12). In topicalized constructions,
it is an integrated part of the sentence that is moved to the front in order
to affect the flow of discourse information. This difference is crucial for the
reordering rules, since ’i’ and ’have’ should reorder in (12), but not in (11),
in order to get Danish word order.
(11) mr president , i have three points .
(12) as president , i have three points .
When translating the development set, it became clear that many construc-
tions like (11) were reordered by a rule. Since these constructions were not
present in the hand-aligned data, the learning algorithm did not have the
data to learn this difference.
We therefore included a manual, lexicalized rule stating that if the left
context contained one of a set of titles (mr, mrs, ms, madam, gentlemen), the
reordering should not take place. To a great extent, the rule eliminates the
problem. Since the learning includes word form information, this is a rule
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that the learning algorithm in theory should be able to learn. However,
the word context in the present experiment is made up of sequences of
words bordering on the reordering sequences. In example (11) and (12),
this means that the relevant sequences would be ’mr president ,’ and ’as
president ,’. The learner would not have information that mr appeared in
the context, only the entire string. Therefore, the it is not learned from
the in-domain EP data either. However, a few of these rules contain the
information that if ’president ,’ is in the context, then the words should not
reorder.
The above examples also illustrate that local reordering (in this case as
local as two neighboring words) can be a problem for PSMT, since even
though the reordering is local, the information about whether to reorder or
not is not necessarily local.
5.5.2 English-Arabic rules
The purpose of this experiment is two-fold; first, we seek to investigate
the portability of this approach to less similar languages, and second, we
wish to examine how well the combination alignment method described in
chapter 4 is suited as basis for learning reordering rules. Mainly because
the AER metric evaluates it to be much closer to the hand-alignment, than
the GDF alignment is. All rules learned are listed in appendix A.
Rules are extracted from the IBMAC corpus described in section 4.5.1.
This data set comes in a hand-aligned version, and from the experiments
in chapter 4, we have a combination alignment and a GDF alignment of
6.6K of the sentences from sections 4.5.5. We use these 6.6K sentences
(179K/146K words) for rule extraction. The English side is parsed using
a state-of-the-art statistical English parser (Charniak, 2000).
Since we want to use the hand-aligned data, we are again forced to use
the simple AR tokenization scheme for Arabic. This may prove detrimen-
tal to the reordering experiment, since some of the reordered elements are
clitically attached as described in section 3.1.2, and these are not segmented
out in the AR scheme. Also it is generally accepted that higher Arabic seg-
mentation leads to better translation (Lee, 2004; Habash & Sadat, 2006).
Table 5.7 shows the statistics for the feature set used to learn English-
Arabic reordering rules. The distribution is not as skewed as for the
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to the elected lebanese president
llr}ys AllbnAny Almntxb
Figure 5.2: Example of a complexly aligned English-Arabic segment. The dotted line are
links that are present in the manual alignment, but not included in the GDF alignment.
English-Danish experiment, since this task involves more reordering. Here,
they make up around 10 times as much of the feature set (1.3%-2.0%). Still,
this must be regarded as a skewed distribution. An interesting point of the
table is that the statistics for the combination alignment look very similar
to the manual alignment.
Again, we report numbers for the effect of excluding data based on the
phrase consecutiveness constraint. For the manual alignments, the ex-
cluded reorderings are at the same level as for Danish (29.0% for Danish,
33.8% for Arabic).
For the GDF alignments on the other hand, the statistics behave very dif-
ferently from Danish. For Danish, more than twice as big a percentage of
reorderings were excluded with GDF alignments than with manual align-
ments, but for Arabic, it is the other way around. Here, the manual align-
ment leads to almost twice as big a percentage of the reorderings being
excluded as is the case for GDF alignments.
A reason for this may be the low level of Arabic segmentation used in
these experiments. Thismeans that the English sentences in general contain
much more words than the corresponding Arabic. The English sentences
contains 23% more words, which is almost 5 words per sentence. Com-
pared to Danish, where the English sentences contain 12% more words,
which is about 2 words per sentence. However, with fewer target words,
each one will on average link to more source words, and this would ex-
pectedly lead to more inconsistent source sequences, since these only ap-
pear when a single target word aligns to more than one source word. The
reason for this may be that the high complexity of an alignment between
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low-level segmented Arabic text and English is not produced by GDF that
tries to create the least distorted and complex alignment. An example of
this is shown in figure 5.2. The dotted line are links that are present in the
manual alignment, but not included in the GDF alignment. Here, the two
English words to and the do not aligned to anything.
When learning the rule sets with Ripper, we saw the same pattern as
for English-Danish. Ripper was unable to learn from a large part of the re-
orderings that were available. Here, we also expect the skewed distribution
of the feature set to play its part. Again, Ripper learned less than half the
reorderings (manual: 44%, combination:18%, GDF:49%). Especially dis-
turbing is the very low percentage with the combination alignment. We
now take a closer look at the rules that were learned.
Table 5.8 shows the statistics of the rule sets that were learned for
English-Arabic reordering. Of the reorderings described in section 3.1.2,
both the verb-before-subject and the adjective-after-noun reorderings were
learned, but as expected the possessive-pronoun-after-noun reordering
could not be learned within this preprocessing scheme. Additionally, a
lot of rules on moving noun-after-noun and a rule placing the final quote
before the period were learned.
A few of the rules that were learned from the manual alignment, are
show in table 5.9 (see appendix A for a complete list). The first two rules
handle the placement of the finite verb in Arabic. Rule 16 states that if
a finite verb appears in front of a subordinate clause, then it should be
moved to sentence initial position with a probability of 68%. Due to the
restrictions of sequence lengths, it can only swap across maximally 4 words
or a sequence of words that is describable bymaximally 3 syntactic phrases.
The SBAR condition may help restrict the reordering to finite verbs of the
main clause. This rule and its probability goes well with the description
given in sections 3.1.2, since VSO order is not obligatory. The subject may
either not be expressed, or it may appear in front of the verb. This is even
more obvious in rule 27, which has a probability of only 43%.
Rules 11 and 1 deal with the inverse ordering of adjectives and nouns.
The first is general but uncertain, the second is lexicalized but certain. The
reason for the low probability of rule 11 is primarily that many proper
names have been mis-tagged by the parser as either JJ or NN, and to a
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No LC LS RS RC Prob.
16 WORD: <s> POS: FVF PS: SBAR 68%
27 WORD: <s> PS: NP POS: FVF 43%
11 POS: IN POS: JJ POS: NN 46%
1 ! POS: JJ POS: JJ WORD: president 90%
37 ! POS: NN POS: NN POS: NNS POS: IN 71%
! POS: JJ
Table 5.9: Example rules and their application statistics on the test set, when using the
reordering approach described in chapter 6. Redundant information has been removed.
lesser extend that the rule should often not apply if the right context is
also an NN. Adding the latter restriction narrows the scope of the rule but
would have increased the probability to 54%.
Rule 1, on the other hand, has a high probability of 90%. It is only re-
stricted by the condition that the left context should not be an adjective. In
these cases, the adjectives should often be moved together, as is the case
with ’the south african president→ Alr}ys Aljnwb Afryqy’where ’south african’
is moved to the right of ’president’.
Finally, rule 37 presents a phenomenon that was not described in sec-
tion 3.1.2. Here a singular noun is moved to the right of a plural noun, if
the right context is a preposition, and the left context is neither an adjective
nor a singular noun. This rule handles compound nouns, where the modi-
fying function of the first noun often is hard to distinguish from that of an
adjective. The left context restrictions server the same purpose as the left
context in rule 1; these should often be moved together with the singular
noun. The function of the right context is harder to explain, but without
this restriction, the rule would have been much less successful; dropping
from a probability of 71% to 51%.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have introduced a novel approach to automatically
learning reordering rules. One ambition in connection with this was to
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only learn a very general subset of rules. Compared to the amount of rules
produced by previous approaches, this was accomplished.
The approach was not as general as hoped for. For example, in the
English-Danish experiment based on hand-aligned data, 22 of 27 rules de-
scribed the same reordering under different circumstances. Nonetheless,
this is much less than what can be expected from the other approaches.
In addition, we created an approach that integrates a much richer set of
features, and that is able to select among these to pick out the ones that are
important for a given phenomenon.
A problem with the learning algorithm utilized was that it was able to
learn less than half of the reorderings available in the training data. We
believe to a large part that it had problems handling the very skewed dis-
tribution of the feature set. In the future, we are interested in exploring
other learning algorithms that may provide wider coverage. A Maximum
Entropy approach in line with (Li et al., 2007) may be such an option.
As a compromise in the pursuit for general rules, we diverged from a
fully covering approach by excluding reorderings containing overlapping
target sequences. However, we are interested in expanding to a fully cover-
ing approach in the future, since we believe this will further strengthen the
approach. In the hand-aligned data, around 1/3 of the reorderings were
omitted due to this restriction.
An interesting aspect in this context is that the experiments indicated
that when using automatically aligned data, this constraint may help clean
up the data by ruling out a large amount of reordering noise. The con-
straint may therefore strengthen rule learning under these circumstances.
We leave this question open for future investigation.
Finally, investigations done by Fox (2002) indicate that a flatter tree struc-
ture provides a better basis for rule extraction, and a dependency structure
may be better than a phrase structure. This would be interesting to examine
in future experiments.
In the next chapter, we will turn to the exploitation of these rules in a
novel approach to reordering in PSMT.
Chapter 6
Integrating syntactic reordering
in phrase-based SMT
In chapter 3, we described previous pre-translation reordering solutions
to the reordering problem in PSMT. We also noted a set of problems with
these. Most notably, the problems in assigning a score to a reordered source
sentence based on experience from the relation between source and target
word order. We will briefly sum up this problem.
In all previous pre-translation reordering approaches, the relation be-
tween source and target word order is used to model the relation between
source and source with target (ST) word order. The basic assumption in
these approaches has been that providing the source sentence with target
word order will reflect on the target sentence in translation. This assump-
tion, however, does not always hold. Phrase internal reorderings can lead
to reorderings appearing between the ST and target sentence even if addi-
tional external reordering is excluded. This means that a hypothesis can be
assigned a score that is in conflict with the learning experience.
In this chapter, we introduce a novel approach to syntax-based reorder-
ing in PSMT that overcomes these problems. We examine the approach
in the context of a pre-translation reordering framework, but the approach
could also be integrated into other frameworks. The approach is probabilis-
tic and non-deterministic, and hypothesis word orderings are evaluated
based on the order of the target words. This not only leads to a theoreti-
cally more satisfying model of reordering that provides superior integra-
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tion in PSMT, but we also prove that it brings improved translation quality
to PSMT. We call the approach source position target order (SPTO) scoring.
We first describe the baseline PSMT system used in the experiments.
Then, we go into how this was extended for pre-translation reordering. In
section 6.3, we describe the novel SPTO scoring approach. This is followed
by first English-Danish and then English-Arabic experiments evaluating,
examining, and analyzing the approach. In the final section, we discuss
and conclude on the experiments.
6.1 The PSMT system
The baseline is the PSMT system used for the 2006 NAACL SMTworkshop
(Koehn & Monz, 2006) with phrase length 3 and a modified Kneser-Ney
smoothed (Chen & Goodman, 1998) trigram language model trained using
the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002). The alignment symmetrization heuristic
used is grow-diag-final as described in section 4.3.
The decoder used for the baseline system is Pharaoh (Koehn, 2004a),
which uses the following information sources as described in section 2.2.2:
bidirectional phrase translation models, bidirectional lexical weighting
models, phrase and word penalty, a target language model, and a distance-
penalizing distortion model.
We consider Pharaoh with default distortion limit our baseline system,
since it allows for reorderings of unlimited distance same as our reordering
approach. This is, however, not very important, since we also report on
Pharaoh with distortion limit 4 and monotone decoding.
Due to the random reorderings required by the simple distortion model,
Pharaoh must evaluate all possible source word orders in translation,
which is an NP-complete problem (Knight, 1999). It therefore employs a
beam search algorithm (Jelinek, 1998) to reduce the size of the search space
in the following ways;
First of all, for any two hypotheses that look the same to future decoding
actions, only the most probable is kept. This is the case if the last (n-1)
target words are the same (which is all a language model of order n sees),
the position of the last covered source word is the same (which is all the
distortion model sees), and they cover the same source words (which is all
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the rest of the parameters see). This pruning is without loss.
Secondly, hypotheses are stored in stacks based on the number of words
they cover. The size of these stacks is restricted to a maximal amount of
hypotheses, and if a hypothesis is much less likely than the best hypothe-
sis, it is not included. The retained hypotheses are selected based on their
probability so far and an estimated future probability. If the latter is not in-
cluded, the algorithm has a tendency to place the difficult/unknown parts
at the end of the sentence. Since it is only an estimation, the search algo-
rithm is no longer guaranteed to find the best path.
As proposed by (Och, 2003), the parameters of the PSMT system should
be optimized towards producing the best translation. We optimize towards
the BLEU metric using the Downhill Simplex algorithm (Nelder & Mead,
1965). This algorithm is suited for large dimensional optimization tasks
such as the PSMT systems described here, which have 8 weights to opti-
mize. It locates a local minimum.
The algorithm creates a simplex, which is a polytope with N+1 vertices
(e.g. a triangle on a two-dimensional plane). Each vertex is then evaluated
based on its coordinates in the N-dimensional space. Here, the evaluation
is provided by using the coordinates as parameter weights in the PSMT
system when translating a small tune set of 500 sentences. This translation
is assigned a BLEU score, and one minus this score is returned, since we
are looking for a minimum. Using a set of rules, the highest valued vertex
is modified, and another translation is produced. This continues until the
algorithm converges.
6.2 Pre-translation reordering
The present experiments are set in the context of a pre-translation reorder-
ing framework. The word order scoring is, however, done on the target
sentence as opposed to previous approaches. The rule application is there-
fore carried out in two separate stages:
1. Pre-translation reordering based on the rules.
2. SPTO scoring of the target word order according to the rules.
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In this section, we describe stage 1, while the novel SPTO scoring is de-
scribed in the next section.
The first stage — pre-translation reordering — is done in a non-
deterministic fashion by generating a word lattice as input in the spirit of
e.g. (Zens et al., 2002; Crego & Marin˜o, 2007; Zhang et al., 2007b). This
way, the system has both the original word order, and the reorderings pre-
dicted by the rule set. The different paths of the word lattice are merely
given as equal suggestions to the decoder. They are in no way individually
weighted.
Figure 6.1 shows a source sentence, a rule, and the resulting word lattice
created for translation. The example is taken from the English-Danish test
set, and the rule is learned from the English-Danish CDEDT hand-aligned
corpus. The word lattice has been abbreviated and broken up in two, due
to space restrictions, and the reordered verbs are highlighted.
The rule concerns the verb second nature of Danish. It states that an NP
followed by a finite verb should change places, if the NP is preceded by an
adverbial. This rule applies twice to the source sentence based on the pro-
vided parse, since the initial adverbial ’obviously’ precedes both the NP ’the
work’, which is followed by the finite verb ’carried’, and the NP ’the work car-
ried out by each of the rapporteurs and by the parliamentary committees’, which
is followed by the finite verb ’will’. This leads to three paths in the word lat-
tice, where the bottom path moving ’will’ in front of the long NP provides
the best Danish word order. The other reordering that moves ’carried’ to
the left of the short NP, is wrong. This owes to a bad parse, since ’carried’ is
not a finite verb in this sentence but a passive participle in a relative clause.
The rule should therefore not have applied. The final path is the original
source word order.
Since Pharaoh does not accommodate these needs, we use our own de-
coder, which — except for the reordering model — uses the same knowl-
edge sources as Pharaoh. Its translations are comparable to Pharaoh when
doing monotone decoding. The search algorithm of our decoder is similar
to the RG graph decoder of (Zens et al., 2002).
Since we do not allow random external reordering in our experiments,
this is restricted to the paths of the word lattice. It is therefore possible to
limit the search to a monotone setting, i.e. one where the words are simply
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SOURCE
obviouslyRB [NP1 [NP2 the work]NP2 carriedFVF out
by each of the rapporteurs and by the parliamentary
committees]NP1 willFVF serve a useful purpose in
providing fuel for our own discussions .
RULE
LC LS RS RC Prob.
POS: RB PS: NP POS: FVF 74.0%
WORD LATTICE
Figure 6.1: Example source sentence reordered to a word lattice. In the source sentence,
relevant syntactic phrases are indicated with subscripted square brackets, and POS is sub-
scripted the word. The word lattice is abbreviated and split in two due to space restriction,
and the nodes of the reordered verb are highlighted.
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translated in the order they appear in the lattice. In other words, decoding
follows the lattice one node at a time, building hypotheses covering up to
that node. This means that the search space is reduced substantially and
less pruning is needed.
We only employ a pruning mechanism similar to the first one used in
Pharaoh, where for any two hypotheses that look the same to future de-
coding actions, only the most probable is kept. This condition is here met,
when the target string of two hypotheses at the same node in the lattice
share the same last (n-1) words, since these also cover the same source
words. None of the less probable hypotheses can possibly outperform this
one later on. This is because themaximal context evaluating an extension of
this hypothesis, is the history (n-1-gram) of the first word of the extending
phrase. This pruning is without loss, and the search algorithm is therefore
optimal.
The nodes are processed in the decoder one at a time in an order defined
by the number of words covered so far. That is if a node has a path leading
to it that passes 4 words, and another node has one passing 7, then the first
node is processed earlier than the other. This means that when the decoder
processes a node, we are certain that all nodes leading to this node have
already been processed. This is not only important to the monotone decod-
ing, but also to the assumption that supports the pruning mechanism.
6.3 SPTO scoring
The second stage in rule application in our experiments is the SPTO scoring.
The basic functionality of this approach is to motivate certain word orders
in the translation based on the probabilities supplied by the rules. By evalu-
ating the word order of the resulting translation instead of an intermediate
product, it overcomes the problems of previous approaches.
A hypothesis is assigned a score based on how its word order corre-
lates with the predictions made by the rules given the source sentence. The
evaluation is made possible by keeping track of which source words the
hypothesized target words originate from. This information is obtained
via phrase internal word alignments. We call this source position target order
(SPTO).
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To keep track of the word order, each decoder hypothesis contains two
parallel strings; a target word string and its SPTO string. In order to access
this information, each phrase table entry is annotatedwith its internal word
alignment. This is available as an intermediate product from phrase table
creation. If a phrase pair has multiple word alignments, the most frequent
is chosen.
We will use the problematic example from figure 3.1 on page 57 to exem-
plify the SPTO scoring. This example illustrated the problems with a source
order (SO) scoring approach such as the previous approaches described in
section 3.2.2 on page 53. The example is repeated in full in figure 6.2 to-
gether with relevant information.
First, the source sentence is shown with linguistic annotation where rel-
evant. Then we show the rule that applied to the example. The rule is from
the set learned on the hand-aligned CDEDT data. It states that an adverbial
phrase should change place with the following finite verb, if the left context
is a sentence initial noun phrase. In addition, this should only take place if
the left context is part of a main clause, which in practice means that this
rule applies to adverbials in the main clause (see section 3.1.1).
The following two lines show what effect the reordering has on the
source sentence; both in word forms and in their source positions. This
position information is used differently in decoding by the SO scoring and
the SPTO scoring. If the SO scoring translates a source sentence with the po-
sition order ’3 2’, then the rule is thought to be satisfied, and the hypothesis
is assigned the probability 62.8%. In figure 6.2, any translation stemming
from path 2 in the word lattice obeys this requirement, and as can be seen
from the decoding table, these are therefore scored as satisfying the rule.
This is incorrect, since ’derfor’ (therefore) ends up at three different places in
the output based on path 2. On the other hand, every translation stemming
from path 1 is scored as not satisfying the rule, even though H1 in fact has
the desired word order.
SPTO scoring avoids this problem. Here, the hypothesis SPTO must con-
tain the position order ’3 2’ for the rule to be considered satisfied. As can be
seen from the decoding table, it is these hypotheses where ’derfor’ (therefore)
has the desired position in relation to ’mener’ (think). It is irrelevant which
path was chosen.
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SOURCE
[NP i] [ADVP therefore] thinkFVF it is extremely important for
the european union to get fully involved with this country ,
and with the situation in peru , for example by maintaining
an orderly dialogue with the forces of opposition .
RULE
LC LS RS RC Prob.
PS: <s> NP PS: ADVP POS: FVF 62.8%
SUBORD: main
Rule predicted reordering: therefore think→ think therefore
Expressed in source positions: 2 3 → 3 2
WORD LATTICE
DECODING
Hyp Path Target SPTO SO SPTO
words score score
H1 1 jeg mener derfor 1 3 2 - +
H2 1 jeg derfor mener 1 2 3 - -
H3 2 jeg mener derfor 1 3 2 + +
H4 2 jeg derfor mener 1 2 3 + -
H5 2 jeg mener derfor er det 1 3 2 5 4 + +
H6 2 jeg mener det er derfor 1 3 4 5 2 + -
Figure 6.2: Illustration of the decoding process with SPTO integrated. In the source sen-
tence, relevant syntactic phrases are indicated with subscripted square brackets, and POS is
subscripted the word. In the word lattice, nodes of reordered verbs are highlighted, and the
paths are called 1 and 2 for reference. Finally, possible hypotheses in decoding are shown
with relevant information. The last two columns indicate whether the relevant scoring ap-
proach sees a reordering (+) or not (-).
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Source phrase Target phrase SPTO Weighted prob
think therefore derfor mener 2 1 4.3%
mener derfor 1 2 5.3%
therefore think derfor mener 1 2 8.5%
mener derfor 2 1 10.8%
therefore it is det er derfor 2 3 1 6.2%
derfor er det 1 3 2 13.1%
Table 6.1: Excerpt of the phrase table used in the English-Danish experiment containing
phrases relevant to the example in figure 6.2. The probability of the phrase table entry is
weighted by the parameter weights used for the SO system in the experiment.
As table 6.1 shows, the phrase table does not provide much help on the
ordering of ’derfor’ (therefore) and ’mener’ (think). The first 4 entries show
that both orderings are common in Danish, since the probability of trans-
lating into any of the word orders is very similar given the source word or-
der. In addition, path 2 provides the possibility of moving ’derfor’(therefore)
further to the right via phrase internal reorderings. This is exemplified by
the second to last entry.
That the SO scoring approach in our experiments has chosen H6, which
uses the second to last phrase pair in table 6.1, shows the enormous in-
fluence of the language model. Even though H5 is more than twice as
probable according to the translation model, the language model forces
H6 through. It also perfectly illustrates the problem with the SO scoring
approach. H6 has been rewarded for reordering ’therefore’ and ’think’ as
proposed by the rule, but due to a phrase internal reordering that is invisi-
ble to the SO scoring, ’therefore’ ends up changing place with ’think it is’. In
other words, the hypothesis is rewarded for following a rule that it in fact
does not follow.
Since more than one reordering is often predicted in the same area, we
group the reorderings based on the axis they reorder around. This is ex-
emplified by figure 6.3. In this example, there are two reordering groups
around axis 1 and 2. We will focus on the second, and therefore only pro-
vide probabilities for axis 2 rules. If any of the axis 2 rules is satisfied by
a hypothesis, the hypothesis is assigned the probability of this rule. If on
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Axis 1 Axis 2
... and , if the product does not do well , it is destroyed .
does not , it is 70.6%
it is 56.9%
it is destroyed 83.0%
No reordering at axis 2: 17.0%
Figure 6.3: Example of group reorderings based on their reordering axes. Source sentence
above and reordering suggestions below line. Axes illustrated by dotted line, which sepa-
rates the left and right reordering sequence. Probabilities are only provided for axis 2 rules.
the other hand no axis 2 rule is satisfied, the hypothesis is assigned the
probability for no reordering at axis 2. This probability is defined as the
probability of not satisfying the most probable rule. In this example, the
most probable rule is 83.0% sure. Therefore, the probability of not doing
any reorderings around axis 2 is set to 17.0% (100.0%-83.0%).
Phrase internal reorderings at other points of the sentence, i.e. points
that are not covered by a rule, are not judged by the reordering model. Our
rule extraction does not learn every possible reordering between the two
languages, but only the most general ones. If no rule has an opinion at a
certain point in a sentence, the decoder is free to chose the phrase transla-
tion it prefers without reordering cost.
Separating the scoring from the source language reordering also has the
advantage that the SPTO scoring in essence is compatible with other ap-
proaches such as a traditional PSMT system. We will, however, not exam-
ine this possibility further in this thesis.
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Data Sentences English words Danish words
Training 1.1M 31M 30M
Test 11K 330K 310K
Development 10K 287K 265K
Tuning 500 8.3K 7.6K
Table 6.2: Statistics of data used for the English-Danish experiments.
6.4 Evaluation
6.4.1 English-Danish SPTO experiment
Data
The systemwas trained on the English and Danish part of the Europarl cor-
pus version 3 (Koehn et al., 2005). Fourth quarter of 2000 was removed in
order to use the common test set1 of 11K sentences with one reference (330K
English and 310K Danish words) for testing. In addition, fourth quarter of
2001 was removed for development purposes. Of these, 10K (287K English
and 265K Danish words) were used for various analysis purposes, thereby
keeping the test data perfectly unseen. 500 sentences (8.3K English and
7.6K Danish words) were taken from the development set for tuning the
decoder parameter weights. In total, 1.1M sentences containing 31M En-
glish words and 30M Danish words were left for training the phrase table
and language model.
Results and discussion
The SPTO reordering approach is evaluated on the 11K sentences of the com-
mon test set. Results are listed in table 6.13 along with results on the devel-
opment set. We also report on the swap subset. These are the 4690 sentences
in the test set where a reordering was proposed by a rule, resulting in an in-
ternal or external reordering or a rejection of the reordering. The remaining
6679 sentences were not influenced by the SPTO reordering approach.
1 Following the definition at http://www.statmt.org/europarl/
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NIST BLEU
System Dev Test Swap Dev Test Swap
Pharaoh free 7.2225 7.1182 6.7209 26.23 25.17 23.52
Pharaoh dl4 7.2317 7.1309 6.7389 26.39 25.35 23.78
Pharaoh monotone 7.2186 7.1328 6.7430 26.44 25.50 23.93
no scoring 7.1844 7.1068 6.7248 26.66 25.62 24.14
SO scoring 7.1965 7.1180 6.7431 26.78 25.77 24.46
SPTO scoring 7.1985 7.1193 6.7453 26.79 25.79 24.49
Table 6.3: Automatic evaluation scores for different systems. Significance is indicated with
color codes. The SPTO system is significantly better than the light grey cells, and signifi-
cantly worse than the dark grey cells. Both at a 95% confidence level.
We report on the baseline PSMT system both 1) without reordering re-
strictions, 2) a distortion limit of 4 (see section 2.2.2), and 3) no distortion
allowed (monotone), 4) a system provided with a rule reordered word lat-
tice but no scoring in the spirit of e.g. (Crego & Marin˜o, 2007), 5) the same
system but with an SO scoring in the spirit of e.g. (Zhang et al., 2007b; Li
et al., 2007), and finally 6) the same system but with the SPTO scoring. For
the pre-translation reordering systems, we report on systems using the best
performing rule set, which for English-Danish is the one trained on manu-
ally aligned data.
An interesting aspect of the results is that Pharaoh performs best un-
der monotone conditions. The more reordering allowed, the worse perfor-
mance. In other words, the length penalizing distortion model only hurts
performance for English-Danish translation. This reveals the difficulty of
the reordering task for these closely related languages. If reorderings are
not very well motivated, chances are that they will be erroneous.
However, all pre-translation reordering systems increase over the sim-
ple monotone decoding. The fact that this is also the case for the simple
no scoring system indicates that merely providing the decoder with a syn-
tactically motivated search space is a help. The SPTO approach gets gets
the highest score with an increase over the baseline PSMT system of 0.6
%BLEU. All SPTO BLEU scores are significantly better than all other sys-
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tems, with the exception of SO (p < 0.05). See section 2.4 for details on
significance testing.
The rules are, however, not very productive on the test set. That is, they
do not produce very many reordering suggestions. They only apply to 2/5
of the sentences. The relevant set, i.e. the set where the SPTO approach
actually applies, is therefore the swap subset. This way, we concentrate
on the syntactically motivated SPTO reordering. On this set, the effect of
the SPTO approach becomes more outspoken. We achieve an increase in
performance of 1.0 % BLEU. Again it significantly outperforms all systems
except for SO (p < 0.05).
In order to get a better understanding of the relation between the dif-
ferent pre-translation reordering approaches, we focus on the instances
where they produce different translations. The three approaches behave
very alike. While the SPTO approach on the test set produces a different
translation than either Pharaoh system about 9,000 times (∼80% of the sen-
tences), it only differs from the no scoring approach 1898 times (17%), and
from the SO approach 475 times (4%).
A major reason for this closeness is that the same parameter weights
were used for the three pre-translation reordering systems. On the devel-
opment set, this factor diminishes the difference in translation from 29% of
the sentences to 11% and 43% to 17% respectively. Initially, all systems
were optimized individually, but when translating on the development
set, we saw that the weights optimized for the SPTO approach provided
a marginally better translation for all pre-translation reordering systems.
We therefore used these weight for all three systems to get a fairer picture.
This also has the advantage that we neutralize optimization as an interven-
ing factor, thereby achieving a clearer comparison of the approaches. For
the baseline system, these weights decreased performance, so it retained its
original optimization.
Since the small number of differences between the SPTO and SO ap-
proaches will be virtually unnoticeable to the scoring metric in the large
test set, we also report on the subset of test sentences, where these two dif-
fer in translation. This set is interesting, since it provides a focus on the
difference between the SO and the SPTO approaches. We call this data set
the diff set. In table 6.4, we evaluate on it.
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System NIST BLEU Avr. human rating
Baseline 6.0085 23.18 3.0 (2.56)
no scoring 6.0233 23.71 3.0 (2.74)
SO scoring 5.9938 23.53 3.0 (2.62)
SPTO scoring 6.0067 23.82 2.0 (2.08)
Table 6.4: Evaluation on the diff set. Average human ratings are medians with means in
parenthesis, lower scores are better, 1 is the best score. The SPTO system is significantly
better than the light grey cells.
Decoder choice NO SO SPTO
Phrase internal reordering (I) 886 (15%) 401 (7%) 1538 (27%)
Phrase external reordering (E) 1454 (25%) 3846 (67%) 2854 (50%)
Reject reordering (R) 3379 (59%) 1472 (26%) 1328 (23%)
Table 6.5: The reordering choices made based on the three pre-translation reordering ap-
proaches for the 5719 reorderings proposed by the rules for the test data. The percentage
shows how much a choice makes up of all choices made by the approach.
The BLEU scores on the entire diff set indicate that SPTO is a superior
scoring method. To back this observation, 100 sentences are manually eval-
uated by two native speakers of Danish. The annotators showed reasonable
inter-annotator agreement (κ = 0.523, P (A) = 0.69, P (E) = 0.35). Table 6.4
shows the average ratings of the systems. Means are reported, since they
provide more nuance in this case. This shows the SPTO scoring to be signif-
icantly superior to the other methods (p < 0.001). See section 2.4 for details
on agreement and significance testing.
Analysis of reordering statistics
We now provide statistics for the reordering choices made by the pre-
translation reordering approaches on the entire test set. Following this,
we go into more detail with these choices using a manual analysis of the
117 reorderings proposed by rules in the 100 sentences that were manually
evaluated. We also look at the effect of the individual rules used to produce
these 117 reorderings.
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Table 6.5 shows the effect of the three scoring approaches for pre-
translation reordering in decoding. Most noticeable is that the SO scor-
ing is strongly biased against phrase internal reorderings; SPTO uses nearly
four times as many phrase internal reorderings as SO. In addition, SPTO is
slightly less likely to reject a rule proposed reordering.
It is also striking that the no scoring approach in fact does not utilize the
rules very well, rejecting them more often than not. This results in almost
half as many internal and external reorderings as the SPTO approach. There
is, however, no noticeable bias against either reordering compared to the
SPTO approach.
Table 6.6 lists the reordering choices made by the SPTO system compared
to the choicesmade by the other systems. The possible choices are E (phrase
external reordering), I (phrase internal reordering), and R (reordering re-
jected). In the reorder choice column are listed the possible combinations of
reordering choices for SPTO paired with the other approaches. For exam-
ple, E – Rmeans that the SPTO approach chose to use an external reordering
to comply with the rule-proposed reordering, while the other approach re-
jected the same reordering. For the baseline system, the choices are merely
observations as to whether it satisfies the rules. It does not have this infor-
mation in translation. This information was not present in table 6.5, since
we were not able to extract it automatically.
All approaches are ranked according to how they handled each proposed
reordering. This is done in a similar fashion to the manual evaluation. The
judgement is based on the translation produced for the subpart of the sen-
tence that the reordering concerns. If a good reordering is made by two
approaches, but one leads to a better translation, this one is ranked higher.
If no reordering leads to a better translation than a successful reordering,
then the better translation is ranked highest. This could for example be the
case if a rule suggests an incorrect reordering, and a system correctly rejects
it.
Since this set is defined by the differing translations of SPTO and SO,
the distribution of reordering choices differ from that of the entire test set.
When comparing the distribution for the diff set in table 6.7 with the dis-
tribution of the entire set in table 6.5, the main difference is that the SPTO
translations contains a very high percentage of internal reorderings com-
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Decoder choice NO SO SPTO
Phrase internal reordering (I) 166 (30%) 42 (8%) 383 (70%)
Phrase external reordering (E) 39 (7%) 379 (69%) 95 (17%)
Reject reordering (R) 343 (63%) 127 (23%) 70 (13%)
Table 6.7: The reordering choices made based on the three pre-translation reordering ap-
proaches for the 548 reorderings proposed by the rules for the diff set. The percentage
shows how much a choice makes up of all choices made by the approach.
pared to the test set, mostly at the expense of external reorderings. This
indicates that it is mainly when using internal reorderings that the SPTO
approach differs from the SO approach.
As was expected from table 6.5, most of the instances where SPTO and SO
differ, are of the I – E kind (64 instances). In these cases, where SPTO uses
an internal and SO an external reordering to comply with the same rule,
SPTO outperforms SO three times as much as SO outperforms SPTO. The
reason for this must be that where SPTO is able to use the highly lexicalized,
context-sensitive word choice of a phrase, SO uses individually translated
fragments of the same area.
The other large group when comparing SPTO and SO, is the I – R group.
Here, SO rejects a reordering that SPTO handles with an internal reorder-
ing. Almost 3/4 of these instances lead to a better translation by the SPTO
system. Since SO is not able to find a satisfactory translation using the re-
ordered path, it rejects the reordering. This means that it seeks the best
translation based on the original source word order. This is exactly what
the SPTO approach does here as well, and most of the time the SO approach
will get the correct reordering from an internal reordering without know-
ing it. This is one of the reasons why the two approaches only yield dif-
ferent translations on a small subset of the sentences. Most often phrases
are a very reliable source of information for local reordering. However, in
the cases where they are not, and the reordered path does not help the SO
approach, the SPTO approach has an advantage that leads to better transla-
tion.
The pattern is somewhat different compared to the no scoring and base-
line approaches. These behave very similarly. In this relation, the SPTO ap-
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proach only leads to better translation, when the other approaches choose
to reject the proposed reordering. Compared to the no scoring approach,
this clearly illustrates the SPTO scorings ability to motivate good reorder-
ings, since the no scoring approach does not motivate in either direction,
it simply chooses the most probable hypothesis based on translation and
language model.
The perhaps most important result in table 6.6 is that the SPTO approach
leads to better translation than the no scoring and baseline approaches by
means of internal reordering in the I – R row. Either approach has used a
phrase to cover the area, but via rule-based motivation, the SPTO has forced
a less likely phrase with the correct word order through. This clearly shows
that local reordering is not handled sufficiently by phrase internal reorder-
ing along. These need to be controlled too.
Finally, we observe that when the SPTO approach chooses to make an ex-
ternal reordering, the resulting translation is rarely worse than that made
by the other approaches. The no scoring and baseline approaches are on
the other hand reluctant to make use of external reordering (4 and 1 re-
spectively). Instead, they rely very much on phrases to do their reorder-
ing. Table 6.5, however, revealed that the no scoring approach indeed often
makes use of the external reordering option, so this must be due to differ-
ent distribution of the diff set. One factor that may, however, play a role
here, is the fact that the translation model is trained on unreordered source
language only. It is likely that this brings a bias towards using the unre-
ordered path in translation, since this is closest to training conditions. This
would be especially evident in the no scoring approach, since the paths are
not weighted otherwise.
Now, we will take a closer look at which rules lead to the reorderings.
Table 6.8 shows the analysis from table 6.6 but here the comparison is based
on the rules that have applied.
The table is sorted based on the improvement percentage of the rules. It
is divided into four sections; 1) the top section contains rules where at least
50% of the rule applications lead to improvements, 2) contains rules where
more applications lead to improvement than to decrease, 3) contains rules
that neither improvement nor decrease, and 4) contain rules where more
applications lead to decrease than to improvement.
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In general, very few of the rules seem to hurt performance, and only two
rules in this sample hurt more than they help. Most notable are rules 14,
18, and 8. These rules handle the verb second phenomenon, stating that
an NP and a finite verb should change place if they follow an “NP ,” or
a subordinate clause respectively. They are also very productive rules and
bring substantial improvement compared to all other approaches, and even
more important, they bring no decrease in translation quality.
Another interesting rule is number 21. This rule deals with the position-
ing of sentence adverbials in a subordinate clause. It is the most productive
rule, but at the same time it seems to be very reliant in connection with the
SPTO approach. It does not bring much improvement over SO scoring, but
compared to the other approaches, it does very well, and most important,
it hardly ever leads to a worse translation.
Reordering differences exemplified
Having looked at the overall statistics, we now present some reordering
examples to illustrate properties of the system. First, we compare to the
baseline system, then to the other pre-translation reordering approaches.
Table 6.9 contain two translations taken from the test set that display dif-
ferences between the SPTO scoring and the baseline system. In translation
1), the subject (light shade) is correctly moved to the right of the finite verb
(dark shade), which the baseline system fails to do. Moving the finite verb
away from the infinite verb ’feature’, however, leads to incorrect agreement
between these. While the baseline correctly retains the infinite verb form
(’sta˚’), the language model forces another finite verb form (the past tense
’stod’) in the SPTO reordering approach.
Translation 2) illustrates the handling of adverbials. The first reordering
is in a main clause, therefore, the adverbial is moved to the right of the
finite verb. The second reordering occurs in a subordinate clause, and the
adverbial is moved to the left of the finite verb. Neither of these are handled
successfully by the baseline system, even though the reorderings are as
local as they can be. This is because both sequences ’generally welcomes’
and ’aims principally’were unknown to the phrase table.
In this case, the reordering leads to better word selection. The English
’aims to’ corresponds to the Danish ’sigter mod’, which the SPTO approach
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gets correct. However, the baseline system translates ’to’ to its much more
common translation ’at’, because ’to’ is separated from ’aims’ by the adver-
bial ’principally’.
Basically, both this and the previous agreement problems illustrate prob-
lems with the ngram language model. When words are separated from
their governor, the ngram is not able to control a possible agreement be-
tween the two words due to its linear nature.
In table 6.10, we compare the SPTO scoring to the SO scoring and no
scoring approaches. In the first translation, we see an example of why it is
problematic that the SO scoring is ignorant to phrase internal reordering.
All three translations produce the same reordering, which is the correct
reordering here. In table 6.11, we show the phrase pairs used to translate
first part of the sentence with the different approaches. The SO scoring
has forced the use of the reordered path, since it is unaware of the internal
reordering satisfying the reordering. The translation has therefore become
more segmented, and this has lead to a much worse translation, since it did
not catch the relation between ’believe’ and ’in’. The fact that the no scoring
system that does not weight the paths, got the correct translation shows
that the SO scoring in fact hurts performance here.
The second translation of table 6.10 on the other hand shows an exam-
ple where the motivation provided by the SPTO approach forces a good
reordering through. Here, the no scoring approach chooses the most prob-
able translation given no preference for either word order. By motivating
the rule predicted word order, the SPTO approach finds another translation
that is much better.
The SO scoring gets the same translation as the no scoring approach,
since it rejects the rule. It cannot find a good translation using the reordered
path, and it is unable to see the internal reordering utilized by the SPTO
approach.
Problems with SPTO and possible solutions
Finally, we will look at some translations that proved problematic for the
SPTO approach and discuss possible solutions. Table 6.12 shows two such
cases. The first example shows a complex reordering, where the adverb
’fully’ should be moved inside the finite verb ’agree’. The rule connected
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SO i believe also in involving the ngos
jeg mener ogsa˚ med ngo ’ erne
SPTO/NO i also believe in involving the ngos
jeg tror ogsa˚ pa˚ at inddrage ngo ’ erne
Table 6.11: Phrase pairs used to translate example 1 in table 6.10
SRC i fully agree
SO jeg er helt enig i
1 2 3
SPTO jeg er helt enig
1 3 2 3
Figure 6.4: Illustration of the translation of the first part of example 1 in table 6.12 showing
the phrases used by the SO and SPTO approaches, and the phrase internal word alignment
associated with the phrase.
with this example proposed to move ’fully’ to the right of ’agree’ and not
inside it. Both approaches, however, get the correct reordering, but the SO
scoring yields a better translation. The SPTO scoring fails to produce the ’i’
(in), which makes the translation less acceptable.
Figure 6.4 shows the phrases used by the two approaches in translating
the initial part of the sentence. The phrase that is used by the SO scoring,
’i fully→ jeg er helt’ (I is fully), has ’er’ (is) link to nothing, while the phrase
used by the SPTO approach, ’fully agree→ er helt enig’ (is fully agreeing), links
’er’ (is) to ’agree’, which is correct. That ’er’ (is) is linked to nothing in the
first phrase, means that the reordering moving an ’is’ in between ’I’ and
’fully’ is invisible from the phrase internal word alignment.
The SPTO approach therefore scores the hypothesis that is used by the
SO system, as not satisfying the rule, and the other hypothesis as satisfying
the rule, even though none of the hypotheses in fact satisfy the rule. The
fact that the second hypothesis is scored as satisfying the rule, even though
not all of ’agree’ is moved to the left of ’fully’ as proposed by the rule, is a
problem that we will discuss in connection with the next example. Here,
we will focus on the general question of the quality of the phrase internal
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word alignments used.
The phrase internal word alignment is the only additional resource used
by the SPTO approach compared to the previous pre-translation reordering
approaches. It is therefore also the only possible additional source of noise.
For the SPTO approach to exhibit qualified evaluation of the relation be-
tween the source and the target sentence, it relies on the information from
the phrase internal word alignments to be correct.
As was demonstrated in chapter 4, the word alignments produced by the
GDF symmetrization of bi-directional IBMmodels are often full of error. In
the English-Arabic experiments, the AER was at 22.99% for the baseline
GDF alignment. A GDF alignment of the English-Danish CDEDT data also
gets a rather high AER of 17.21%.
We do not expect the phrase internal word alignments to display such
high error rates, since these have been exposed to the phrase extraction
algorithm (see section 2.2.2), which will exclude sequence pairs that are
not easily described. Excluding these unlikely alignment patterns such as
wide covering spans will most likely filter out a lot of the bad alignment.
Nonetheless, it may in fact be considered a hallmark of translation phrases
that they often contain words that are not represented in their correspond-
ing sequence, which may help translation but makes accurate word align-
ment impossible.
For translating the English-Danish test set a total of 168,429 phrase pair
instances were used. The quality of these is difficult to evaluate, since
we do not have a gold standard word alignment for Europarl, which the
phrases are extracted from. And even if this were the case, an Alignment
Error Rate would not necessarily provide a good reflection of the effect on
translation quality, as reported by (Lopez & Resnik, 2006).
One parameter we can measure is the amount of unlinked words in the
utilized phrase pairs. Of the 168,429 pairs used, 15,827 (9.4%) contain un-
linked words. Danish, however, contains a lot more commas than English,
so these should in fact often be unlinked, and it may therefore be a good
idea to focus on alphanumeric words. 9,843 (5.8%) phrase pairs contained
unlinked words with alphanumeric characters. As we will show in a mo-
ment, unlinked source words can be especially detrimental to the system,
since these produce “holes” in the SPTO string. 9,317 (5.5%) phrase pairs
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contained unlinked source words with alphanumeric characters.
Still, this does not provide an accurate measure for the effect this phe-
nomenon has on translation quality. Some words are correctly not linked to
anything, other words are incorrectly linked to something, and the wrongly
unlinked words are not guaranteed to affect translation quality, if they do
not appear in the reordering span.
We found no suitable means for isolating the effect of phrase internal
word alignment errors without affecting other parts of the system. One ex-
periment that may prove interesting, is the effect of using improved word
alignment quality for the phrase internal alignments. This would not iso-
late the effect, but it may provide an indirect indication of its importance,
since it would provide more accurate SPTO information. We leave these
questions open for future experiments.
The second example in table 6.12 reveals that the SO approach produces
a long reordering that the SPTO scoring does not. The idea of the reordering
is good, but the word ’count’ should have been moved as well.
The reason that the SPTO approach does not produce this reordering as
well, is that the SPTO string get very long. The decoder has to find a hypoth-
esis that contains the SPTO string ’22 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
20 21’, because the 22nd word has moved in front of the fourth word. The
probability that no other words should be reordered or aligned to nothing
within these positions gets smaller as the SPTO string gets longer. In the
example a phrase pair ’are made to → til’ (to) with ’til’ (to) correctly linking
only to word 15 ’to’ is used. This would bring a hole in the SPTO, making
it ’... 12 15 ...’. The decoder did, however, find the desired SPTO string, but
the hypothesis providing this string was too improbable, since it was very
fragmented.
At this point, we return to figure 6.4. This illustrated that it is not enough
to locate the desired SPTO in a hypothesis, in order for it to satisfy a rule.
Even though, the SPTO ’3 2’ appears in the second hypothesis, the rule is
not satisfied, since ’fully’ was in fact moved inside ’agree’, and not to the
right of it.
This problem speaks to the underlying idea of working with SPTO
strings. A better solution is probably to think of them as sets. A way to
do this is to say that the set of source word positions in the left sequence
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may in the translation only appear to the right of the set of word positions
in the right sequence. If a hypothesis upholds this, then the rule is satisfied.
Let us take the example from before. For this, the set-based SPTO algo-
rithm would demand that the set of word positions in the left sequence
(4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21)may only appear to the right
of the set of word positions in the right sequence (22). By stating that they
may appear, and not that they should appear, the holes mentioned before
are treated correctly. If word positions 13 and 14 appear in the translation,
they may only appear to the right of positions 22, otherwise the rule is not
satisfied. On the other hand, if they do not appear, this does not violate the
rule. This way, the second hypothesis from figure 6.4 would also be scored
in accordance with the rule, since word position 3 appears to the right of
word position 2.
It is, however, necessary to constrain the algorithm somewhat. The
above would e.g. allow word position (22) to move all the way to the front
of the sentence, and it would still be scored as satisfying the rule. This is
done by demanding that no other word positions may appear inside the
sequence made up of the union of the two sequence sets. This way the left
and right sequences change place, but there are no demands for the word
order inside the sequences.
We do not examine scoring based on SPTO sets any further in this thesis,
but we are very interested in exploring this in future work. Instead, we
now turn to the English-Arabic experiments.
6.4.2 English-Arabic SPTO experiment
Data
The system was trained on the same English-Arabic parallel corpus that
was used to provide Giza++ alignments in chapter 4. This corpus consists
of 126K sentences with 4.2M English and 3.3M Arabic words in the AR
tokenization scheme. The domain is newswire (LDC-NEWS) taken from
Arabic News (LDC2004T17), eTIRR (LDC2004E72), English translation of
Arabic Treebank (LDC2005E46), and Ummah (LDC2004T18).2
2All of the training data we use is available from the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC):
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/.
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Data Sentences English words Arabic words
Training (TM) 126K 4.2M 3.3M
Training (LM) 5.5M — 133M
Test MT04 5.4K 193K 144K
Test MT05 4.2K 143K 114K
Development 3.1K 102K 79K
Tuning 1.0K 34K 26K
Table 6.13: Statistics of data used for the English-Arabic experiments. TM is parallel data
used for the translation model, and LM is monolingual data used for the language model.
The Arabic language model was trained on the 5.4M sentences (133M
words) of newswire text in the 1994 to 1996 part of the Arabic Gigaword
corpus.2 We restricted ourselves to this part, since we were not able to run
Pharaoh with a larger language model.
For test data, we used NIST MTEval test sets from 2004 (MT04) and
2005 (MT05)3. Since these data sets were created for Arabic-English eval-
uation with four English reference sentences for each Arabic sentence, we
inverted the sets by concatenating all English sentences to one file. This
means that the Arabic file contains four representations of each sentence.
Following this merger, MT04 consists of 5.4K sentences with 193K English
and 144KArabic words, andMT05 consists of 4.2K sentences with 143K En-
glish and 114K Arabic words. MT04 is a mix of domains containing among
other both speech, editorial and newswire. MT05 is on the other hand only
newswire.
NIST MTEval test set from 2002 (MT02) was split in a tune set for op-
timizing decoder parameter weights and a development set for ongoing
experimentation. The same merging procedure as for MT04 and MT05 was
employed. This resulted in a tune set of 1.0K sentences with 34K English
and 26K Arabic words, and a development set of 3.1K sentences with 102K
English and 79K Arabic words.
3 http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/
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Decoder choice NO SO SPTO
MT04 Phrase internal (I) 4312 (21%) 127 (1%) 4417 (21%)
Phrase external (E) 6265 (30%) 8951 (43%) 6891 (33%)
Reject (R) 10249 (49%) 11774 (56%) 9499 (46%)
MT05 Phrase internal (I) 3660 (21%) 119 (1%) 3716 (22%)
Phrase external (E) 5067 (29%) 7374 (43%) 5476 (32%)
Reject (R) 8468 (49%) 9702 (56%) 8003 (47%)
Table 6.14: The reordering choices made based on the three pre-translation reordering ap-
proaches for the 20852 and 17195 reordering axes proposed by the rules for the MT04 and
MT05 test sets. The percentage shows how much a choice makes up of all choices made by
the approach on the given test set.
Results and discussion
The English-Arabic experiments are consistent with the experiments con-
ducted for English-Danish. A lot of the findings are similar, and these sim-
ilar findings will not be repeated here.
The SPTO reordering approach is evaluated on the MT04 and MT05 test
sets. Results are listed in table 6.15 along with results on the development
set. As for the English-Danish experiment, we also report on the swap sub-
set. This set is, however, not as important here as it was before, since al-
most all sentences contain reorderings here as opposed to only 2/5 in the
English-Danish experiment. We nevertheless report it for consistency. The
MT04 swap set contains 5.1K sentences (93% of the entire set), and MT05
swap contains 4.0K sentences (95% of the entire set).
Table 6.14 shows the distribution of reordering choices made by the three
scoring approaches for pre-translation reordering in decoding. Here, the
pattern for the SO scoring from the English-Danish experiment (table 6.5
page 116) is even more outspoken. It hardly uses any phrase internal re-
orderings. Instead, it uses a lot more external reorderings than the other
approaches. Compared to no scoring, the SPTO also leads to more external
reorderings as was the case for English-Danish, but the difference is much
smaller, and there is virtually no difference in internal reorderings.
Againwe report on the baseline PSMT system both 1) without reordering
restrictions, 2) a distortion limit of 4 (see section 2.2.2), and 3) no distortion
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System Dev MT04 MT04 MT05 MT05
Swap Swap
BLEU Pharaoh free 28.37 23.53 23.56 24.79 24.89
Pharaoh dl4 29.52 24.72 24.77 25.88 25.99
Pharaoh monotone 27.93 23.55 23.79 24.72 24.79
no scoring 29.87 25.11 25.16 26.04 26.17
SO scoring 29.84 25.06 25.11 26.01 26.13
SPTO scoring 29.95 25.17 25.22 26.09 26.22
NIST Pharaoh free 6.8311 6.4462 6.4492 6.7397 6.7487
Pharaoh dl4 6.9610 6.5783 6.5856 6.8577 6.8670
Pharaoh monotone 6.7539 6.4625 6.3971 6.6678 6.6746
no scoring 6.9593 6.6215 6.6317 6.8268 6.8355
SO scoring 6.9568 6.6135 6.6235 6.8233 6.8319
SPTO scoring 6.9662 6.6251 6.6353 6.8310 6.8397
Table 6.15: Automatic evaluation scores for different systems. The SPTO system is signifi-
cantly better than the light grey cells at a 95% confidence level.
allowed (monotone), 4) a system provided with a rule reordered word lat-
tice but no scoring in the spirit of e.g. (Crego & Marin˜o, 2007), 5) the same
system but with an SO scoring in the spirit of e.g. (Zhang et al., 2007b; Li
et al., 2007), and finally 6) the same system but with the SPTO scoring. For
the pre-translation reordering systems, we report on systems using the best
performing rule set, which for English-Arabic is the one trained on GDF
aligned data. As for the English-Danish investigation, we use the same pa-
rameter weights for the decoder. These are optimized on an SPTO scoring
system with the IBMAC manual rules. For comparison, we optimize all
systems, and test on the development set. This check reveals that the com-
mon parameters are not biased against any particular approach with only
marginal +/- variation.
The results are much different for this distant language pair compared to
the very close English-Danish. Here, a substantial gain is provided by the
distortion reordering model, as long as it is restricted (here to a length of
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System NIST BLEU Avr. human rating
MT04 Baseline 6.2800 24.07 3.0 (2.80)
no scoring 6.4916 25.68 2.5 (2.43)
SO scoring 6.4547 25.42 2.5 (2.64)
SPTO scoring 6.5121 25.98 2.0 (2.13)
MT05 Baseline 6.5027 25.15 —
no scoring 6.5291 26.29 —
SO scoring 6.5132 26.02 —
SPTO scoring 6.5513 26.49 —
Table 6.16: Evaluation on the diff sets. Average human ratings are medians with means
in parenthesis, lower scores are better, 1 is the best score. The SPTO system is significantly
better than the light grey cells.
4). This corresponds with previous findings for translation between Arabic
and English (e.g. Koehn et al., 2005). If reordering is unrestricted, the gain
from reordering is lost.
The SPTO approach outperforms the baseline system with 1.6% BLEU
and 1.3% BLEU on the test sets (p < 0.05). Compared to the best perform-
ing Pharaoh system (dl4), brings an improvement of 0.5% BLEU and 0.1%
BLEU respectively. The first of these results is significant (p < 0.05). As
expected, the swap subsets give almost identical results as the entire sets,
since they are almost identical. Most interesting about this set is that the
SPTO system performs significantly better than the Pharaoh dl4 system on
the MT05 data (p < 0.05).
We also look at the diff set in this experiment. This set focusses on the
instances where the SO scoring and SPTO scoring lead to different transla-
tions. The diff set contains 767 for MT04 and 602 for MT05. Results are
reported in table 6.16.
With exception of the no scoring approach on the MT05 data, the SPTO
approach outperforms the other approaches significantly (p < 0.05). The
systems are also manually evaluated. This is performed on 50 sentences
from the MT04 test set by a single native speaker of Arabic. This shows the
SPTO scoring to be significantly superior to the other methods (p < 0.01).
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See section 2.4 for details on agreement and significance testing.
Analysis of reordering statistics
Same as for the English-Danish experiment, we list statistics for the reorder-
ing choices made by the SPTO system compared to the choices made by the
other systems in table 6.17. See page 118 for details about notation and
annotation process.
The table confirms that the SO scoring has a bias against phrase internal
reorderings. Where the SPTO scoring leads to an internal reordering, the
SO scoring most often prefers an external reordering. 25% of the times, this
choice hurts performance.
The table also indicates that the SPTO approach is very strong in external
reordering. Mainly compared to the baseline system, which is not surpris-
ing, since this performs best with restricted distortion, but also compared
to the other systems.
We also here find that the SPTO approach has a positive effect on phrase
selection. In the I – R row, the SPTO approach often leads to better transla-
tion where the no scoring and baseline systems choose a more likely phrase
that does not contain the reordering.
Now, we will take a closer look at which rules lead to the reorderings.
Table 6.18 shows the analysis from table 6.6 but here the comparison is
based on the rules that have applied.
The table is sorted based on the improvement percentage of the rules. It
is divided into four sections; 1) the top section contains rules where at least
50% of the rule applications lead to improvements, 2) contains rules where
more applications lead to improvement than to decrease, 3) contains rules
that neither improvement nor decrease, and 4) contain rules where more
applications lead to decrease than to improvement.
Only few rules hurt performance, and the most productive rules lead to
improvements more often then they lead to decrease. It is interesting that
rule 11 often brings improvement over the SO scoring, while rule 4 often
brings improvements over the baseline system. Rule 1, however, seems to
bring consistent improvement over all the other approaches. In the follow-
ing, we will concentrate on these three rules.
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Rule 11 is in fact a very liberal rule that states that a determiner and ad-
jective can be moved to the right of anything, as long this is not followed
by a noun. Since the SO scoring is not aware that a phrase contains the re-
ordering, it will sometimes achieve a better score by doing a long move to
another place in the sentence. Example (13) is one of the sentences where
this happened. Here, the SPTO system moved ’the turkish’ after ’authorities’
with an internal reordering. The SO scoring, however, moved it after ’at-
tacks’, thereby creating a whole new meaning. This supports our claim that
the SO scoring’s inherent bias against internal reordering is a problem. At
the same time, it illustrates that rule 11 in fact may not be a very good rule.
In general, it may be a problem that either of the reordering sequences are
allowed to be unspecified.
(13) the turkish authorities confirm they have dismantled the network
responsible for the attacks and that six suspects are still abroad after
having fled .
Rule 4 is a simple rule stating that a determiner and an adjective should
move to the right of a following noun. This brings an improvement over
the baseline in cases where an adjective modified noun phrase for which
there exists no phrase table entry, has to be translated
The final rule we will discuss here, is rule 1. This rule is much more pre-
cise and detailed than the other two rules. It states that an adjective should
move to the right of a following noun, if it is preceded by a determiner, and
the noun is not followed by another noun or the preposition of. This rule
is successful across systems, which indicates that this is not only a good,
but also a general rule. We are unable to explain why this rule seems to fit
better in an SPTO framework than with the other pre-translation reorder-
ing approaches, since it performs better both with internal and external
reorderings.
6.4.3 Learning rules from different data
In this section, wewill examine the effect of learning reordering rules under
different settings. More precisely, we vary the domain of the texts, the size
of the texts, and the method utilized to word align them. The rule sets
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are evaluated by the effect they have on the quality of the translation as
measured by the BLEU metric.
We learned rules from the data described in section 5.5. This means that
for the English-Danish experiment, we employed training data from two
domains; CDEDT, out of domain for the SMT system, and EP, same domain
as the SMT system. We used two different word alignment methods; man-
ual and GDF. This was only possible for the out-of-domain CDEDT data,
since we do not have access to manually aligned EP. And finally, we varied
the size of the in-domain data; 100Kwords (same size as the CDEDT), 300K
words, and 772Kwords (upper limit for Ripper). For the English-Arabic ex-
periment, we only varied the word alignment method on in-domain data of
176K words, but here we used three methods; manual, GDF, and combined
(see chapter 4).
Table 6.19 shows results when the SPTO approach is provided with rule
sets learned from different data sets. For ease of readability, we only report
BLEU scores in this experiment. Only the significance relation between
the best performing system within a group and the other systems is color
coded. For the test and swap sets, the general picture between the other
systems is the following; For DA, all systems are significantly better than no
rules, and the CDEDT systems are significantly better than the EP systems.
For MT04, all systems are significantly better than no rules, and for MT05,
all differences are significant.
A very important result represented in the table is that no matter what
rule set we employ, it helps translation. Compared to a monotone trans-
lation with no rule information, all the systems are significantly better, re-
gardless of the language pair. This may not be surprising for the Arabic ex-
periments, but the results for the Danish experiment should be seen in the
light that the distortion-based model utilized by Pharaoh generally hurts
performance. From this, we can draw the conclusion that the rule learning
approach indeed provides useful rules.
A surprising finding is that increasing the learning data by up to 7.72
times has no effect. There is no significant difference when moving from
100K word of training data over 300K to 772K. On one hand, if the rules
we learn are general and productive, then we should expect no gain from
increasing the data set. Instead they should occur enough in the 2,427 re-
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orderings of EP 100K to be learned. On the other hand, we would expect
that the 15,906 reorderings of EP 772K would provide basis for discovering
better conditions for applying the rule. A plausible reason for the miss-
ing effect of scaling up the learning data may indeed lie with the choice of
learning algorithm. Perhaps Ripper is not right for this task, considering
the skewedness and size of the learning data.
Another unexpected result is that out-of-domain training data seem to
provide better rules than in-domain data. We expect this to be a reflection
of the quality of the parallel data. Where all sentences of the CDEDT corpus
have been manually translated by the same professional translator, who
was told to “make natural-sounding English translations that stayed as
close to the Danish original as possible in terms of syntax” (Buch-Kromann
et al., 2007). Sentences from Europarl are on the other hand often not direct
translations. Instead they can be parallel translations of the same sentence
in a third language. This means that they will often appear as very “loose”
translations with variance in the content. They can for example have dif-
ferent foci, or entire passages may be missing in one language.
The fact that the out-of-domain data brings good performance, supports
that the rules learned are general to the language pair, since they do not
only function within the domain they are trained on. In addition, the re-
sults indicate the importance of precise translations for a delicate task such
as learning reordering rules. We leave this question open for future experi-
ments.
The final parameter we examine in this experiment, is the effect of uti-
lizing different word alignment methods. Given its much higher accuracy,
we expected manual alignments would lead to the best rules and thereby
the best translations. This is, however, not the case for our English-Arabic
experiments, where GDF rules lead to the best translations. It is difficult
to say whether the combination alignment lies closer to manual alignment
than the GDF alignment, and considering that the GDF rules outperform
the manual rule, the question is whether this is a desirable property for this
task. Either way, the rules learned from combination alignments do not
lead to significant better results over any of the other systems.
A possible cause for this is that an SMT system thrives with a large search
space. The larger the search space, the more translation hypotheses evalu-
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Rule set Mean Median
DA CDEDT 100K manual 1.9 1
CDEDT 100K GDF 1.9 1
EP 100K GDF 1.4 1
EP 300K GDF 1.4 1
EP 772K GDF 1.4 1
MT04 IBMAC manual 2,076 10
IBMAC combination 13,228 9
IBMAC GDF 44,535,882,023 72
MT05 IBMAC manual 913 16
IBMAC combination 2,899,852 10
IBMAC GDF 17,856,158,928 120
Table 6.20: Statistics illustrating the search space provided by the pre-translation reordering
approach. Values are average number of paths per word graph. We report both mean and
median, since some sentences get an extremely large search space that makes the mean
unreliable.
ated, and the more translation hypotheses, the higher likelihood of finding
the one that fits the models best. This is for example seen when the beam in
a beam-search decoder is lowered. While making the search space smaller,
the risk of missing the most probable translation increases (Koehn, 2004a).
Table 6.20 illustrates the search space provided by the pre-translation
reordering approach with different rule sets on different data. It shows the
average number of paths per word graph created on the rule sets. It is clear
to see that some rule sets provide the decoder with a lot more options than
other rule sets. We therefore believe that this plays a major role in a rule
set’s effect on translation.
This assumption is supported when looking at the data in table 6.19
again. Figure 6.5 shows the correlation between the BLEU score and the
number of axes suggested by a rule set. The correlation is almost per-
fect between the highly productive rule sets and their BLEU score. Even
if we remove the somewhat artificial zero rule points, the R2 values do not
change much (R2DA = 0.9924, R
2
MT04 = 0.8603, R
2
MT05 = 0.9317). Consider-
ing the amount of measuring points, the correlation should of course only
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of the relation between the number of reordering axes a rule set
assigns to the test sets, and the BLEU score an SPTO system gets with this rule set. DA the
English-Danish test set, and MT04 and MT05 are the English Arabic test sets. The plot is
annotated with a regression line and R2 measure for correlation.
be taken as an indication.
In plain words, it seems that the pre-translation reordering approach car-
ries a risk of narrowing down the search space too much. This means that
the need for a larger search space gets very important, and the produc-
tive rule sets get the highest BLEU score, since they provide the largest
search space. This should, however, be seen in the light that providing
the linguistically motivated search space throughout our experiments has
brought better performance than themuch larger search space used by non-
monotone Pharaoh.
Based on these findings, it is difficult to say whether the rules of a given
set are better than those of another. It is therefore also not possible to con-
clude what effect the factors we have examined have on the quality of the
rule. Some signs may indicate that the rule sets leading to higher BLEU
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score contain better rules. Generally, a larger percentage of their suggested
axes lead to reorderings as illustrated in table 6.19. This may suggest that
the rules are better, since they are used. On the other hand, it may owe
to the fact that more rules are applied at each axis, and the probability of
one leading to a good word order is therefore greater. This is supported by
the fact that more of their axes lead to external reorderings than is the case
with the rule sets that lead to lower BLEU score. Since these can only be
obtained through a reordered path, it indicates that the larger search space
plays a role. The percentage of axes that lead to phrase internal reorderings
is on the other hand fairly consistent between the rule sets.
We conclude that our approach was not balanced enough to examine
more sensitive matters concerning the effect of varying the size, domain,
and word alignment method on rule learning. We expect that more pro-
ductive rules with higher recall at the expense of precision is needed for
our approach. Much like the distortion model of traditional PSMT that for
English-Arabic provides the best results when the relation between free re-
ordering and no reordering is balanced off, our approach also needs to find
this balance. In other words, we expect the correlation between BLEU score
and application to wear off as precision gets too low.
6.5 Conclusion
We have described a novel approach to word reordering in SMT, which
successfully integrates syntactically motivated reordering in phrase-based
SMT. This is achieved by reordering the input string, but scoring on the out-
put string. As opposed to previous approaches, this neither biases against
phrase internal nor external reorderings. We achieve significant improve-
ment in translation quality, measured by manual as well as automatic eval-
uations on an English-Danish and an English-Arabic task.
We also examine the effect that reordering rules learned under differ-
ent circumstances have on translation. The rule sets were learned from
different data set. We experiments on varying three parameters for these
data; domain, size, and alignment method. We, however, found no consis-
tent correlation between these parameters and translation quality. Instead,
there was an almost perfect correlation with the number of times a rule
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set applied to the test data. We believe this to be an indication that the
rule sets in general are not productive enough for the SPTO approach in a
pre-translation reordering framework, rather than that domain, size, and
alignment method are unimportant factors in learning reordering rules.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
The problem of MT is only one of quantity and capacity.
(Bar-Hillel, 1965 [1955], p.183)
These opening words from Bar-Hillel were used to represent the idea
that large masses of text can eliminate the need for linguistic knowledge
in MT. Whether this turns out to be true as the amounts of electronic data
avaliable increases dramatically, is impossible to foretell.
We believe that an SMT system can benefit from linguistic knowledge
no matter howmuch data it has available. The ability to generalize at other
levels provides a basis for better data exploitation. Some phenomena in
fact seem impossible to handle without this knowledge.
Reordering is one such area where the worth of linguistic knowledge
becomes apparent. Since the reordered elements most often pertain to the
level of syntax, this information is an important part of their handling. In
this thesis, we have explored this within a pre-translation reordering ap-
proach to phrase-based SMT. We first present and discuss the main results
of the thesis followed by ideas on where this leads in the future.
7.1 Main results and discussion
We have introduced the novel SPTO approach to linguistically motivated
reordering in phrase-based SMT. The SPTO approach operates by predicting
reorderings between the source and the target sentence based on linguistic
knowledge extracted from the source sentence. If a translation hypothesis
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contains the sought reordering, it is motivated. The motivation assigned to
a given reordering is decided by the probabilistic rule that suggested the
reordering.
Whether a reordering occurs, is detected via the SPTO string. This is the
target word order described in terms of origin source word positions. In
order to keep track of this, phrase pairs are annotatedwith an internal word
alignment. Since a reordering leads to a specific target word order, these
SPTO strings can in turn be used to represent a reordering. The decoder can
therefore checkwhether the SPTO string of a translation hypothesis contains
the SPTO string associated with a given reordering.
In our experiments, we employ multiple levels of linguistic knowledge
from word form to syntactic information. The approach is, however, not
restricted to these. It can exploit any level of linguistic knowledge that
might be helpful in reordering. The only linguistic concept it is tied to, is
the word form. We regard it as a strength of this approach that it is neither
tied to translation phrase units nor syntactic phrase units.
The approach was tested in the context of a pre-translation reordering
framwork, since this provides an interesting setting for rule-based reorder-
ings in PSMT. The approach is, however, not restricted to this framework.
On an English-Danish and an English-Arabic task, the SPTO approach per-
forms significantly better than both previous pre-translation reordering ap-
proaches and a state-of-the-art PSMT system. A result that is backed by
human evaluations.
An important question concerning the SPTO approach is the influence
of the phrase internal alignments. Since these provide the source position
origins, the SPTO approach is at the mercy of their information. Bad word
alignment may corrupt the approach with noise. This is an intervening
factor that the previous approaches described are not exposed to. In our
experiments, this potential source of noise did not outweigh the advantages
of the approach.
The rules used by the SPTO approach are automatically learned based on
a rich set of linguistic information. The approach yields a relatively small
rule set of predominantly general rules. The rule sets proved their worth
as a reordering information source for the SPTO approach.
We also examined the effect of varying domain, size, and alignment
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method for the data that the rules were learned from. We found no sig-
nificant correlation between these and translation quality. Instead, their
productivity showed high correlation with translation quality. We believe
this indicates that these rule sets are not productive enough for the SPTO ap-
proach in a pre-translation reordering framework, rather than that domain,
size, and alignment method are unimportant factors in learning reordering
rules.
Finally, we provide a new approach for improving automatic word align-
ment. Our approach learns from hand aligned data how to combine several
automatic word alignments to one superior word alignment. The auto-
matic word alignments are created from the same data that has been pre-
processed with different tokenization schemes. Thus utilizing the different
strengths that different tokenization schemes exhibit in word alignment.
We achieve a 38% error reduction for the automatic word alignment. Uti-
lizing the improved alignments for learning reordering rules did, however,
not bring an improvement as mentioned above.
7.2 Future directions
The work done in this thesis has brought interesting insights and answered
a lot of questions. These insights and answers have, however, raised new
questions. In this section, we will describe some of the paths we wish to
investigate in the future.
SPTO sets instead of strings
We realize that specifying desired reorderings as SPTO strings may be too
restrictive. When doing long reorderings, the desired SPTO string has strin-
gent requirements to the area that is crossed. If this area contains unlinked
source words or other reorderings, then these requirements are not ful-
filled. This means that a good reordering may be scored as bad, due to
irrelevant circumstances.
In future work, we want to examine the idea of SPTO sets. Here, the re-
ordering sequences are defined as sets of words that should change places.
The words in the left set may only appear to the right of the other set in
the translation. This way, it is not required that all source words should
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be translated, nor that the words within the reordered sequences should
appear in a specific order.
We believe the high requirements of the SPTO string approach has crip-
pled long distance reordering in our experiments. SPTO sets are therefore
expected to bring a lot more long distance reordering. Our only concern
about a set-based approach is that it may exercise too little restriction on
reordering. We, however, do not expect this to be the case.
Beyond pre-translation reordering
We are interested in examining the SPTO scoring approach outside a pre-
translation reordering framework. An intersting experiment would be to
simply replace the distortion model in a traditional PSMT system with
the SPTO scoring. This would provide less restricted external reordering.
Where the pre-translation reordering approach can only make an external
reordering if the reordered source order transfers to the target side, this ap-
proach could use any source order that would lead to the desired target
order.
This experiment would require that the SPTO scoring would be imple-
mented in a decoder based on another search algorithm. An obvious possi-
bility here would be to integrate it in the open-source beam-search decoder,
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007).
More productive rule extraction
In our experiments, we developed a rule learning approach that was aimed
at learning the most general rules. We succeded in doing so, but the rules
were not as productive as hoped for. For the experiment mentioned above
in Beyond pre-translation reordering, we expect we would need much more
productive rules.
This should also be seen in light of the almost perfect correlation between
BLEU score and the number of suggested reordering axes. One explanation
for this correlation may indeed be that the lacking rule productivity has re-
stricted phrase external reordering too much. By having more reordering
axes, the search space is extended, and the decoder therefore has more hy-
potheses to choose from. It is therefore difficult to tell whether the rules
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of the best performing set are better, or they merely provide the decoder
with more options. This clearly needs more investigation, since we would
expect the correlation to wear off at some point.
One factor that we expect plays a major role in connection with the lack-
ing productivity, is that on this very skewed distribution Ripper is only
able to learn less than half the reorderings available. In the word alignment
experiments, we were able to reduce this factor dramatically via heuristic
means with hardly any loss. This was not possible for the rule learning,
which resulted in more difficult circumstances for Ripper. For the word
alignment learning, 1/5 of the features were positive. For the rule learn-
ing, the ratio was around 1/500 for English-Danish and 1/50 for English
Arabic.
Following these comments, we are very interested in exploring a Max-
imum Entropy approach in line with (Li et al., 2007). This is likely to be
more productive and result in a wider set of reordering possibilities.
The effect of phrase internal alignment on SPTO
The SPTO approach brings the notion of phrase internal alignments into the
picture. This is represented in the traditional PSMT system with the lexical
weights, but with the SPTO approach, their accuracy becomes an important
issue. We were not able to answer the question on the influence of the
noise brought by this potential noise factor. In future work, we are very
interested in designing an experiment that isolates this factor within our
approach without affecting other parts of the system.
One experiment that may prove interesting, is the effect of using im-
proved word alignment quality for the phrase internal alignments. This
would not isolate the effect, but it may provide an indirect indication of its
importance, since it would provide more accurate SPTO information.
Another interesting extension is to let word link outside the phrase. If
a target phrase contains a word that does not link to anything, one option
would be to look for possible linking candidates in neighboring phrases.
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Phrase extraction from weighted source
Finally, we still believe the pre-translation reordering approach is an inter-
esting framework for controlling reordering. One aspect that was lacking
in our approach was training on reordered source language. This provides
the system with better odds, since it will be translating the language it has
been trained on, when translating a reordered path. In our experiments, on
the other hand, the decoder is only provided with information from orig-
inal source language, whether it is translating the original or a reordered
path. We expect this will produce a slight bias towards the original path.
This may for example partly explain why the unweighted no scoring sys-
tem makes very few phrase external reorderings.
For these reasons, we are very interested in exploring a comparable
approach for non-deterministic pre-translation reordering. Zhang et al.
(2007b) propose such an approach, but the reordered source is not based
on their rules. Instead, it is based on an unfolded word alignment.
We are more interested in training on reordered source language based
on our rule set. More precisely, we want to find a way of extracting phrase
pairs from a weighted word lattice that is aligned to a string. This way, we
would obtain an environment that is consistent with the translation situa-
tion.
One way to do this would this, would be to generate a word alignment
between the original word order and the target. Then a word graph is
created for each source sentece based on the reordering rules, and each
node is annotated with its link to the target sentence. All consistent phrase
pairs are then extracted while traversing the paths.
Appendix A
List of reordering rules
This appendix contains all the rule sets learned as described in chapter 5.
Rules are ordered as learned by Ripper. Some rules display a lot of redun-
dancy. When discussing rules in the thesis, redundancy was excluded for
ease of readability. A sequences like “MAIN/SUB”means that the first part
of the sequence is in a main clause, while the last part is in a subordinate
clause. “FVF” is a category consisting of the finite verb forms: “AUX”,
“MD”, “VBD”, “VBP”, and “VBZ”;
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Rule learned based on CDEDT (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 PS: <s> PP PS: , NP POS: FVF 83%
2 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 83%
PS: <s> PP , ! WORD: ”
3 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 82%
PS: SBAR , ! WORD: ”
4 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 70%
PS: ADVP , ! POS: NNP
! WORD: however ,
5 PS: ADVP PS: , NP POS: FVF 70%
! WORD: however ! WORD: , ”
6 ! PS: S PS: , NP POS: FVF 66%
PS: NP ! WORD: , ”
SUB: MAIN
7 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 55%
PS: NP , ! WORD: ”
8 SUB: MAIN PS: ADVP POS: FVF 62%
PS: <s> NP
9 POS: RB PS: NP POS: FVF 74%
! WORD: <s> ”
10 PS: NP PS: NP POS: FVF 51%
PS: PP SUB: MAIN
11 WORD: , ” PS: NP POS: FVF 93%
12 WORD: if PS: NP POS: FVF 53%
WORD: <s> if
13 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 40%
PS: S , ! WORD: ”
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Rule learned based on CDEDT (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
14 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF ! WORD: T/L 87%
POS: PRP POS: IN
15 WORD: , SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 88%
PS: NP ADVP
16 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 47%
! POS: IN POS: PRP PS: VP
17 PS: CC NP PS: ADVP POS: FVF 55%
18 PS: NP PS: NP POS: FVF ! SUB: 36%
SUB: MAIN MAIN/SUB
19 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF TO 72%
POS: PRP
20 PS: , NP POS: FVF POS: IN 52%
! WORD: , ”
21 PS: FVF POS: RB SUB: SUB 71%
PS: VP
22 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF VBG 86%
PS: <s> PP ,
23 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF VBN 56%
24 PS: NP CC PS: ADVP POS: FVF 63%
25 ! POS: IN PS: NP POS: FVF POS: 50%
! WORD: <s> RB . </s>
26 WORD: , PS: NP ! WORD: T/L PS: NP 83%
POS: PRP POS: VB
27 WORD: dkk ! POS: CD 97%
! POS: FVF
156 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on CDEDT (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF 68%
2 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 44%
! WORD: ”
3 ! PS: S PS: , NP POS: FVF 77%
PS: <s> PP
4 WORD: , ” POS: PRP POS: FVF 91%
5 PS: <s> NP PS: ADVP POS: FVF 60%
6 PS: ADVP POS: FVF 60%
POS: CC RB
7 PS: FVF POS: RB SUB: SUB 62%
PS: VP
8 PS: RB POS: PRP POS: FVF 52%
9 POS: FVF POS: RB SUB: SUB 44%
PS: ADVP
10 ! PS: VP POS: , PRP POS: FVF 58%
! PS: INTJ
11 PS: ADVP SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 75%
WORD: now
12 ! WORD: , WORD: dkk ! WORD: 95%
! WORD: million
with sage at
13 PS: CC NP PS: ADVP POS: FVF 53%
14 ! PS: VP PS: , NP POS: FVF 62%
WORD: , there
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Rule learned based on CDEDT (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
15 POS: CC POS: RB POS: FVF SUB: MAIN 60%
16 ! WORD: <s> SUB: MAIN POS: FVF WORD: T/L 59%
PS: NP POS: PRP
17 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 70%
WORD: then
18 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 83%
POS: . POS: PRP
19 WORD: , the SUB: MAIN ! WORD: T/L 83%
POS: NN POS: FVF
Rule learned based on EP 100K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF 75%
SUB: SUB/MAIN
2 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF SUB: 61%
! POS: WORD: would MAIN/SUB
<s> NNP NN ,
3 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF ! PS: NP 55%
PS: PP , ! POS: VB TO VB
! POS: IN NN , ! PS: IN NP FVF
158 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on EP 100K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
4 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF 50%
! POS: CC
PS: PP
5 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 48%
PS: SBAR ,
6 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF SUB: 66%
PS: PP , MAIN/SUB
PS: NN ,
7 PS: <s> NP SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 58%
PS: ADVP
8 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF ! SUB: 85%
POS: RB MAIN/SUB
WORD: then
9 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP PS: FVF 35%
PS: <s> ADVP ,
10 WORD: T/L POS: PRP POS: FVF 73%
PS: S
SUB: SUB
11 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF ! SUB: 50%
! POS: CC WORD: i SUB/MAIN
! POS: NN ,
! POS: RB ,
12 POS: FVF POS: RB PS: VP 59%
SUB: SUB
13 ! POS: NNP NN SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 43%
PS: NN POS: , PRP
14 SUB: MAIN PS: NP PS: FVF 71%
PS: NP WORD: all
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Rule learned based on EP 300K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF 68%
WORD: T/L
SUB: SUB/MAIN
2 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF SUB: 52%
PS: PP , MAIN/SUB
3 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF 57%
! POS: CC
PS: PP ,
WORD: T/L
! POS: NN ,
4 ! WORD: <s> SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 53%
! POS: CC POS: PRP
PS: NP
5 PS: <s> NP SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 60%
PS: ADVP
6 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 58%
PS: SBAR ,
PS: PP ,
7 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 58%
WORD: ,
! WORD: president ,
WORD: finally ,
8 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 37%
WORD: T/L
PS: SBAR ,
160 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on EP 300K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
9 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 43%
PS: ADVP
10 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF PS: VP 46%
! POS: CC SUB: MAIN
! POS: WORD: i
<s> NNP NN ,
! WORD:
<s> however ,
! WORD: T/L
11 WORD: , PS: NP PS: FVF 76%
WORD: T/L POS: DT NN
! PS: S ,
SUB: MAIN
12 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF 42%
! WORD: WORD: have
president ,
13 POS: FVF POS: RB PS: VP 56%
SUB: SUB
14 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF 41%
PS: PP ,
POS: IN DT NN ,
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Rule learned based on EP 300K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
15 PS: <s> PP SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 47%
POS: , PRP
16 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF POS: RB 50%
! WORD: POS: PRP SUB:
president , POS: PRP MAIN/SUB
! PS: <s> NP ,
17 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 57%
WORD: ,
PS: PP ,
POS: NN NN ,
18 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 77%
PS: <s> PP , WORD: there
POS: NN ,
19 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF POS: VBN 60%
! WORD: i
20 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF WORD: a 75%
PS: NP
PS: <s> PP
162 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on EP 772K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 WORD: , POS: PRP POS: FVF 68%
PS: SBAR ,
2 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF 46%
PS: PP ,
3 PS: <s> NP SUB: MAIN POS: FVF 59%
PS: ADVP
! WORD: cannot
4 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 50%
WORD: ,
PS: SBAR ,
5 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF 48%
PS: PP
6 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF SUB: MAIN 49%
! POS: CC PS: VP .
! POS: NN , POS: VB
! WORD:
<s> however ,
7 SUB: MAIN POS: PRP POS: FVF SUB: MAIN 49%
! POS: CC
! POS:
<s> NNP NN ,
POS: RB
8 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF SUB: MAIN 52%
PS: PP , WORD: there
9 POS: FVF POS: RB PS: VP 52%
SUB: SUB
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Rule learned based on EP 772K (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
10 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 68%
! POS: <s> NNP NN , WORD:
PS: <s> PP , the commission
! PS: NN ,
11 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 39%
! POS: <s> NNP NN , POS: PRP
! WORD: however ,
POS: RB ,
12 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF 61%
PS: PP ,
! PS: , PP ,
POS: NNS ,
POS: NN NNS ,
13 ! PS: IN PS: NP POS: FVF 79%
! WORD: <s> SUB: MAIN
PS: NP
PS: VP
POS: NN
14 SUB: MAIN PS: NP POS: FVF ! PS: VP 52%
! POS: IN SUB:
! POS: CC SUB/MAIN
POS: RB
15 WORD: , PS: NP POS: FVF PS: ADVP VP 44%
PS: PP ,
! PS: , PP ,
164 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ POS: NN 90%
WORD:
president
2 POS: IN PS: JJ POS: NNS ! WORD: 83%
SUB: SUB T/L
3 POS: IN PS: JJ POS: NNS ! WORD: , 69%
! WORD: ”
4 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ POS: NN ! WORD: , 56%
! PS: NP ! WORD: ” ! SUB: MAIN
5 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ POS: NN POS: IN 65%
! PS: NP ! WORD: of
6 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ POS: NNS PS: PP 66%
WORD: in
7 POS: DT PS: JJ PS: NN 73%
WORD: the ! WORD: ” PS: NN VP
! POS:
NN NN
8 POS: DT PS: JJ POS: JJ PS: NN 68%
! WORD: ” ! POS:
! WORD: NN NN
sharm
9 POS: CD PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 66%
POS: NNS
10 POS: TO VB PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 81%
POS: NNS
11 POS: IN PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 46%
POS: NN
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Rule learned based on IBMAC (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
12 POS: DT PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L PS: NNS 49%
13 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: , 49%
! WORD: ” POS: NNS ! POS: FVF
14 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L WORD: 96%
WORD: last . </s>
15 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 49%
WORD: israeli
16 WORD: <s> ! WORD: T/L PS: SBAR 68%
POS: FVF
17 WORD: <s> PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L PS: SBAR . 97%
18 POS: DT PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! POS: JJ NN 90%
POS: NN POS
19 POS: IN PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L POS: IN 62%
! WORD: in ! WORD: ” SUB:
! WORD: T/L SUB/MAIN
20 WORD: ” PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 87%
! WORD: many POS: NNS
! WORD: ”
21 WORD: <s> PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L PS: VP </s> 73%
! WORD: urgent PS: FVF
22 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! POS: CD 57%
WORD: last
23 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! PS: NN 43%
! PS: NP ! WORD: ” PS: NN ! SUB:
! WORD: the MAIN/SUB
! WORD: T/L
166 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
24 PS: DT ! WORD: T/L POS: NN 51%
PS: NN ! PS: NN NN
25 POS: IN PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L SUB: 61%
! WORD: in ! WORD: ” ! POS: CC JJ SUB/MAIN
! WORD: T/L
26 WORD: . ! WORD: T/L 94%
WORD: ”
27 WORD: <s> PS: NP ! WORD: T/L 43%
POS: FVF
28 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 40%
WORD:
palestinian
29 PS: NNP ! WORD: T/L WORD: ( afp ) 74%
30 PS: IN POS: NN ! WORD: T/L 42%
PS: NN
31 POS: IN PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L WORD: . 61%
! WORD: in ! WORD: ”
32 POS: IN PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L PS: VP . </s> 47%
! WORD: in ! WORD: ”
33 POS: IN PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 58%
! WORD: in ! WORD: ” POS: JJ NN
34 POS: JJ JJ ! WORD: T/L 46%
PS: NN
35 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 67%
! WORD: ”
WORD: next
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Rule learned based on IBMAC (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
36 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 48%
POS: NNS ,
37 ! POS: JJ POS: NN ! WORD: T/L POS: IN 71%
! PS: NN PS: NNS
! WORD: ”
38 POS: NNP ! WORD: T/L 75%
WORD: gaza PS: NN
39 WORD: united ! WORD: T/L 76%
PS: NNS
40 POS: DT POS: JJ ! WORD: T/L PS: NN 56%
! WORD: ” POS: JJ NN
! WORD:
international
41 POS: IN JJ ! WORD: T/L 35%
PS: NN
42 WORD: <s> ! POS: ! WORD: T/L WORD: : 77%
NNP POS PS: NN
43 ! POS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 50%
PS: NN
WORD: minister
44 ! PS: IN NNP ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: , 67%
PS: NN
WORD: evening
45 PS: DT ! WORD: T/L POS: NNS 63%
WORD: the PS: NN
168 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
46 ! PS: NP PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: , 40%
! POS: JJ ! WORD: ” POS: NN NN
47 ! PS: NP PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L PS: PP 79%
! POS: JJ ! WORD: ” POS: JJ NNS
48 ! PS: NP PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 47%
! POS: JJ ! WORD: ” POS: NN NNS
49 ! PS: NP PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! PS: SBAR 55%
! POS: JJ ! WORD: ” POS: NN ,
! POS: RB
! WORD: ,
50 POS: VBG ! WORD: T/L WORD: in 66%
PS: NN
51 POS: IN POS: NN ! WORD: T/L 72%
WORD: of PS: NNS
! WORD: ”
52 POS: IN ! POS: CD ! WORD: T/L 90%
POS: JJ CC JJ PS: NNS
53 POS: IN ! POS: CD ! WORD: T/L 59%
! WORD: by POS: NN PS: NNS
! WORD: ”
54 POS: CD ) : PS: NP ! WORD: T/L 81%
POS: FVF
55 ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: T/L 43%
! POS: CD PS: NNS
POS: IN JJ
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Rule learned based on IBMAC (manual)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
56 ! PS: NN ! WORD: T/L WORD: . 84%
PS: NN
WORD: month
57 POS: DT POS: JJ ! WORD: T/L POS: NN 84%
SUB: MAIN POS: NNS POS
58 WORD: POS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 72%
the international PS: NN
59 POS: DT POS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! SUB: 90%
WORD: all ! WORD: ” SUB/MAIN
! WORD: of all
60 PS: NP IN ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: T/L PS: PP 63%
! WORD: in PS: NN ! WORD: of
WORD: in
! POS: IN DT
61 ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: T/L WORD: . 88%
POS: JJ JJ PS: NNS
170 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (combination)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 PS: JJ POS: NNS 49%
2 POS: IN PS: JJ POS: NN 56%
3 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ PS: NN 47%
! SUB: MAIN
4 PS: DT PS: NN ! PS: NN 49%
PS: NP IN DT ! WORD: ,
5 PS: DT PS: JJ JJ PS: NN ! WORD: , 45%
POS: IN DT
6 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L ! PS: NN 50%
! PS: NP ! WORD: ” PS: NN ! WORD: ,
! SUB:
MAIN/SUB
! POS: NNS
7 POS: DT PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 37%
POS: IN DT ! WORD: ”
8 PS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN ! POS: NN 60%
WORD: of POS: DT JJ
9 POS: DT PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L POS: IN 49%
! WORD: ”
10 PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 59%
WORD: last
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Rule learned based on IBMAC (combination)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
11 PS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN 77%
WORD: of ! WORD: T/L
POS: NNS IN POS: NN
12 PS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN 62%
! WORD: T/L
PS: JJ JJ
13 PS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN WORD: 43%
! WORD: T/L . </s>
14 POS: DT PS: NN PS: PP 37%
! PS: IN NP
15 PS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN WORD: in 57%
! WORD: T/L ! POS: IN DT
16 POS: DT JJ ! WORD: T/L ! PS: NN 36%
PS: NN
17 POS: IN JJ ! WORD: T/L 43%
PS: NN
18 PS: IN ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: , 68%
WORD: of ! WORD: T/L PS: NN
PS: DT JJ NN
19 POS: ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: , 93%
NNP POS JJ PS: NN
WORD: minister
20 PS: IN ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L PS: PP 76%
! WORD: T/L PS: NN
POS: DT JJ JJ
172 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
1 POS: DT PS: JJ POS: NN ! PS: NN 68%
! WORD: of
2 POS: DT PS: JJ ! PS: NN 59%
! WORD: ” SUB: SUB
3 POS: DT PS: JJ ! PS: NN 55%
! WORD: ” ! WORD: ,
! WORD: first ! WORD: of
4 POS: DT JJ PS: NN 58%
5 PS: DT ! PS: T/L PS: NN ! PS: NN 57%
PS: IN DT ! WORD: ,
! WORD: of
6 PS: JJ POS: NNS 51%
7 PS: DT ! PS: T/L PS: NN ! PS: NN 64%
! WORD: ,
! WORD: of
POS: IN
8 ! POS: JJ POS: JJ PS: NN 93%
WORD: president
9 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ PS: NN ! PS: NN 52%
! WORD: ,
! WORD: of
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Rule learned based on IBMAC (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
10 POS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN ! POS: NN 70%
PS: DT NN
11 PS: DT JJ ! PS: NN 53%
12 POS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN POS: . 64%
! PS: NP IN DT
! WORD: T/L
! POS: IN DT
! POS: VBG DT
13 POS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN 59%
! PS: NP IN DT
POS: DT JJ JJ
14 PS: DT ! POS: DT PS: NN 53%
! PS: T/L
SUB: SUB
POS: JJ JJ
15 ! POS: DT PS: NN 55%
POS: IN DT JJ
16 POS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN PS: VP 77%
! PS: NP IN DT . </s>
PS: DT JJ NN
17 PS: DT ! POS: DT PS: NN 51%
SUB: SUB ! PS: T/L
POS: NN
174 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
18 PS: DT ! PS: T/L PS: NN PS: VP 40%
! WORD: ” ! SUB:
! WORD: ” MAIN/SUB
19 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 57%
! WORD: ”
WORD: last
20 PS: DT ! WORD: T/L 43%
PS: NNS
21 POS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN PS: VP 42%
PS: NP IN ! PS: NP IN DT
! WORD: T/L
22 POS: IN ! POS: DT PS: NN WORD: </s> 62%
! PS: NP IN DT
! WORD: T/L
23 POS: IN ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 46%
! PS: NP IN DT PS: NN PS: PP
! WORD: T/L
24 ! POS: JJ PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L 39%
POS: IN ! WORD: ”
! WORD: in
25 PS: DT ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: T/L 41%
! PS: T/L PS: NN
POS: JJ
26 ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L 50%
POS: IN JJ PS: NN
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Rule learned based on IBMAC (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
27 WORD: . ! WORD: T/L WORD: </s> 96%
28 ! SUB: ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 84%
MAIN PS: NN ! SUB: SUB
WORD: :
29 PS: DT ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 63%
! PS: T/L PS: NN ! WORD: ,
POS: JJ NN ! PS: VP .
! PS: NN
30 ! SUB: ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 48%
MAIN PS: DT NN PS: NN
31 ! WORD: T/L 61%
PS: NNS
WORD: states
32 WORD: <s> ! WORD: T/L POS: IN 68%
POS: FVF
33 ! WORD: for ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 70%
! POS: IN DT PS: NN ! PS: NN
POS: JJ JJ ! WORD: afp ! SUB: SUB
! WORD: ,
! POS: IN
! SUB:
SUB/MAIN
176 List of reordering rules
Rule learned based on IBMAC (GDF)
No LC LS RS RC Prob.
34 POS: DT PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L SUB: SUB 36%
! WORD: ”
35 POS: IN JJ ! WORD: T/L 61%
PS: NNS
36 ! POS: JJ ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 92%
! WORD: ’s ! POS: IN DT PS: NN ! WORD: ,
! POS: POS JJ ! WORD: afp ! POS: FVF
WORD: ! POS: IN
minister
37 ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 70%
PS: NN POS: IN
WORD: in
POS: IN NNP
PS:
PP FVF NP
38 WORD: to ! POS: DT ! WORD: T/L ! WORD: of 88%
! POS: IN DT PS: NN
PS: DT JJ NN ! WORD: afp
39 WORD: PS: JJ ! WORD: T/L SUB: SUB 92%
<s> ! WORD: ”
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